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Drawn to Birds
A Naturalist's Sketchbook
by Jenny deFouw Geuder
This coffee-table book pairs the author's naturalist knowledge with her
watercolor paintings to create a one-of-a-kind product for birders and
nature lovers.

Author Bio

Adventure Publications
On Sale: May 20/22
7.13 x 9.5 • 144 pages
Color illustrations throughout
9781647552251 • $40.95 • cl
Nature / Animals / Birds

Notes
how to section
how to be a naturalist and draw
author is an educator middle school for the last 17
years
Not a sketchbook - more of a coffee table book
This coffee-table book pairs the author's naturalist
knowledge with her watercolor paintings to create a
one-of-a-kind product for birders and nature lovers.

Jenny deFouw Geuder is an artist and educator from Michigan. She received
her Bachelor's and Master's degrees in Art Education (and she minored in
English). She has always loved nature and being outdoors. She especially
loves gardening and hiking, and over time, began sketching the objects she
discovered outside. She bought a bird feeder, and she was charmed by the
many visitors. That one bird feeder grew to two, four, and now about eightalong with multiple bird baths! As she immersed herself in bird watching, she
started fine-tuning her garden by introducing native plants that benefited birds
and other wildlife.

By day, Jenny has taught art at the middle-school level for 16 years. Each
year, she includes an art lesson and project based on the famous prints of
John James Audubon. Jenny emulated this work at home, and she began
painting her backyard finds, everything from leaves and flowers to birds. This
soon became one of her favorite pastimes. She loves observing, and she
found herself constantly learning more about the subjects of her paintings. To
record those discoveries, she started taking notes about her observations.
That process led naturally to this sketchbook, her debut book. She has also
continued her own artistic interests in commissioned work and personal
topics. She primarily works in watercolor, but she also enjoys oils, ceramics,
and graphite.

Artists are professional observers, who tend to see things in a different way,
by focusing on colors and shapes, textures or lines. But a person doesn't need
to be a professionally trained artist to observe like one, or to make their own
art. In fact, if this project has taught Jenny anything, it's that naturalists are a
lot like artists in that they look more closely at the world and recognize all of
the diversity that nature has to offer.

Jenny lives in the country with her husband, two small boys, a dog, five cats, a
hedgehog, chickens, and occasionally two ponies. She spends most of her
summers at a rustic log cabin on a lake in northern Michigan, where she
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hikes, fishes, and enjoys the natural beauty of the area.
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Hummingbirds
Marvels of the Bird World
by Stan Tekiela

Adventure Publications
On Sale: May 20/22
8 x 9 • 160 pages
Color photos throughout
9781647552466 • $27.95 • pb
Nature / Animals / Birds
Series: Favorite Wildlife

Notes
Previous Edition: 9781591935292

Marvel at the lives of hummingbirds with this collection of photographs
and information by award-winning author and wildlife photographer Stan
Tekiela.Their beauty captivates us. Their aerial acrobatics enchant us.
Hummingbirds are beloved backyard visitors. They are dainty and elusive. A
hummingbird sighting is a remarkable event, one worthy of remembering,
cherishing, and sharing with others. Award-winning author, naturalist, and
wildlife photographer Stan Tekiela believes that hummingbirds are fascinating
and adorable birds. He spent more than 10 years traveling across the country
to observe and photograph the hummingbird's variousspecies, from rubythroated to rufous. He documented every aspect of the hummingbird's life:
major events such as migration and courtship, as well as everyday activities
including feeding and sleeping.The result is a striking portrayal of these
amazing animals in Hummingbirds . Stan's extraordinary photographs depict
the backyard birds in a new, unique fashion. His fascinating text, drawn from
detailed research and personal observations, provides information about
every aspect of the hummingbirds' lives. Presented with headings and short
paragraphs, the coffee-table book is pleasurable to browse and easy to read.
They are wondrous and beautiful," says Stan. "Watching them in action is
almost magical."Unmatched by any other book on the market, Hummingbirds
is a must-have for bird watchers, gardeners, and nature lovers.

Author Bio
Naturalist, wildlife photographer and writerStan Tekiela is the author of more
than 190 field guides, nature books, children's books, wildlife audio CDs,
puzzles and playing cards, presenting many species of birds, mammals,
reptiles, amphibians, trees, wildflowers and cacti in the United States. With a
Bachelor of Science degree in Natural History from the University of
Minnesota and as an active professional naturalist for more than 30 years,
Stan studies and photographs wildlife throughout the United States and
Canada. He has received various national and regional awards for his books
and photographs. Also a well-known columnist and radio personality, his
syndicated column appears in more than 25 newspapers and his wildlife
programs are broadcast on a number of Midwest radio stations.
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Utah Day Trips by Theme
by Leigh Wilson
Explore Utah with this all-in-one guidebook, packed with hundreds of
Utah's best destinations organized by theme.

Discover hundreds of unique attractions around the Beehive State. This
comprehensive guide by Leigh Wilson is jam-packed with Utah's top spots for
fun and entertainment. Take a simple day trip, or string together a longer
vacation of activities that appeal to you. Useful for singles, couples, and
families-visitors and residents alike-this guide encompasses a wide range of
interests.

Features You'll Appreciate

Adventure Publications
On Sale: May 10/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 160 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781647551612 • $23.95 • pb
Travel / US / West / Mountain
Series: Day Trip Series

- Sections divided by theme for easy reference-decide what to do, then figure
out where to do it
- Destinations based on themes such as Festivals, Outdoor Adventures, and
Trains & Planes
- Tips for other things to do in the area
- Handy size that's perfect for traveling
You'll Find

- Monuments, museums, and mines
- Breathtaking views along scenic drives
- Wineries, breweries, and culinary experiences
Find an adventure that feels handpicked for you. With Utah Day Trips by
Theme at your fingertips, you'll always have something to do!

Author Bio
Leigh Wilson is a travel blogger and freelance writer from Moline, Illinois.
Travel has been her passion for as long as she can remember. Her parents
loved traveling and had an RV when she was small. Her dad was a door-todoor Kirby vacuum salesman, so she often traveled with him during school
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breaks and summers.In 2017, after a 20-year marketing career, Leigh set out
on a 4-month road trip with her Airedale Terrier, in search of a new town to cal
home. For a time, she planted in Tucson, Arizona, but upon arrival in Park
City, Utah, she felt like she was home. When sheâ€™s not writing or traveling,
youâ€™ll find Leigh out hiking.Writing this book has been an excellent
opportunity for her to explore the deepest corners of her new home state.
Every time she leaves home, the diversity of Utah landscapes and attractions
continues to amaze her.
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Birds of Idaho Field Guide
by Stan Tekiela
Identify Idaho birds with this easy-to-use field guide, organized by color
and featuring full-color photographs and helpful information.Make birdwatching in Idaho even more enjoyable. With Stan Tekiela's famous bird
guide, field identification is simple and informative. There's no need to look
through dozens of photos of birds that don't live in your area. This handy book
features 128 species of Idaho birds organized by color for ease of use. Fullpage photographs present the species as you'll see them in nature, and a
compare" feature helps you to decide between look-alikes.Inside you'll find:

Adventure Publications
On Sale: Jun 17/22
4.38 x 6 • 324 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781647551483 • $23.95 • pb
Nature / Birds & Birdwatching
Series: Bird Identification Guides

- 128 species: Only Idaho birds!
- Simple color guide: See a yellow bird? Go to the yellow section
- Stan's Notes: Naturalist tidbits and facts
- Professional photos: Crisp, stunning images
This second edition includes six new species, updated photographs and range
maps, expanded information, and even more of Stan's expert insights. So
grab Birds of Idaho Field Guide for your next birding adventure - to help
ensure that you positively identify the birds that you see.

Author Bio
Naturalist, wildlife photographer and writerStan Tekiela is the author of more
than 190 field guides, nature books, children's books, wildlife audio CDs,
puzzles and playing cards, presenting many species of birds, mammals,
reptiles, amphibians, trees, wildflowers and cacti in the United States. With a
Bachelor of Science degree in Natural History from the University of
Minnesota and as an active professional naturalist for more than 30 years,
Stan studies and photographs wildlife throughout the United States and
Canada. He has received various national and regional awards for his books
and photographs. Also a well-known columnist and radio personality, his
syndicated column appears in more than 25 newspapers and his wildlife
programs are broadcast on a number of Midwest radio stations.
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Cougar Claw
by Cary J. Griffith
In this outdoors mystery, special agent Sam Rivers investigates the
unexplained-and very unlikely-cougar attack that killed a wealthy
business owner.

The sighting of a cougar in the Minnesota River Valley, outside the Twin Cities
is incredibly rare. A deadly cougar attack on a human in this area is about as
likely as getting struck by lightning-twice. Yet when wealthy business owner
Jack McGregor is found dead, the physical evidence seems incontrovertible.

Sheriff Rusty Benson brings in Sam Rivers, a US Fish & Wildlife (USFW)
special agent and a wildlife biologist, to examine the scene and sign off on his
conclusions. But Sam's experiences have given him a penchant for
understanding predators, and he has more questions than answers.
Adventure Publications
On Sale: Jun 17/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages
9781647550813 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / General
Series: A Sam Rivers Mystery

Notes
The second in a series of wildlife-themed mysteries—
the outdoor setting influences the storyline in a unique
way

Details begin to surface that challenge law enforcement's open-and-shut case.
To find justice, Sam must take matters into his own hands. He enlists the help
of reporter Diane Talbott and his wolf-dog, Gray, who's in training to become a
working dog for the USFW. Gray's nose leads the investigation in unexpected
directions. The more rocks Sam turns over, the more motives for murdering
McGregor seem to slither out.

With no help or support from local law enforcement, Sam and his team are all
that stand between justice and those who might otherwise get away with
murder. Sam's knowledge of backcountry, cougars, and the criminal mind will
be put to the test, as he tries to solve the case-and stay alive.

In Cougar Claw, natural history writer Cary J. Griffith brings back Sam Rivers,
the predator's predator, and pens a puzzling mystery filled with suspense and
intrigue.
In this highly anticipated second novel in the Sam Rivers series, Cary J.
Griffith delivers another finely researched and compellingly written thriller.
Both the beauty and the savagery of our natural world form the heart of a
Griffith story. In this case, it's the predatory habits of cougars. When the killing
of a Twin Cities man in an apparent cougar attack brings Sam to the
Minnesota River Valley to investigate, what follows is a gradual and
fascinating revelation of not just the predatory nature of cougars, but that of
humans as well.'
-William Kent Krueger, Edgar Award-winning author of This Tender Land
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'Griffith-and his very engaging hero, Sam Rivers-both know the Minnesota
wilderness inside and out. But be careful. After staying up all night to devour
Cougar Claw, you may find yourself listening for a low growl the next time
you're alone in the forest.'
-Brian Freeman, New York Times best-selling author of The Deep, Deep
Snow

'From the first page to the last, Cougar Claw blends high suspense with the
quiet observations of the predator's predator, Sam Rivers. Between Griffith's
descriptions of Minnesota's natural beauty and the human nature of his
characters, this is a book you won't want to end.'
-Debra H. Goldstein, award-winning author of the Sarah Blair mystery series

'Mixing deep knowledge of the natural world with the twists and turns of the
best suspense novels, Cougar Claw is a thoughtful and thrilling story.'
-Mary Logue, author of the Claire Watkins mysteries and The Streel

'Griffith doubles down on his strengths in this series, giving us another vibrant
cast of allies, suspects, and a misunderstood predator, while navigating a path
between animal rights and human fears of the natural world. I can't wait for
Sam Rivers' next assignment.'

-Mindy Mejia, author of Everything You Want Me to Be and Strike Me Down

Author Bio
Award-winning authorCary J. Griffith grew up among the woods, fields, and
emerald waters of eastern Iowa. His childhood fostered a lifelong love of wild
places. He earned a B.A. in English from the University of Iowa and an M.A. in
library science from the University of Minnesota.Griffith's books explore the
natural world. In nonfiction, he covers the borderlands between civilization and
wild places. In fiction, he focuses on the ways some people use flora and
fauna to commit crimes, while others with more reverence and understanding
of the natural world leverage their knowledge to bring criminals to justice. In
both genres, readers are likely to learn something about our relationship to the
natural world and the creatures who inhabit it.I was 14 the first time I visited
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Jane Fonda: In Her Own Words
edited by Suzanne Sonnier

Agate Publishing
On Sale: May 20/22
5x7
9781572843028 • $18.95 • pb
Biography / Women
Series: In Their Own Words

Get inside the head of Jane Fonda: actress, political activist,
environmentalist, philanthropist, and creator of an unlikely fitness empire that
captivated the country beginning in the 1980s.
This collection of quotes has been curated from Jane Fonda's numerous
public statements-interviews, books, social media posts, television
appearances, and more. It's a comprehensive picture of her legacy and her
impact on American popular culture.
Fonda began her career in the public eye as a model before taking up acting
and bursting onto the scene as a stage actress in New York in the 1950s. She
transitioned to film work in the 60s and skyrocketed to global prominence
through her performance as the title character in Barbarella (1968). While she
continued to headline in major motion pictures through the 70s and into the
80s, she became just as well known for the political activism she pursued in
the late 60s and early 70s, most notably in the anti-war movement during the
Vietnam era.
In an effort to fund some of her activist efforts, she launched a second career
in fitness. Fonda built a multi-million dollar aerobics exercise empire, starting
with the release of Jane Fonda's Workout Book (1981), which was a national
bestseller, and quickly followed by her popular exercise video, Jane Fonda's
Workout, which was the top-selling VHS tape for a number of years. She went
on to film more than 20 other workout videos, which collectively sold more
than 17 million copies worldwide.
She took a brief hiatus from acting throughout the 90s, during which time she
founded several philanthropic organizations, including the Georgia Campaign
for Adolescent Power and Potential, the Fonda Family Foundation, and the
Jane Fonda Foundation. Her foundations make charitable donations to a
number of causes including reproductive services, education, human services,
and the environment.
Fonda eventually returned to acting in the early 2000s, capturing a new
generation of fans through her work in film and on popular television series
including The Newsroom and the contemporary Netflix hit series Grace and
Frankie . She has continued to do activist work, particularly in opposing the
Iraq War and supporting environmental causes.
Now, for the first time, you can find Jane Fonda's most inspirational, thoughtprovoking quotes in one place.
PRAISE FOR AGATE B2'S NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING SERIES, IN
THEIR OWN WORDS:
[ I, Steve ] is the same treatment given such luminaries as Winston Churchill,
Abraham Lincoln and Christopher Hitchens and offers Jobs's views on life,
death, technology and design, among other topics."-Timothy R. Smith, The
Washington Post
"[ Impatient Optimist ] is like eating salted peanuts: Once you start reading,
it's hard to stop."-Anne Fisher,CNN Money
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"A new book revealing many of Steve Jobs' most illuminating quotes... "Lance Whitney,CNET
"A 160-page collection of quotes from the most iconic product pitchman since
P.T. Barnum."-Ben Popper,The New York Observer BetaBeat blog
"A much better Jobs product is coming soon. It'll entertain you for hours, and
no-it is not a Jobs-branded iPad or anything similarly high-tech. It is, friends,
an old-fashioned book!"-Hillary Reinsberg,Mogulite
"Inspirational reading pleasure."-Courtney Boyd Myers,The Next Web
"The kind of book that you read, think about, and then pass on to a friend or
colleague... I learned a lot about Jobs' thinking process."-Allen Stern,
CenterNetworks
"[ Boy Billionaire ] reveals the intimate thoughts and beliefs of the man who
has arguably created one of the world's largest companies... and who is also
one of the world's greatest social connectors."-Strategy Driven
"A short work to be dipped into for nuggets of business (or law firm) wisdom...
"-Michael Roach,Law Technology News"

Author Bio
Suzanne Sonnier is an editor living in the Chicago area.
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The Migraine Relief Plan Cookbook
More Than 100 Anti-Inflammatory Recipes for Managing
Headaches and Living a Healthier Life
by Stephanie Weaver
Following the publication of her first book, The Migraine Relief Plan, a step-bystep plan to achieve a healthier lifestyle for those who suffer severe migraines
and chronic illnesses, and those who care for them, Stephanie Weaver
received a flood of requests from readers seeking more recipes. She spent
the next few years expanding her research, meticulously testing new recipes,
and interviewing a wide range of health professionals, advocates, patients,
and caregivers. The result is The Migraine Relief Plan Cookbook, an essential
guide to healthier eating and mindful living, which aims to help readers
mitigate the symptoms of severe migraines, headaches, and other chronic
illnesses. It also features a foreword by nutrition scholar Margaret Slavin,
PhD, RDN, and neurology professor Dawn C. Buse, PhD.

Agate Publishing
On Sale: Jul 22/22
7 x 9 • 220 pages
100 color photographs
9781572843110 • $48.95 • cl
Cooking / Health & Healing / Low Salt

Notes
ACCESSIBLE AND APPROACHABLE: Recipes
emphasize ease of preparation, versatility, and
convenience in a variety of environments. Recipes are
coded for vegan/vegetarian, dairy-free, egg-free, grainfree, and Instant Pot options.
RELIEF FOR MILLIONS OF CHRONIC ILLNESS
SUFFERERS: An estimated 39 million Americans live
with migraine disease, and many more live with the
effects of a chronic illness. The Migraine Relief Plan
Cookbook showcases 115 anti-inflammatory recipes
that meet the dietary needs of people with migraine
disease, diabetes, lupus, MS, obesity, hypertension,
and other chronic health conditions.
HIGH-END PACKAGE WITH GIFT APPEAL: Paperover-board case filled with lush, full-color photography.
AUTHOR EXPERTISE: Author has a Master of Public
Health in Nutrition Education from the University of
Illinois and has a wellness coaching certification. She
is an expert at changing diet for health reasons, and
her own migraine diagnosis has informed her
approach.

The 100 delicious, plan-friendly recipes of The Migraine Relief Plan
Cookbook include foods for every meal of the day, plus snacks, drinks,
sauces, and condiments, as well as serving suggestions and a chapter on
preparing healthy, wholesome meals from leftovers. This robust selection of
recipes, enhanced with Weaver's favorite preparation tips and personal
insights, empowers readers to create beautiful meals that support their health.
Her insightful interviews with health professionals, advocates, and patients
provide tips for ongoing self-care, pain management,and building resilience.
This book will help readers benefit from a holistic approach to battling
migraines and chronic pain. The Migraine Relief Plan Cookbook arms readers
with the recipes, research, professional insight, and lifestyle tips necessary to
face their symptoms head-on.

Author Bio
Stephanie Weaver, MPH is a writer, speaking coach, and recipe developer
based in San Diego, CA. She has a Master of Public Health in Nutrition
Education from the University of Illinois. She is an expert at changing diet for
health reasons, and her books provide creative solutions to nutrition and
lifestyle change for people living with migraine disease. She's the host of The
Blue and Yellow Kitchen andThe Resilience Series both on Facebook Watch
and IGTV, and her recipes have been featured in Cosmopolitan, Bon Appetit,
Cooking Light, Parade, and more.
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Rethinking Fandom
How to Beat the Sports-Industrial Complex at Its Own Game
by Craig Calcaterra
A fundamental reevaluation of how to be a sports fan by an acclaimed
baseball writer.
Sports fandom isn't what it used to be. Owners and executives increasingly
count on the blind loyalty of their fans and too often act against the team's
best interest. Sports fans are left deliberating not only mismanagement, but
also political, health, and ethical issues.

Belt Publishing
On Sale: Apr 15/22
5 x 7 • 228 pages
9781953368232 • $24.50 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Sociology Of Sports

Notes
Calcaterra argues that fans have more power than
they realize to change how their teams behave.

In Rethinking Fandom:How To Beat The Sports Industrial Complex at Its Own
Game, sportswriter (and lifelong sports fan) Craig Calcaterra outlines endemic
problems with what he calls the Sports-Industrial Complex, such as
intentionally tanking a season to get a high draft pick, scamming local
governments to build cushy new stadiums, actively subverting the players,
bad stadium deals, racism, concussions, and more. But he doesn't give up on
professional sports. In the second half of the book, he proposes strategies to
reclaim joy in fandom: rooting for players insteadof teams, being a fairweather fan, becoming an activist, and other clever solutions.
With his characteristic wit and piercing commentary, Calcaterra argues that
fans have more power than they realize to change how their teams behave.
Craig Calcaterra once again proves his status as one of the most insightful
commentators on the intersection of sports, culture, and politics. Bringing his
trademark blend of clear thinking, righteous indignation, and ironic humor, he
lays out the case that modern sports fans are captured in a cycle of toxic
exploitation. He skewers the manipulative hypocrisy of the sports-industrial
complex, and asks us to reexamine our connections to the corporate
franchises and media conglomerates whoprofit from our passions. But the
best part is that rather than simply criticizing, Calcaterra provides positive
solutions to help us form a healthier and more thoughtful relationship with the
sports we love. A vital book for any sports fan in the 21st century." -Mike
Duncan, author of New York Times bestseller A Hero of Two Worlds: The
Marquis de Lafayette in the Age of Revolutions
"Modern fandom is rubbish, and Calcaterra explains why, but in so doing, also
shows us the way out of our desensitized, corporate, laundry-hugging ways." Keith Law, senior baseball writer, The Athletic

Author Bio
Craig Calcaterrais the writer and editor of the daily baseball, news, and
culture newsletter, Cup of Coffee. Previously, he was the lead national
baseball writer for NBC Sports, where he launched and edited the baseball
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blog HardballTalk. Calcaterra's work has appeared on NPR, Bloomberg News,
BBC, and ESPN. He lives in New Albany, Ohio.
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Boys Come First
by Aaron Foley
This hilarious, touching debut novel by Aaron Foley, author of<font
color=#4b4f54" face="inherit, serif"> How to Live in Detroit Without Being a
Jackass, follows three Black gay millennial men looking for love,
friendship, and professional success in the Motor City.
Suddenly jobless and single after a devastating layoff and a breakup with his
cheating ex, advertising copywriter Dominick Gibson flees his life in Hell's
Kitchen to try and get back on track in his hometown of Detroit. He's got one
objective - exit the shallow dating pool ASAP and get married by thirty-five and the deadline's approaching fast.

Belt Publishing
On Sale: Jun 10/22
6 x 9 • 386 pages
9781953368256 • $39.50 • pb
Fiction / Gay

Meanwhile, Dom's best friend, Troy Clements, an idealistic teacher who never
left Michigan, finds himself at odds with all the men in his life: a troubled
boyfriend he's desperate to hold onto, a perpetually dissatisfied father, and his
other friend, Remy Patton. Remy, a rags-to-riches real estate agent known as
'Mr. Detroit,' has his own problems - namely choosing between making it work
with a long-distance lover or settling for a local Mr. Right Now who's not quite
Mr. Right. And when ahigh-stakes real estate deal threatens to blow up his
friendship with Troy, the three men have to figure out how to navigate the
pitfalls of friendship and a city that seems to be changing overnight.
Full of unforgettable characters, Boys Come First is about the trials and
tribulations of real friendship, but also about the highlights and hiccups -late
nights at the wine bar, awkward Grindr hookups, workplace microaggressions,
situationships, frenemies, family drama, and of course, the group chat - that
define Black, gay, millennial life in today's Detroit.
Aaron Foley's fantastic debut is a hilarious and heartfelt story of friendship,
family, longing, and lust, wrapped in a beautiful love letter to Detroit. You can't
help but root for Millennials Dominick, Remy, and Troy in all their messy
magnificence. Fans of Terry McMillan and E. Lynn Harris especially will rejoice
at Foley's smart, evocative prose. I devoured this book. And bonus: Reading
Boys Come First made this Gen Xer feel just a little bit cooler." -Deesha
Philyaw, The Secret Lives of Church Ladies

A Sex and the City meets Waiting to Exhale about millennial gay Black men,
Boys Come First is full of sharp-edged shade, raunchy sex, boozy good times
with ride-or-die friends, hints of love and vulnerability and even a few fivehankie moments toward the end. That it's set in the rapidly gentrifying city of
Detroit by someone who knows the city inside-out only adds to the richness. I
rarely say this, but once I started it I could not put it down and finished it in two
nights. Equal parts sassy and sweet and a completely satisfying, very up-to-
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the-minute read." -Tim Murphy, Christodora and Correspondents

Author Bio
Aaron Foley is a senior editor at PBS NewHour. He previously has served as
director of the Black Media Initiative at the Newmark Graduate School and the
chief storyteller for the city of Detroit. His books include How to Live in Detroit
Without Being a Jackass and The Detroit Neighborhood Guidebook, and his
work has appeared in This American Life, The Atlantic, and elsewhere. A
Detroit native, he lives in Brooklyn's Bedford-Stuyvesant neighborhood.
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Arab Indianapolis
by Edward E. Curtis
An accessible, intimate look at the oft-neglected history of Arab
Americans in Greater Indianapolis who have made a remarkable impact
on the region since the late 1800s.
From establishing local businesses to working in the fields of health care and
education, Arab Americans have made indelible contributions to the cultural
vitality, economic growth, and social fabric of central Indiana. Arab
Indianapolis features the stories of Arab Americans-some famous, some notwho have shaped the Capital City's past and will continue to define its future.
It details a history hidden in plain sight, one sometimes buried beneath
Indianapolis's most iconic landmarks such as Lucas Oil Stadium, Monument
Circle, the Indiana War Memorials, the Governor's Residence, and Riverside
Park. Highlights include:

Belt Publishing
On Sale: Jun 17/22
9 x 6 • 160 pages
76 color; 13 black-and-white
9781953368270 • $33.95 • cl
History / US / State & Local / Midwest

- Helen Corey, the first ArabAmerican to hold statewide elected office and the
author of one of the most famous books on Syrian cuisine
- Jeff George, a Syrian American from the region who went on to play
quarterback for the Indianapolis Colts
- The Syrian Christian community and the building of St. George Orthodox
Church
- Indianapolis's connection to St. Jude Children's Hospital
- Governor Mitch Daniels, Indiana governor and grandson to Syrian
immigrants

Through short essays, over eighty beautiful photographs, interviews, and even
a few recipes, this collection embraces the full humanity of Arab Americans in
the Midwest. It will give you a deeper sense of the myriad lives of Arabdescended Hoosiers who call Indianapolis home.
Arab Indianapolis is an indispensable resource for anyone looking to know
the full story of how Arab Americans continue to shape one of the Midwest's
most iconic cities.

Author Bio
Edward E. Curtis IV, a descendant of the first generation of Arabic-speaking
people to settle in the American Midwest, is the William M. and Gail M. Plater
Chair of the Liberal Arts at Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis.
The founder of the Arab Indianapolis community project, he is the author or
editor of over a dozen books about Muslim, Black, and Arab American history
and life, including Muslims of the Heartland and Muslim American Politics and
the Future of US Democracy
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A Lovely Place, A Fighting Place, A Charmer
The Baltimore Anthology
edited by Gary M. Almeter and Rafael Alvarez
A part of Belt's City Anthology Series, a unique take on Charm City
through the eyes of those who live there every day.
To many outsiders, Baltimore-sometimes derisively called 'Mobtown' or
'Bodymore'-is a city famous for its poverty and violence, twin ills that have
been compounded by decades of racial segregation and the loss of
manufacturing jobs. But that portrait has only given us a skewed view of a
truly unique and diverse American city, the place that produced Babe Ruth,
Elijah Cummings, Nancy Pelosi, Edgar Allan Poe, John Waters, and Thurgood
Marshall, and a city that's completely its own.

Belt Publishing
On Sale: Jul 8/22
6 x 9 • 224 pages
9781953368263 • $27.50 • pb
History / US / State & Local / Middle Atlantic
Series: Belt City Anthologies

In the over thirty-five essays, poems, and short stories collected here, the
authors take an unfiltered look at the ins and outs of Baltimore's past and
present. You'll hear about the first time an umbrella appeared in the Inner
Harbor, nineteenth-century grave robbers, and the city's history with redlining
and blockbusting. But you'll also get a deeper sense of what life is like in
Baltimore today, including stories about urban gardening in Bolton Hill, the
slow demise of local journalism, what life was like in the city during COVID,
and the legacy of Freddie Gray.
As Ron Kipling Williams writes in hisessay about the city's magnetic appeal,
'Baltimore has always been a city worth fighting for,' and running through all
these essays is the story ofBaltimore's resilience. From Pigtown to Pimlico,
this anthology captures the sights, sounds, and feel of this city that so many
people have come to discover is truly a lovely place, a fighting place, a
charmer.
Edited by Gary M. Almeter and Rafael Alvarez, this anthology offers an
unfiltered look at Baltimore that will appeal to anyone looking for a portrait of
an American city that's far more nuanced than the stories that are generally
told about it.

Author Bio
Gary M. Almeter is a writer and attorney who lives in Baltimore with his wife,
three children, and two dogs. He published his first book, a memoir/biography
hybrid called The Emperor of Ice-Cream, in 2019. His first novel, Kissing the
Roadkill Back to Life, will be published in June 2022, and his humor book,
The Official Dream Dinner Party Handbook, is slated for publication in July
2022.
Rafael Alvarez is a writer based in his hometown of Baltimore, the setting for
virtually all of his fiction, journalism, and memoir. His biography of a Baltimore
badass turned do-gooder- Don't Count Me Out: The Bruce White Story -will be
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released in 2022 by Cornell University Press. A former staff writer for the HBO
drama The Wire, Alvarez learned his craft on the city desk of the Baltimore
Sun as a young man. He can be reached atorlo.leini@gmail.com
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Diablo: The Sanctuary Tarot Deck and Guidebook
by Barbara Moore, by (artist) Konstantin Vavilov
Weigh
the past and seize your destiny-wherever the darkened path may leadwith The Sanctuary <span class=c-mrkdwnhighlight"> Tarot Deck and
Guidebook, inspired by the mythos of
Blizzard Entertainment's Diablo and its magic-infused world of
Sanctuary.

In this deluxe boxed set featuring 78 oversize
cards and a 96-page guidebook, rekindle the traditions of those who threw
bones, read tea leaves, and invoked the supernatural to light their path. With
a team of artists led by Konstantin Vavilov and a comprehensive guidebook by
Barbara Moore, this tarot set channels the beauty and terror of Sanctuary into

Blizzard Entertainment
On Sale: Jul 29/22
6 x 9 • 96 pages
9781950366873 • $41.95 • cards
Body, Mind & Spirit / Divination / Tarot • Non
Returnable

Notes
Includes Tarot Deck

an all-encompassing, visually stunning experience that holds the key to
understanding-and embracing-your own innerdemons.

Author Bio
At a party, someone put a tarot deck in Barbara Moore's hands. She's held on
tight ever since, letting the tarot reveal its wisdom. When not pondering the
secrets of the cards, Barbara writes books, designs decks, and teaches tarot
all over the world. She's been Llewellyn's tarot acquisitions editor for over 20
years. A few highlights from her extensive body of work include: Llewellyn's
Little Book of Tarot, Modern Guide to Energy Clearing, Steampunk Tarot,
Tarot Spreads, Wizard's Tarot, and Llewellyn's Tarot Calendar and her
forthcoming, Trick or Treat Tarot (2022). Barbara lives in St. Paul, MN with her
wife, Dylan. She loves cake, art supplies, summer, traveling, and good books,
which are also a few of the things that convince Barbara that the Divine loves
us and wants us to be happy. Connect with her at her website: www.
tarotshaman.com
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TUKI
Fight for Family
by Jeff Smith, illustrated by Jeff Smith
Two million years ago, at the dawn of humanity, when multiple species of
humans lived at the same time, three lost children, a shaggy old timer, and an
outcast missing link, fell in with an outsider named Tuki who carried with him
the secret of Fire. A rival species, the Habiline, hunt and kill anyone found
using fire. When word of the small band of misfits spreads, the new
companions find themselves under attack!

Author Bio

Cartoon Books
On Sale: Jul 15/22
11.38 x 8.88 • 160 pages
Black and White Illustrations throughout
9781888963779 • $27.95 • pb
Comics & Graphic Novels / Graphic Nov / Fantasy •
Ages 10-99 years
Series: TUKI

Notes
Previous Edition: 9781888963755

Jeff Smith is the New York Times Best-Selling author of the award-winning
series, BONE, which is published in over 30 countries and is among TIME
MAGAZINE's Ten Best Graphic Novels of All Time." BONE was a pioneer in
comics publishing for kids when it launched Scholastic's graphic novel imprint,
Graphix Books, in 2005. Smith's other award-winning and acclaimed comics
include SHAZAM! The Monster Society of Evil, RASL, Little Mouse Gets
Ready!, ROSE and BONE: Tall Tales.Smith splits his time between Columbus
and Key West with his wife and business partner, Vijaya Iyer, where he is
working on his current project TUKI: Fight For Family Jeff Smith is the New
York Times Best-Selling author of the award-winning series, BONE, which is
published in over 30 countries and is among TIME MAGAZINE's "Ten Best
Graphic Novels of All Time." BONE was a pioneer in comics publishing for
kids when it launched Scholastic's graphic novel imprint, Graphix Books, in
2005. Smith's other award-winning and acclaimed comics include SHAZAM!
The Monster Society of Evil, RASL, Little Mouse Gets Ready!, ROSE and
BONE: Tall Tales.Smith splits his time between Columbus and Key West with
his wife and business partner, Vijaya Iyer, where he is working on his current
project TUKI: Fight For Family"
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Anyone Can Taste Wine
(You Just Need This Book)
by Cees van Casteren, translated by Jaime Goode
Master of Wine Cees van Casteren is internationally renown for his
lighthearted approach to the wine industry. His 14 years of experience in fine
chemicals and oenological specialties gives him a deeper insight to yeasts
and enzymes, affording him unique insights into the chemical construction of
wine. His personal philosophy of 'taste and enjoy first' has Now, in his 12th
book, van Casteren returns to share his extensive knowledge and personal
approach to wine tasting with audiences across the globe - proving that
anyone truly can taste wine like an expert!

On Sale: Jun 3/22
9.84 x 11.42 • 300 pages
9781637700358 • $40.95 • PB - Hardcover edition
Cooking / Beverages / Alcoholic / Wine

The Dutch version of this book has been selling since November 4, 2019, and
has sold over 10,000 copies in Holland. As the Dutch language territory is very
small, a fourth print within six months gives Carus Publishing a lot of
confidence for future sales in other international markets, including the US.
<span lang=en-US">Tim Atkin, MW: <span lang="en-US"> " <span lang="enUS">Cees is a brilliant taster, but just as importantly, he knows how to
communicate his knowledge clearly and with real insight. Consumers will love
this book, but I learnt a lot from it too. And I've been tasting wine
professionally for 35 years."

Jamie Goode, UK wine expert: In this thoughtful and highly original book,
Cees van Casteren presents his structured and very practical framework for
blind tasting wine - this isn't just for students of wine, but will be invaluable for
anyone who tastes wine on a regular basis.

Author Bio
Cornelius (Cees) van Casteren MW is a Dutch writer and educator. He has
won numerous awards for wine tasting since 2000 and became a Master of
Wine in 2012. Cees is a Rioja Educator, Ambassadeur du Champagne and
WSET Educator. Since 2004, Cees has written 12 books and more than 600
articles on wine and food. He publishes weekly in three newspapers of the
Associated Press, is correspondent for Meininger's Wine Business
International and writes for several other magazines. Cees is also partner of
wine blog thestoryofmywine.com with appr 100,000 followers on Instagram
and Facebook, and he runs his own independent wine consultancy and
training business. He currently is Chairman of the Association of Vinologists,
the main trade association for wine professionals in the Netherlands.
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Better Call Saul and Philosophy
edited by Joshua Heter and Brett Coppenger
Better Call Saul and Philosophy is an anthology, a collection of essays
exploring the philosophical themes present in the hit television show Better
Call Saul . Premiering in the Spring of 2015, Better Call Saul serves as a
prequel to the much beloved and critically acclaimed television show Breaking
Bad in a which mild-mannered high school chemistry teacher, Walter White through a series of poor, albeit strained decisions - slowly but steadily
becomes a monstrous drug kingpin. In Better Call Saul, a struggling but
cocksure attorney, Jimmy McGill goes through a similar transformation to
become a cunning, devious criminal lawyer for the underworld. Beyond this ,
Better Call Saul is populated with a number of additional characters going
through their own evolution - from a brother burdened with a psychosomatic
(?) ailment, to a former police officer delving deeper into the wrong side of the
law to provide for his family.

On Sale: Jun 3/22
9781637700266 • $33.95 • pb
Philosophy / Essays
Series: Pop Culture and Philosophy

Much like the beloved show, Better Call Saul and Philosophy is an anthology a collection of snippets and essays that slowly reveal a much more complex
story. Premiering in the Spring of 2015, Better Call Saul serves as a prequel to
the much beloved and critically acclaimed television show Breaking Bad.
Critics of the series have noted that its storytelling is emblematic, or The New
Golden Age of Television": programming that not only rewards multiple
watches, but also calls for a careful, reasoned analysis of characters, plots,
and themes. Better Call Saul is the type of program that is so rich with these
elements that it not only calls for a book like Better Call Saul and Philosophy,
but might even feel incomplete without it!
Now, readers can join alongside struggling-but-cocksure attorney Jimmy
McGill as he goes through a series of transformative experiences and
scenarios. Featuring the work of contemporary philosophers, Better Call Saul
and Philosophy offers its readers a chance to delve deeply into a wide range
of philosophical issues the show presents, including the nature of good and
evil, personal identity, free will and determinism, the law as it relates to
morality, the ethical implications of the war on drugs, death and dying, and
many, many more. Fans of the show will love a chance to appreciate the show
on much deeper level - and, for those hoping to learn a bit about philosophy
as well as the show, the book perfectly marries thetwo together in a unique
and engaging way.

This book is the latest edition (#8) in the series Pop Culture and Philosophy.

Author Bio
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<p dir=ltr">Joshua Heteris a contributing editor and author of philosophical
works. Other writing credits include Westworld & Philosophy: Mind Equals
Blown, and The Man in High Castle & Philosophy: Subversive Reports from
another Reality, both from Open Court Publishing. Joshua is currently an
Assistant Professor of Philosophy at Jefferson College in Hillsboro, MO.

<p dir="ltr">Brett Coppenger is the co-editor of Intellectual Assurance:
Essays on Traditional Epistemic Internalism. He is also a contributing author
in Conspiracy Theories: Philosophers Connect the Dots and The Mystery of
Skepticism: New Explorations, both titles from Open Court Publishing. Brett is
currently an Associate Professor of Philosophy at Tuskegee University in
Alabama
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Columbia Global Reports

The Infodemic
How Censorship and Lies Made the World Sicker and Less
Free
by Joel Simon and Robert Mahoney
How censorship turned a terrible disease into an assault on rights

As COVID-19 spread around the world, so did government censorship. The
Infodemic lays bare not just old-fashioned censorship, but also the
mechanisms of a modern brand of 'censorship through noise,' which moves
beyond traditional means of state control-such as the jailing of critics and
restricting the flow of information-to open the floodgates of misinformation,
overwhelming the public with lies and half-truths.

Columbia Global Reports
On Sale: May 6/22
5 x 7.5
9781735913681 • $21.95 • pb
Social Science / Media Studies

Notes
A new look at the pandemic, one that many may have
overlooked
An inside look at how the governments of Iran, Russia,
India, Egypt, Brazil, India and the US used COVID as
a pretense to undermine freedom
The authors are two of the foremost experts on
freedom of press around the world

Joel Simon and Robert Mahoney, who have traveled the world for many years
defending press freedom and journalists' rights as the directors of the
Committee to Protect Journalists, chart the onslaught of COVID censorship
beginning in China, through Iran, Russia, India, Egypt, Brazil, and inside the
Trump White House. Increased surveillance in the name of public health, the
collapse of public trust in institutions, and the demise of local news reporting
all contributed to help governmentshijack the flow of information and usurp
power. Full of vivid characters and behind the scenes accounts, The
Infodemic shows how under the cover of a global pandemic, governments
have undermined freedom and taken control-this new political order may be
the legacy of the disease.

Author Bio
Joel Simon is a fellow at the Tow Center for Digital Journalism at Columbia
Journalism School and formerly the Executive Director of the Committee to
Protect Journalists. Before joining CPJ, he worked as a journalist in Latin
America and California. He is the author of three books, including We Want to
Negotiate: The Secret World of Hostages, Kidnapping, and Ransom, also
from Columbia Global Reports . He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
Robert Mahoney is Deputy Executive Director of the Committee to Protect
Journalists. He was a Reuters correspondent with postings in Southeast Asia,
West Africa, India, Israel, France and Germany. This is Robert's first book. He
lives in New York City.
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Columbia Global Reports

The Fed Unbound
Central Banking in a Time of Crisis
by Lev Menand
How an unelected, unaccountable institution gained immense power
during the pandemic

Columbia Global Reports
On Sale: May 20/22
5 x 7.5
9781735913704 • $21.95 • pb
Bus & Econ / Government & Bus

Notes
The Fed Unbound is a warning about how an
unelected, unaccountable institution gained immense
power during the pandemic
Exposes the root of our economic inequality and the
threats that are posed to our economy
This book does for the Central Bank what Tim Wu’s
The Curse of Bigness did for antitrust law

It is a bedrock principle of the US Constitution that Congress, as
representatives of the people, sets economic policy and directs government
resources. This all changed thirteen years ago, and even more dramatically
during the pandemic. The Federal Reserve operates independently from the
rest of the government, and can create as much money as it sees fit and use
it without the prior approval of Congress, the courts, or the President. When
the Fed creates new money to address economic problems, it helps certain
groups, like powerful business interests, and becomes a massive driver of
inequality. In The Fed Unbound, Lev Menand tells the story of how the Fed
became out of control during the 2008 financial crisis and the 2020 pandemic,
and what can be done about it.

Author Bio
Lev Menand is associate professor of law at Columbia Law School. He
served as senior advisor to the Deputy Secretary of the Treasury from 2015
-2016 and senior advisor to the Assistant Secretary for Financial Institutions
from 2014-2015. He has also worked as an economist at the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York in the Bank's Supervision Group. Lev has a JD from Yale
Law School, and received his BA from Harvard. He lives in New York City.
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Kivu
Journeys Through Eastern Congo in a Time of Rebellion & Cold
War
by Frederic Hunter
This memoir is gentle, insightful, and spirited by turns. It offers glimpses of a
lost fragment of Africa that has since been overcome by circumstance and
conflict. Kivu still lives, but it lives now in memory.
Amidst the chaos that followed independence from Belgium in 1960, Kivu was
spared . . . and survived. It was a little paradise" as strife and disorder drew
ever nearer.
Frederic Hunter sketches local characters, both whimsical and profound,
probes the inanities of US Foreign Policy, and paints the darkness gathering
beyond Kivu, forces that would inevitably overwhelm this quaint, quirky realm
of hope and humanity.
Rare Bird Books
On Sale: May 13/22
6 x 9 • 132 pages
Black & white photos
9781951082031 • $23.95 • pb
Biography / People Of Color

As a young Foreign Service officer, Frederic Hunter was assigned to the
Congo in 1963, three years after independence. He expected to encounter
heat, jungle, hardship, violence. Instead he found the Kivu, a kind of paradise,
nestled among Rift Valley lakes. The climate was benign, the beauty
extraordinary. It was peaceful, the people were splendid and got along. He
lived in Bukavu, a town that occupied five peninsulas jutting into Lake Kivu.
Furthermore, an African king lived atop the nearbygreen and often fog-bound
mountains.
This memoir lets you accompany these Kivu adventures. We get to know
Hunter's Number One Congolese colleague, a womanizing rogue. We meet
local politicians who all attend a luncheon and discuss strategies for victory in
the coming election-seemingly oblivious to the point that they were competing
against one another for the post. There are expats: an American academic
intoxicated by Africa, a missionary woman who has lost track of time. Hunter's
truck sank in a mud pit at night and he was soon surrounded by a herd of the
most dangerous animals in Africa: hippos. Hunter risks more, however, when
a local Kivu woman catches his eye and then steals his heart.

Author Bio
Frederic Hunter served as a Foreign Service Officer in the United States
Information Service in Brussels, Belgium, and, shortly after its independence,
at three posts in the Republic of the Congo: Bukavu, Coquilhatville, and
Leopoldville. He later became the Africa Correspondent of the Christian
Science Monitor, based in Nairobi.
A playwright / screenwriter, Hunter's award-winning stage work, The
Hemingway Play, was given a reading at the Eugene O'Neill Playwrights
Conference, presented at Harvard University's Loeb Drama Center and
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produced by PBS's Hollywood Television Theater series. Other plays have
been performed at the Dallas Theatre Center, ACT in San Francisco, and the
Ensemble Theater in Santa Barbara.
Movies Hunter has written have been produced by PBS, ABC, and CBS. His
TV credits include writing for Murder, She Wrote . Research for his PBS
drama Lincoln and the War Within led him to write the historical novel Abe
and Molly: The Lincoln Courtship . He's taught screenwriting at the Santa
Barbara Writers Conference, at UCSB, and at Principia College where he also
taught Modern African Literature. Hunter's Africa experience is the basis for
his novels The Girl Ran Away (Congo) and Joss, The Ambassador's Wife
(Malawi). A Year at the Edge of the Jungle is his sixth book.
Fred Hunter uses a monthly newsletter to stay in contact with his readers. He
also blogs at www.TravelsinAfrica.com.
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Kivu
Journeys Through Eastern Congo in a Time of Rebellion & Cold
War
by Frederic Hunter
As a young Foreign Service officer, Frederic Hunter was assigned to the
Congo in 1963, three years after independence. He expected to encounter
heat, jungle, hardship, violence. Instead he found the Kivu, a kind of paradise,
nestled among Rift Valley lakes. The climate was benign, the beauty
extraordinary. It was peaceful, the people were splendid and got along. He
lived in Bukavu, a town that occupied five peninsulas jutting into Lake Kivu.
Furthermore, an African king lived atop the nearbygreen and often fog-bound
mountains.

On Sale: May 13/22
6 x 9 • 132 pages
9781951082550 • $30.95 • cl
Biography / Personal Memoirs

This memoir lets you accompany these Kivu adventures. We get to know
Hunter's Number One Congolese colleague, a womanizing rogue. We meet
local politicians who attend a luncheon and discuss strategies for victory in the
coming election-seemingly oblivious to the point that they are competing
against one another for the post. There are expats: an American academic
intoxicated by Africa, a missionary woman who has lost track of time. Hunter's
truck sank in a mud pit at night and he was soon surrounded by a herd of the
most dangerous animals in Africa: hippos. Hunter risks more, however, when
a local Kivu woman catches his eye and then steals his heart.
This memoir is gentle, insightful, and spirited by turns. It offers glimpses of a
lost fragment of Africa that has since been overcome by circumstance and
conflict. Kivu still lives, but it lives now in memory.

Author Bio
Frederic Hunter served as a Foreign Service Officer in the United States
Information Service in Brussels, Belgium, and, shortly after its independence,
at three posts in the Republic of the Congo: Bukavu, Coquilhatville, and
Leopoldville. He later became the Africa Correspondent of the Christian
Science Monitor, based in Nairobi.
A playwright / screenwriter, Hunter's award-winning stage work, The
Hemingway Play, was given a reading at the Eugene O'Neill Playwrights
Conference, presented at Harvard University's Loeb Drama Center and
produced by PBS's Hollywood Television Theater series. Other plays have
been performed at the Dallas Theatre Center, ACT in San Francisco, and the
Ensemble Theater in Santa Barbara.
Movies Hunter has written have been produced by PBS, ABC, and CBS.
Research for his PBS drama Lincoln and the War Within led him to write the
historical novel Abe and Molly: The Lincoln Courtship. He's taught
screenwriting at the Santa Barbara Writers Conference, at UCSB, and at
Principia College where he also taught Modern African Literature. Hunter's
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Africa experience is the basis for several of his novels.
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Water and Blood
by Julie Stewart
Winner of the 2020 Dzanc Short Story Collection Prize
In Water and Blood, the nameless narrator, a survivor of abuse, tries on other
women's stories like she is trying on their clothes. There is the nun who learns
to swim decades after witnessing her biological sister's drowning in the Ohio
River. The rape victim whose deathbed statement is interwoven with the
imagined voice of the rapist. The young girl who is sent to stay with her
alcoholic grandfather while her parents care for a sick child. Out of scraps of
reclaimed history and imagined memories, the narrator creates a garment of
women's stories for herself - overlapping the seams between fact and fiction,
doing what women do: cleaning and restitching the wounds of trauma, making
a life with the things that are left over after everyone else has taken what they
need.

Author Bio
Dzanc Books
On Sale: May 6/22
5.5 x 8.5
9781950539437 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)

Julie Ann Stewart earned an MFA from Spalding University and has published
stories in Good River Journal, Litro Magazine, PoemMemoirStory and Punch
Drunk Press. In Sophie Speaks, Stewart explores the challenge of balancing
creative and family life as she recopies Anna Karenina by hand as did Sophia
Tolstoy for her husband. Now that their seven kids have flown the coop, she
and her husband migrate between Indiana and Michigan.
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Asylum
by Nina Shope
A work of brilliant and innovative historical fiction, Asylum delves into the
disturbing and seductive relationship between a young hysteric named
Augustine and renowned nineteenth-century French neurologist J.M. Charcot.
As Charcot risks his career to investigate the controversial disease of hysteria,
Augustine struggles to make him acknowledge their interdependence and
shared desires - until a new lover, M., drives them all to the brink of fracture.
Drawing upon the medical photography, hypnotic states, and grand
demonstrations" that accompanied Charcot's research, Asylum traces the
deterioration of the dynamic between doctor and patient as they transform
from mutually entranced creators to jealous and spurned paramours, to fierce
rivals, and finally to bitter enemies. Told in lyrical, feverish, and sometimes
delirious prose, Nina Shope delivers a captivating narrative at the crossroads
of Mary Shelley and Donna Tartt.

Author Bio
Dzanc Books
On Sale: May 27/22
5.5 x 8.5
9781950539512 • $27.50 • pb
Fiction / Historical

Nina Shope is the author of Hangings: Three Novellas (Starcherone Books).
My fiction has appeared in Plinth, Salt Hill, Fourteen Hills, 3rd Bed, Open City,
Clerestory: A Brown/RISD Journal of the Art, and on sidebrow.net. Her writing
has been anthologized in PP/FF: An Anthology, Wreckage of Reason:
XXperimental Women Writers Writing in the 21st Century, New Standards:
The First Decade of Fiction at Fourteen Hills, and elsewhere. She holds an B.
A. from Brown University and a MFA from Syracuse University. She currently
lives in Denver, Colorado, with her husband, author Christopher Narozny, and
their corgi.
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La Syrena: Visions of a Syrian Mermaid from Space
by Banah el-Ghadbanah
Winner of the Dzanc Diverse Voices Prize
LA SYRENA. For me home is in the water. When I go to the sea I want to
swim forever and never look back. But I know I would die and the earth needs
me on shore. My home is Syria and Syria for me is like the sea. I want
nothing more than to jump in and swim around forever. In Syria I am declared
wanted, like so many of us displaced lunar divas. The longing I feel is the
deepest kind. It could crack the whole earth open. I am a Lumerian from
Ancient Sumeria, a southern space creature in a northern world, LA
SYRNENA, zhe is my destiny.

Dzanc Books
On Sale: Jun 24/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 160 pages
9781950539444 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / Middle Eastern

To be queer and syrienne and femme is like being a mermaid in space. You
are doubly displaced - both from the water and from the land. You come from
the ancient waters of another planet, and you float among the stars, searching
for a place to call home. On your journey you meet other displaced lunar
beings and they remind you of your ancestors. Together you form satellite
cartographies, you become a dance of ancestral water and the lush starry
landscape where possibility lives.
In this collection, each poem flows like water on the page. The author weaves
in stories ? mantras ? revolutionary messages ? the movement of arabic
letters ? the memory of Sumerian cuneiform. This book is a hybrid creature
between poem-story-form that crosses genres like it crosses dimensions. In
this work, you are the mermaid. You are the forever migrant, a traveler
between the oceanic and the extraterrestrial, across continents and planets.
You are a time traveler, and you speak many languages. You are LA
SYRENA, conjuring your own space to feel free.

Author Bio
Banah is an extraterrestial from Syria raised in the u.s. south. Zhe is a
soothsayer, a sheikha-in-training, a mermaid from space. Banah is wanted by
the Syrian regime for 50 million lira for telling their family's story of exile and
resistance. Zhe has a PhD in Ethnic Studies from the University of California,
San Diego, and writes about Syrian women's poetics in revolution, siege, and
diaspora.
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Stories from the Attic
by William Gay
This collection of short stories is taken from the William
Gay archive found after his death in February 2012. His family quickly
discovered that he left a huge horde of unpublished writing including four
novels
and a collection of short stories. In addition to these short stories, This
Ride's Not Over Yet includes fragments from two of the unpublished novels
that
were works in progress at the time of his death. Marked by his signature skill
and bare-knuckled insight, this collection is a must-read for William Gay fans
and
other readers of Southern short fiction.

Dzanc Books
On Sale: Jul 2/22
5.5 x 8.5
9781950539451 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Short Stories (Single Author)
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Ultimate Guide to Shopify for Business
by Jason Rich
Learn the practical tips and strategies you need to launch and grow your
Shopify retail store. Bestselling author Jason Rich walks your through the
steps you need to be successful in this highly competitve retail market. Find
out why most Shopify stores fail and what you need to do to make sure you
find success.
With this ultimate guide you will learn how to:

Entrepreneur Press
On Sale: Apr 7/23
8 x 10 • 240 pages
9781642011494 • $33.95 • pb
Bus & Econ / E-Commerce / Auctions & Small
Business

- Launch and grow a powerful ecommerce site for your business
- Build brand awareness to monetize your niche
- Drive traffic to your website that converts
- Offer unique and high quality products
- Harness the power of analytics to manage your customers, orders and
revenue

Author Bio
Jason R. Rich is the bestselling author of more than 40 books covering a wide
range of topics, including computers, ecommerce, personal finance, careerrelated topics, and travel and entertainment. He also contributes regularly to
major daily newspapers, including the New York Daily News, as well as
national magazines and popular websites. He's also an accomplished
photographer. You can follow him on Twitter (@JasonRich7) and Instagram
(@JasonRich7)
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Grow Your Business
by The Staff of Entrepreneur Media
<p dir=ltr">Take your small business to the next level!
<p dir="ltr">

<p dir="ltr">So you've successfully launched your business and now it's time
to grow. Grow Your Business will provide you with the tools and blueprints you
need to meet your business goals. With personal anecdotes, practical tips and
worksheets to help create your business plan and growth strategy.
<p dir="ltr">You will learn key takeaways for expanding your small business,
such as:
<p dir="ltr">
Entrepreneur Press
On Sale: May 19/23
9 x 6 • 240 pages
9781642011500 • $34.95 • pb
Bus & Econ / Entrepreneurship

- How to position your business for consistent growth
- Setting up systems to manage your team and business
- Creating a strategic and focussed business plan
- Marketing and advertising strategies for growing your business
- How to build effective sales funnels and verticals to create multiple revenue
streams

Author Bio
For more than 30 years, Entrepreneur has set the course for success for
millions of entrepreneurs and small business owners. We'll teach you the
secrets of the winners and give you exactly what you need to lay the
groundwork for success.
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Bread
by Maurizio de Giovanni, translated by Antony Shugaar
The Bastards of Pizzofalcone Series
In the fifth installment in Maurizio de Giovanni's bestselling series, the
Bastards of Pizzofalcone face their hardest challenge yet: will they
emerge stronger or will they succumb to Naples's darkest forces?
Sometimes it takes facing a formidable adversary to truly know one's worth.
The Bastards of Pizzofalcone may have found just that: when the brutal
murder of a baker rattles the city, they are ready to investigate. There's
nothing they wouldn't do to prove themselves to their community. But this time
the police are divided: for the special anti-mob branch, the local mafia is
doubtlessly responsible for the crime, but the Bastards are not so sure.

Europa Editions
On Sale: Jul 29/22
5.25 x 8.25 • 352 pages
9781609456894 • $26.50 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / International Mystery &
Crime
Series: The Bastards of Pizzofalcone

Notes
previously listed
contemporary mystery, cops, corruption, crime fiction,
crime thriller, detective, glass globes, inspector
giuseppe lojacono, international crime, international
mystery, italian author, italian fiction, italian thriller,
italy, lesbian officer, LBGTQ, mafia, mediterranean
noir, misfits, mistress, mob, murder, naples, noir
fiction, noir thriller, organized crime, philanthropist,
pizzofalcone region, police force, police procedural,
redemption, reputation, sexual slavery, suicides, theft,
wealthy victim

De Giovanni is one of Europe's most renowned and versatile mystery writers.
His award-winning and bestselling novels, all of which take place in Naples,
engage readers in gripping tales of Europe's most fabled, atmospheric,
dangerous, and lustful city.

Author Bio
Maurizio de Giovanni's Commissario Ricciardi books are bestsellers across
Europe, having sold well over one million copies. De Giovanni is also the
author of the contemporary Neapolitan thriller, The Crocodile (Europa, 2013),
and the new contemporary Neapolitan series, The Bastards of Pizzofalcone .
He lives in Naples with his family.
Antony Shugaar's translations for Europa Editions include For Grace
Received by Valeria Parrella, Everybody's Right by Paolo Sorrentino, Fabio
Bartolomei's Alfa Romeo 1300 and Other Miracles, and Margherita Dolce Vita
by Stefano Benni.
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The Inborn Absolute
The Artwork of Robert Ryan
by by (artist) Robert Ryan, introduction by Andrew Berardini
<figure class="block-animation-none">
'In his pictures, written on paper and skin, Ryan
gathers the traditions drawn from a thousand sailors' visions of Eastern
temples and steeped in the practice of a thousand tattooers before him,
from all of us searchers' quest for meaning across a continent. From
beneath the surface of America, from beneath the surface of reality,
Ryan mines mystic possibility and gives these traditions new life and
new power.'
<figcaption class="source">- Andrew Berardini</figcaption>
</figure>

Featherproof Books
On Sale: Mar 25/22
9 x 12 • 160 pages
Color illustrations throughout
9781943888283 • $40.95 • pb
Art / Subjects & Themes / Religious

<figure class="block-animation-none">
'The Inborn Absolute is a window, an adventure, into Robert's life that would
otherwise take years of knowing one to experience.'
<figcaption class="source">- Freddy Corbin</figcaption>
</figure>

<figure class="block-animation-none">
'The visionary art of Robert Ryan has the sincerity,
urgency, and directness of great folk art. His inherent humility allows
him to act as a conduit for images that convey the power of the unseen
world directly and clearly, without resort to pretension or artifice
that would dilute the authenticity of their spiritual source. Something
real is happening here.'
<figcaption class="source">- Scott Harrison</figcaption>
</figure

Author Bio
Robert Ryan lives in Asbury Park, NJ where he has been
painting and tattooing for 20 years, taught in the classic traditional
American style of bold line, heavy shading and solid field of color. His
knowledge of Eastern Spirituality, Western Mysticism, and Amazonian
Shamanism are all distilled through the filter of this powerful folk
tattoo aesthetic. Robert's work has been featured in many galleries,
schools, and publications world wide. As a musician he has released
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albums with the bands Lord Sterling, Out Like Lambs, and Harmonize Most
High as well as his solo effort American Cloud Songs. Continuing to take
many pilgrimages to India, Nepal and Peru, learning from Curanderos,
Sadhus, Tantrics, and Monks, his work has tapped into a hidden knowledge
which can only be passed down through the oral traditions and ancient
practices.
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The Plague Road
by L.C. Tyler
<p dir=ltr">It's 1665 and the Black Death has London in its hideous grip. Bad
news for everyone... almost. Where better, after all, to hide a dead body than
among a whole city full of dead bodies? And who gets the delightful task of
pawing through the corpses, in search of the one that doesn't belong, the one
with some problematic papers in its pocket? John Grey, of course, the
government's favorite fixer, cursed with an inability to keep his mouth shut.
Two-time Edgar nominee Tyler is an expert at balancing intricate plotting with
one-liners; if only John Grey were half so skillful.

"

Felony & Mayhem Press
On Sale: Mar 31/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 312 pages
9781631942624 • $36.50 • cl
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
Series: John Grey

Notes
“Tyler cleverly marries plot and period…. [His]
judicious use of dry humor enhances a page-turning
and plausible story line.” —Publishers Weekly
“A historical thriller, written with tongue firmly in
cheek…Tyler is a witty writer, and this third outing for
Grey is great fun.” —Sunday Times of London
“An exciting, well plotted, and brilliantly witty historical
mystery” —For Winter Nights

Tyler cleverly marries plot and period... . [His] judicious use of dry humor
enhances a page-turning and plausible story line.' - Publishers Weekly 'A
historical thriller, written with tongue firmly in cheek... Tyler is a witty writer,
and this third outing for Grey is great fun.' -Sunday Times of London'An
exciting, well plotted, and brilliantly witty historical mystery' -For Winter Nights

Author Bio
Len (L.C.) Tyler is an award-winning British mystery writer, author of both a
contemporary comedic series about a hapless writer and his nosy agent and a
historical mystery series set during Oliver Cromwell's rule. Tyler was educated
at Oxford and has lived in Malaysia, Thailand, Hong Kong, Denmark, and
Norway; he currently lives in London. The first two novels in his Ethelred and
Elsie series, The Herring Seller's Apprentice and Ten Little Herrings, were
both nominated for Edgar Awards. Fun fact: he can recite all the kings and
queens of England, in order, with dates.
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The Anarchists' Club
by Alex Reeve
It's tough to be a preacher's kid, and for Leo Stanhope it may be harder than
for most. He was born Charlotte, and in the Reverend Pritchard's home - as in
all of Victoria's England - there is little room for persons unwilling to know their
place and stick to it. And things are about to get harder: There's a gentleman
who knows the secret that could get Leo locked up for life, and this so-called
gentleman is not above a spot of blackmail. There is a bright spot, though, in
the form of two little kids who are teaching Leo's heart to open again, after a
wretched year. In warming to them, he realizes how much more he has to
learn. Leo knows how to be a man. Now he must learn to be a father.
A deeply atmospheric thriller with more twists and turns than the grubby
streets of London, and a central character we really care about" - Heat"

Author Bio
Felony & Mayhem Press
On Sale: May 27/22
5.5 x 8 • 336 pages
9781631942372 • $23.95 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
Series: Leo Stanhope

Alex Reeve lives in Buckinghamshire with his wife and two sons. Having done
many jobs, including working in a pub and teaching English as a foreign
language in Paris, he is now a university lecturer. His debut novel, Half Moon
Street, was the first in a Victorian crime series featuring transgender amateur
sleuth Leo Stanhope. His writing focuses on closing the gap between the
actual Victorian era and how the period is perceived.

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781631942365
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Miss Blaine's Prefect and the Vampire Menace
by Olga Wojtas
Never underestimate a librarian. Readers learned that lesson with the
Prefect's first adventure (Miss Blaine's Prefect and the Golden Samovar:
'marvelous' and 'a laugh-out-loud farce' [Publishers Weekly, starred review]).
Now a certain Count from Transylvania is about to learn it as well, when the
intrepid Shona McMonagle (comfortably padded, in her middle years, and a
whiz at obscure martial arts) time-travels to 19th-century France to help a
village being menaced by a mysterious killer. It's true that Dracula's name has
for more than a hundred years been a byword for terror, but nothing can stop
an agent trained by the Marcia Blaine School for Girls.

Felony & Mayhem Press
On Sale: Jun 30/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 272 pages
9781631942495 • $36.50 • cl
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Historical
Series: The Prefect's Adventures

Notes
“Wojtas strikes the perfect balance, effortlessly
blending historical fiction, crime, sci-fi, supernatural,
and comedy” —The Scotsman
“The premise of Miss Blaine’s Prefect and the Vampire
Menace may be far-fetched, but it works perfectly.
Wojtas has honed her skills still further since Shona’s
first excursion; the jokes are funnier, the wit is wittier,
the pace is pacier…even the vampire is a delight.” —
The Edinburgh Reporter

Wojtas strikes the perfect balance, effortlessly blending historical fiction,
crime, sci-fi, supernatural, and comedy' -The Scotsman'The premise ofMiss
Blaine's Prefect and the Vampire Menace may be far-fetched, but it works
perfectly. Wojtas has honed her skills still further since Shona's first excursion;
the jokes are funnier, the wit is wittier, the pace is pacier... even the vampire is
a delight.' -The Edinburgh Reporter

Author Bio
Olga Wojtas was born and raised in Edinburgh, but canny readers will have
spotted her lack of a traditional Scottish name. Her father was a Polish soldier
who settled in the UK after the Second World War, and her mother was a
teacher assigned to teach the soldiers English. She attended James
Gillespie's High School (immortalized in The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie),
where she fell in love with Russian literature; the first Miss Blaine novel was
inspired in roughly equal parts by Muriel Spark and Leo Tolstoy. After
graduating from the University of Aberdeen, Olga became a journalist,
eventually working in England, France, and Washington, DC, as well as in
Scotland. She has had more than thirty short stories published in literary
magazines and anthologies, and the Miss Blaine books are her first novellength works. She lives in Edinburgh with her husband, Alistair. If you are
lucky enough to meet her, ask her to tell you about Wojtek the bear.
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Smoke Without Fire
by E.X. Ferrars
Andrew Basnett does not have very good luck with Christmas. Most recently,
visitingfriends in Australia for the festive season, he wound up with a front-row
seat to some rather extraordinary family strife. And this time around, his plans
for a peaceful, English-village holiday get blown up when... well, when his
hosts' neighbor, Sir Lucas Dearden, gets blown up. A bomb, you know. This is
England, it's the 1980s: everyone shudders, blames the IRA, and moves on.
Except, of course, for Andrew Basnett. Who knew, he wonders, about Sir
Lucas's last-minute change of plans? Why had SirLucas meticulously
removed one page of the (rather stunningly dull) memoir he was writing? And
could the bomb possibly have been intended for someone else?
Surprising... satisfying... Ferrars' craftsmanship shows why her popularity
endures." - Publishers Weekly

Author Bio
Felony & Mayhem Press
On Sale: Jul 28/22
5.5 x 8 • 206 pages
9781631942693 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Amateur Sleuth
Series: Andrew Basnett

Morna Doris MacTaggart was born in Burma in 1907 and sent at the age of six
to a prestigious boarding school in England. After an early marriage and the
publication of two novels, in 1940 her life was turned upside-down when she
both met Robert Brown and published Give a Corpse a Bad Name (as E.X.
Ferrars), her first mystery and the first in what would become the five-book
Toby Dyke" series. She and Brown married in 1945 and in 1951 moved to the
US, though they returned to the UK onlya year later, sickened by America's
turn toward McCarthyism. In 1953 Ferrars helped found the Crime Writers'
Association. The couple lived in Edinburgh for 25 years, during which Ferrars
wrote more than 35 crime novels, finally returning to series mystery - first with
the "Virginia and Alex Freer" books and then with "Andrew Basnett" - in the
late 1970s, after a move to Oxfordshire. She died in 1995, having published
more than 75 novels and numerous short stories, nearly all of them involving
dead bodies.
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A Murder Too Many
by E.X. Ferrars
There are few detective-story writers so consistently good" - Sunday Times"

Author Bio

Felony & Mayhem Press
On Sale: Jul 28/22
5.5 x 8 • 206 pages
9781631942679 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Mystery & Detective / Amateur Sleuth
Series: Andrew Basnett

Morna Doris MacTaggart was born in Burma in 1907 and sent at the age of six
to a prestigious boarding school in England. After an early marriage and the
publication of two novels, in 1940 her life was turned upside-down when she
both met Robert Brown and published Give a Corpse a Bad Name (as E.X.
Ferrars), her first mystery and the first in what would become the five-book
Toby Dyke" series. She and Brown married in 1945 and in 1951 moved to the
US, though they returned to the UK onlya year later, sickened by America's
turn toward McCarthyism. In 1953 Ferrars helped found the Crime Writers'
Association. The couple lived in Edinburgh for 25 years, during which Ferrars
wrote more than 35 crime novels, finally returning to series mystery - first with
the "Virginia and Alex Freer" books and then with "Andrew Basnett" - in the
late 1970s, after a move to Oxfordshire. She died in 1995, having published
more than 75 novels and numerous short stories, nearly all of them involving
dead bodies.
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Arthur Frommer's Europe
by Arthur Frommer, Paul Ames and Peter Barron
The 800-plus pages of this four-color book mark a milestone in European
travel writing. It was Arthur Frommer who first set off an avalanche of travel to
Europe, and whose subsequent writings and commentary have constantly
expanded that market. And now Arthur Frommer has himself edited (and
written personal introductions to) this definitive guidebook to every major
nation of the continent. It contains his own insightful (and often controversial)
advice and his views are supplemented bythe current recommendations of the
top experts and European specialists of Frommer's staff. Arthur Frommer, and
his hand-picked experts, have created a classic guidebook that will be
cherished and used by the many millions who regard him as the foremost
expert on thoughtful and rewarding European travel.

FrommerMedia
On Sale: Jan 13/23
5 x 8 • 896 pages
Inset maps
9781628875331 • $40.50 • pb
Travel / Europe / Western
Series: Complete Guides

Notes
700 to 1000 copies
Previous Edition: 9781628872088

Inside This Guide:
o Tons of usefulmaps and full-colorphotos
o Detailed itineraries to help you make the most of your time while avoiding
the crowds and lines
o Can't-miss experiences that let you appreciate European culture, history,
and cuisine like a local
o Candid reviews of the best places to eat, shop, stay, and sample the
nightlife in each city, and in all price ranges
o Accurate, up-to-date infoon transportation, addresses, and everything
else you'll need to plan your trip
o Actual prices< (not price ranges) so that you can better budget for your
trip
o Star ratings which make the book easier to scan easily

Author Bio
Arthur Frommer: The son of a Polish-born mother and an Austrian-born
father, Frommer was drafted into the U.S. Army during the Korean War, but
was stationed in Europe because of his fluency in German and Russian.
During his service, he wrote and self-published a guidebook called The GI's
Guide to Traveling in Europe in 1955 that was an immediate hit among his
fellow soldiers. In 1957, Frommer created a civilian version called Europe on
5 Dollars a Day, which became an overnight best seller. He subsequently
published guidebooks covering all parts of the globe. Frommer licensed his
travel guide book business to Simon & Schuster in 1977.
Eventually, the Frommer's series was purchased by John Wiley & Sons, and
in August 2012, Google purchased the travel guides. Through all the
exchanges, Arthur Frommer was always deeply involved with the guide books.
In 2013, Frommer reacquired control of the guidebooks bearing his name and
has come full circle, now self-publishing his iconic travel books again.
Additionally, Arthur Frommer writes a travel column syndicated through King
Features, and co-hosts a weekly syndicated radio show with his daughter
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Pauline, The Travel Show with Arthur & Pauline Frommer." Arthur resides in
New York City.
Paul Ames(author Portugal): A native of England's East Anglia region, Ames
has been fascinated by Portugal since a childhood visit in the 1970s when the
country was gripped by revolutionary fervor. After 20 years based in Brussels
covering Europe for The Associated Press and other international media, he
returned to Lisbon in 2013. Paul works as a freelance journalist and never
tires of exploring the delights of his adopted homeland, from the green hills of
the Minho to sub-tropical Madeira island and all the beaches in between.
Peter Barron (author Spain): After careers at the BBC and Google, Peter
Barron turned his attention to restoring a barn with his wife Julia at their finca
on the border between Andalucia and Extremadura. He has been visiting
Spain for over thirty years and loves flamenco guitar, iberico ham, and
manzanilla sherry. He is one of the authors of Frommer's Spain and blogs
about Extremaduran life at adventuresinextremadura.com. He divides his time
between Spain and London.
Anna E. Brooke(author France) relocated from her native Britain to Paris in
2000 and hasn't looked back since. She is now a full-fledged bohemian,
juggling life between freelance travel writing (Frommer's, Sunday New York
Times Travel, Time Out Paris and the Financial Times), children's fiction,
acting and songwriting for film.
Jennifer Ceaser (author Belgium and The Netherlands (...)
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Frommer's EasyGuide to Las Vegas
by Grace Bascos
Up-to-date and to-the-point, Frommer's EasyGuide to Las Vegas supplies a
thorough yet portable plan for taking on Sin City-and winning big! With the
most trusted name in travel showing you the way, you'll experience the
megawatt glitz of the Vegas Strip, relive the old-school glamour of the Rat
Pack's heyday, and try gourmet cuisine crafted by some of the world's bestknown chefs.
Frommer's EasyGuide to Las Vegas contains:
Tons of useful maps, including a detachable foldout one
Itineraries by interestso you can explore the city by iconic sights, plan the
perfect bachelor or bachelorette party, or take in the wonders (Hoover Dam,
the Grand Canyon and more) that are an easy drive from the city
FrommerMedia
On Sale: May 6/22
5 x 8 • 288 pages
illustrations, photos, charts, and maps throughout
9781628875157 • $29.50 • pb
Travel / US / West / Mountain
Series: EasyGuide

Excursions beyond the casinos to enjoy Vegas's luxe spas, unparalleled
shopping, surprisingly compelling history museums and nearby natural
attractions
Entertainment and nightlifecovering everything from lavish Cirque du Soleil
spectacles to risque revues and all-night dance parties
Candid reviews that run the gamut of places to eat, stay, play, and shopfrom the budget-friendly to the ultra-luxe
Helpful planning infofor getting there, getting around, and getting the most
bang for your buck
About Frommer's: There's a reason Frommer's has been the most trusted
name in travel for more than 60 years. Arthur Frommer created the bestselling guide series in 1957 to help American servicemen fulfill their dreams of
travel in Europe, and since then, we have published thousands of titles,
become a household name, and helped millions upon millions of people
realize their own dreams of seeing our planet. Travel is easy with Frommer's.

Author Bio
Too short to be a showgirl, too bad at math to be a card dealer,Grace Bascos
has earned her keep in Las Vegas the next best possible way: as a freelance
food and travel writer dedicated to all things Sin City. When she isn't eating,
drinking, partying and relaxing through town for her craft, she occasionally
leaves her pampered bubble to tour musical festivals around the world.
Bascos writes a weekly dining column, Dishing with Grace, for Vegas Seven,
and is the dining editor for Vegas/Rated. She is also a regular contributor to
USA Today's Experience Las Vegas blog, as well as many other local and
regional publications. She resides in Las Vegas, NV.
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Frommer's EasyGuide to Rome, Florence and Venice
by Elizabeth Heath, Stephen Keeling and Donald Strachan
There is no better introduction to Italy than the classic itinerary of Rome,
Florence and Venice. But it is not dummy-proof, which is why we enlisted
three of Italy's most knowledgeable Italy experts to pen this totally revised and
updated annual guide. Their helpful advice and honest, opinionated
recommendations will allow you to find the hidden gems that other visitors
miss, avoid crowds and lines and, most importantly: plan the vacation of a
lifetime.
Frommer's EasyGuide to Rome, Florence and Venice. includes:
Tons of useful maps, including a detachable foldout map
Detailed itineraries to help you make the most of your time while avoiding
the crowds and lines
FrommerMedia
On Sale: May 13/22
5 x 8 • 320 pages
illustrations, charts, and photos throughout
9781628875256 • $30.95 • pb
Travel / Europe / Italy
Series: EasyGuide

Notes
Previous Edition: 9781628874686

Can't-miss experiencesthat let you appreciate Italian culture, history, and
cuisine like a local
Rewarding day tripsto fascinating destinations such as Pompeii, Verona, and
the Tuscan countryside
Candid reviewsof the best places to eat, shop, stay, and sample the nightlife
in each city, and in all price ranges
Accurate, up-to-date infoon prices, transportation, addresses, and
everything else you will need to plan your trip
About Frommer's: There's a reason Frommer's has been the most trusted
name in travel for more than 60 years. Arthur Frommer created the bestselling guide series in 1957 to help American servicemen fulfill their dreams of
travel in Europe, and since then, we have published thousands of titles,
become a household name, and helped millions upon millions of people
realize their own dreams of seeing our planet. Travel is easy with Frommer
guides.

Author Bio
A longtime contributor to Frommer's guides, Elizabeth Heath is a writer and
editor based in Umbria, central Italy, from where she writes about travel and
culinary adventures in Italy, Europe and farther afield. Her work has appeared
in Huff Post, The Telegraph, Cara, and other outlets. She recently authored a
book on the architecture of Rome.
Stephen Keeling has been traveling to Italy since 1985 (when a serving of
gelato was 1000 lire), and covering his favorite nation for Frommer's since
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2007. He has written for The Independent, Daily Telegraph, various travel
magazines, and numerous travel guides. Stephen resides in New York City.
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Frommer's EasyGuide to New York City
by Pauline Frommer
Pauline Frommer's highly-personal guide to her own home city has, in
previous editions, twice been named Best Guidebook of the Year" by the
North American Travel Journalists Association. It has been the best-selling
guide to the city for the last five years. Though she deals with luxury choices
as well as bargains, she makes a special effort to overcome New York's
reputation for stratospheric prices, ferreting out scores of moderately-priced
options in lodgings, meals, attractions, entertainment and more.
Like all Easy Guides, this annually-researched and popular best-seller is
"Quick to Read, Light to Carry" - and colorfully written.
Fully updated yearly, and printed in large, easy-to-read type, the book
contains:
Handy pull-out map and bulleted maps throughout
FrommerMedia
On Sale: Jun 10/22
5 x 8 • 320 pages
pull-out map
9781628875218 • $30.95 • pb
Travel / US / General

Notes
Previous Edition: 9781628874648

Self-guided walking tours
Star ratings that take value into account, and will help you find the right
hotels, restaurants, nightspots and shops for you, in all price ranges
Subway informationfor every listing in the guide, to help you get around
quickly and easily
Opinionated advice on what to see and what to skip
Insightful discussions of New York's history and culture
16-page photo guide with vibrant photographs
About Frommer's: There's a reason Frommer's has been the most trusted
name in travel for more than 60 years. Arthur Frommer created the bestselling guide series in 1957 to help American servicemen fulfill their dreams of
travel in Europe, and since then, we have published thousands of titles,
become a household name, and helped millions upon millions of people
realize their own dreams of seeing our planet. Travel is easy with Frommer's.

Author Bio
Pauline Frommer started traveling with her guidebook-writing parents at the
age of four months and hasn't stopped since. She is the Editorial Director for
the Frommer Guidebooks and Frommers.com, as well as author of what has
been the bestselling guidebook to her hometown since its first edition. Her first
job in travel was on the website Frommers.com, and eventually she worked
her way up to Editor in Chief. Pauline also served as Travel Editor for
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MSNBC.com for several years, before working with John Wiley and Sons to
create the award-winning Pauline Frommer Guidebooks, a 14-book series that
won the coveted Best Guidebook of the Year" title three years in a row from
the North American Travel Journalists Association and once from the Society
of American Travel Writers). For four years, Pauline created weekly travel
segments for CNN's Headline News and CNN's Pipeline. You may also have
seen her talking travel on The Today Show, Live with Regis and Kelly, The
O'Reilly Factor, NBC Nightly News and ABC World News, Good Morning
America, FOX News and every local news station you can name. Her writings
have been widely published in everything from Budget Travel Magazine to the
Dallas Morning News to Nick, Jr. magazine. She resides in New York City with
her husband, Columbia University Professor Mahlon Stewart and two very
well-traveled daughters.
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Came the Lightening, Came the Light
Twenty Poems for George
by Olivia Harrison
`'Time - we take no notice of it but for its loss'. I wanted to stop time on
the day George died so that I wouldn't ever have to look back. Yet hereI
am, twenty years and twenty poems later, one for each year I suppose. I
didn't plan it that way but here they are: thoughts, feelings and words
about life and death but mostly love and our journey to the end.' - Olivia
Harrison
Came the Lightening, Came the Light presents Olivia Harrison's first book of
poetry, in which she dedicates twenty poems to her late husband George
Harrison in the 20th anniversary year of his passing.She tenderly reflects
upon the couple's lives, examining the intimacyof the spiritual and emotional
connection of their relationship.

Genesis Publications
On Sale: Jun 3/22
5.71 x 8.66 • 136 pages
9781905662739 • $47.50 • cl
Biography / Composers & Musicians

Notes
wife partner of George Harrison
20th anniversary of his passing
Poems by George's wife

As a contributor to the book Concert for George, the revised editionof I Me
Mine as well as penning the bestselling book George Harrison: Living in the
Material World, Olivia Harrison is no stranger to writing beautiful words that
have an ethereal connection to love. Now, in her first departure from
biographical non-fiction, this book of poems is set to become a treasured
debut.
These poems are accompanied by a selection of photographs and mementos
curated by Olivia including pictures of herself and George.
Came the Lightening, Came the Light is an essential book for anyone who
has ever been in love. Olivia's words explore the human psychein reaction to
grief and death, spirituality and the passing of time.
In essence, though, this is a story of lo
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Moonage Daydream
The Life & Times of Ziggy Stardust
by David Bowie, by (photographer) Mick Rock
&#65279;&#65279;`The closest we'll ever get to a straight up Bowie
autobiography - but who'd ever want anything straight-up from Bowie?' Rolling Stone
In 2002, David Bowie and Mick Rock created Moonage Daydream, the
defining document of the life and times of Ziggy Stardust. Twenty years later, it
remains the closest readers will get to understanding Bowie through his own
words.

Genesis Publications
On Sale: Jun 24/22
13.78 x 9.84 • 346 pages
Mick Rock Photographs
9781905662722 • $91.50 • cl
Biography / Composers & Musicians

Alongside over 600 photographs taken by Mick Rock, Bowie's intimate and
often humorous commentary gives unprecedented insight into his best and
most memorable creation. Readers can see how Bowie singlehandedly
challenged and elevated 1970s culture through his style, his inspirations
which ranged from Kubrick to Kabuki, and his creative spirit which persevered
through the decades. Moonage Daydream is the essential David Bowie book.

&#65279;First published as a signed limited edition, Moonage Daydream sold
out in a matter of months and became lore among David Bowie fans. Now, on
the 50th anniversary of Bowie's acclaimed album, The Rise and Fall of Ziggy
Stardust and the Spiders from Mars, the book is available again in a brandnew unabridged edition, keeping to Bowie and Rock's original vision, allowing
readers to explore Moonage Daydream the way the authors intended.
`This is a book of extraordinary photographs. Ziggy Stardust blazed
briefly but intensely, and I am delighted to see his life and times as a
rock'n'roll star immortalised in this book.' - David Bowie
It's a massive coffee-table art book, with lavish images of Bowie in the
Seventies from photographer Mick Rock. But the main attraction of Moonage
Daydream is the text by the man himself. He's in top form, whether he's
shopping for shoes with Cyrinda Foxe (who teaches him to wear 'palm-tree'd
fuck-me pumps') or sipping tea with Elton John ('We didn't exactly become
pals, not really having that much in common, especially musically'), or partying
it up with Mick Jagger ('I have absolutely no recollections of this party at all').
The closest this world will ever get to a straight-up Bowie autobiography - but
who'd ever want anything straight-up from Bowie?'- Rob Sheffield, 'Rolling
Stone's Greatest Rock Memoirs of All Time', Rolling Stone
`There is more than enough for both the casual Bowie fan and the obsessive.
These photographs trace the birth of one of the biggest, most influential pop
ideas ever: the notion that a pop performer could, on record as well as on
stage, reinvent himself creatively by inhabiting various personas.'- Sean
O'Hagan, 'Pop's first Space Invader', The Guardia
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Author Bio
In 1972David Bowie released the instant classic The Rise and Fall of Ziggy
Stardust and The Spiders from Mars -a record without which any Greatest
Albums of All Time list is simply incomplete. 1972 would be the year that
Bowie ascended to international superstardom. Bowie's extra-terrestrial
Rockstar creation Ziggy Stardust staged one of the most spectacular and
innovative live shows to date, expanding the parameters of the live rock show
and singlehandedly launching a worldwide glam explosion.

Legendary rock photographer Mick Rock is often referred to as `The Man
Who Shot the Seventies', for his iconic images of Syd Barrett, David Bowie,
Lou Reed, Iggy Pop, Queen, the Sex Pistols, The Ramones, Blondie, Rocky
Horror Picture Show, etc. London born, he has resided in New York for the
past 35 years. He has shot over 100 album covers.
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Magic: A Journal of Song
by Paul Weller, Curated by Dylan Jones
'Scratching around at home on an acoustic guitar, singing into my
phone with these funny little rough ideas. All of a sudden, it turns into
something beautiful or complete… it's a fascinating thing. It's magic.' Paul Weller
In Magic: A Journal of Song, Paul Weller gives the first and definitive account
of his illustrious songwriting career, recounting a lifetime of lyrics in Weller's
most candid and intimate commentary to date.

Genesis Publications
On Sale: Jul 8/22
7.48 x 10.04 • 400 pages
Lyrics
9781905662746 • $74.95 • cl
Biography / Composers & Musicians

Notes
an integral part of the British music scene since the
early 1970s, when he founded the Jam.

As one of the most innovative and remarkable songwriters of the last fifty
years, Paul Weller has proved to be the ultimate shapeshifter, moving from the
Jam's punk sensibilities to the genre-defying Style Council, and later through a
remarkable 30-year solo career. Alongside Lennon and McCartney, Weller is
one of few artists that has attained a UK number one album over five
consecutive decades, and he's also received career defining awards from the
BRITs (Lifetime Achievement Award), NMEAwards (Godlike Genius Award)
and a GQ Award for Songwriter of the Year.
The book chronicles a lifetime worth of lyrics with impressive clarity. We follow
Weller through his upbringing on Stanley Road and founding the Jam in his
teenage years, creating the Style Council alongside keyboardist Mick Talbot,
and later into his 16-album solo career, including stories behind iconic albums
such as Stanley Road and Wild Wood, as well as his latest album, Fat Pop
Vol. 1 .
Magic presents 130 of Weller's finest lyrics to date, accompanied by an
illuminating commentary which sees him give unprecedented insight into his
life and lyrics, as told to GQ editor and author, Dylan Jones OBE, in their first
collaboration.
'Paul Weller has proved that he is not only beyond reproach, in some
senses he is quite possibly without equal.' - Dylan Jones
'The thing I have discovered is that music in its truest sense is beyond
any trend or movement or category.' - Paul Weller

Author Bio
Paul Weller is a multi-award-winning musician with a career spanning almost
50 years. He has been an integral part of the British music scene since the
early 1970s, when he founded the Jam. He was later one half of The Style
Council, an experimental pop band, and has gone on to have a hugely
successful solo career. As a songwriter, Weller is considered on par with
artists such as Paul McCartney and David Bowie and has received awards
from the BRITs (Lifetime Achievement Award),NME Awards (Godlike Genius
Award) and a GQ Award for Songwriter of the Year.
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Dylan Jones is a journalist and author. From 1999 to 2021, he served as the
editor of the UK edition of GQ, a men's fashion and lifestyle magazine. He has
also authored several books, including David Bowie: A Life and Sweet
Dreams: The Story of the New Romantics . In 2013, Jones was appointed
OBE for his work in the British publishing and fashion industries. He has won
the British Society of Magazine Editor's `Editor of the Year' award a recordbreaking ten times.
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The Indispensables
The Diverse Soldier-Mariners Who Shaped the Country,
Formed the Navy, and Rowed Washington Across the Delaware
by Patrick K. O'Donnell
From the bestselling author of Washington's Immortals and The
Unknowns, an important new chronicle of the American Revolution
heralding the heroism of the men from Marblehead, Massachusetts
On the stormy night of August 29, 1776, the Continental Army faced capture
or annihilation after losing the Battle of Brooklyn. The British had trapped
George Washington's forces against the East River, and the fate of the
Revolution rested upon the shoulders of the soldier-mariners from
Marblehead, Massachusetts. Serving side by side in one of the country's first
diverse units, they pulled off an American Dunkirk" and saved the army by
transporting it across the treacherous waters of the river to Manhattan.

Grove/Atlantic
On Sale: May 20/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 432 pages
9780802156907 • $27.50 • pb
History / Military / US

Notes
new to pb

In the annals of the American Revolution, no group played a more
consequential role than the Marbleheaders. At the right time in the right place,
they repeatedly altered the course of events, and their story shines new light
on our understanding of the Revolution. As acclaimed historian Patrick K.
O'Donnell dramatically recounts, beginning nearly a decade before the war
started, and in the midst of a raging virus that divided the town politically,
Marbleheaders such as Elbridge Gerry and AzorOrne spearheaded the break
with Britain and shaped the nascent United States by playing a crucial role
governing, building alliances, seizing British ships, forging critical supply lines,
and establishing the origins of the US Navy.
The Marblehead Regiment, led by John Glover, became truly indispensable.
Marbleheaders battled at Lexington and on Bunker Hill and formed the elite
Guard that protected George Washington. Then, at the most crucial time in
the war, the special operations-like regiment, against all odds, conveyed 2,400
of Washington's men across the ice-filled Delaware River on Christmas night
1776, delivering a momentum-shifting surprise attack on Trenton. Later,
Marblehead doctor Nathaniel Bond (...)

Author Bio
Patrick K. O'Donnell is a bestselling, critically acclaimed military historian
and an expert on elite units. The author of twelve books, including The
Unknowns and Washington's Immortals, and a Fellow at Mount Vernon, he is
the recipient of numerous national awards. O'Donnell served as a combat
historian in a Marine rifle platoon during the Battle of Fallujah and is a
professional speaker on America's conflicts, espionage, special operations,
and counterinsurgency. He has provided historical consulting for DreamWorks
award-winning miniseries Band of Brothers and for documentaries produced
by the BBC, the History Channel, and Discovery.
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When the Stars Begin to Fall
Overcoming Racism and Renewing the Promise of America
by Theodore R. Johnson
A bold, thought-provoking pathway to the national solidarity that could,
finally, address the ills of racism in America

Grove/Atlantic
On Sale: Jul 1/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 320 pages
9780802157867 • $23.50 • pb
Social Science / Discrimination & Race Relations

Notes
new to pb

Racism is an existential threat to America," Theodore R. Johnson declares at
the start of his profound and exhilarating book. It is a refutation of the
American Promise enshrined in our Constitution that all men and women are
inherently equal. And yet racism continues to corrode our society. If we cannot
overcome it, Johnson argues, while the United States will remain as a
geopolitical entity, the promise that made America unique on Earth will have
died. When the Stars Begin to Fall makes a compelling, ambitious case for a
pathway to the national solidarity necessary to mitigate racism. Weaving
memories of his own and his family's multi-generational experiences with
racism, alongside strands of history, into his elegant narrative, Johnson posits
that a blueprint for national solidarity can be found in the exceptional
citizenship long practiced in Black America. Understanding that racism is a
structural crime of the state, he argues that overcoming it requires us to
recognize that a color-conscious society - not a color-blind one - is the true
fulfillment of the American Promise.Fueled by Johnson's ultimate faith in the
American project, grounded in his family's longstanding optimism and his own
military service, When the Stars Begin to Fall is an urgent call to undertake
the process of overcoming what has long seemed intractable."
Praise for When the Stars Begin to Fall :
An earnestly conceived road map for how America can achieve racial justice
following centuries of white supremacy . . . A virtue of the book is his use of
personal narrative to illustrate analytical points . . . Johnson writes with lyrical
clarity, delivering tales that are by turns heartwarming and heartbreaking."Chris LeBron, Washington Post
"You can also (...)

Author Bio
Theodore R. Johnson is a Senior Fellow and Director of the Fellows
Program at the Brennan Center for Justice at the NYU School of Law, where
he undertakes research on race, politics, and American identity. Prior to
joining the Brennan Center, he was a National Fellow at New America and a
Commander in the United States Navy, serving for twenty years in a variety of
positions, including as a White House Fellow in the first Obama administration
and as speechwriter to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Hiswork on
race relations has appeared in prominent national publications across the
political spectrum, including the New York Times Magazine, the Atlantic, the
Washington Post, the Wall Street Journal, and National Review, among
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The Old Enemy
by Henry Porter
Paul Samson is living in London and picking up some extra work for a private
security company when he is almost killed by a thuggish assassin while tailing
a mysterious and gifted young employee of a powerful environmental NGO.
The murder of legendary spy Robert Harland, the poisoning of billionaire
philanthropist Denis Hisami with a neurotoxin in the United States House of
Representatives, and a second attempt on Samson's own life send him on the
run to Estonia to figure out who is trying to kill him, and why. Anastasia leaves
her comatose husband Denis in the US to join Samson in Estonia and help
him get to the bottom of things. Soon it becomes clear that Denis and Harland
were running an investigation into a spectral former Stasi agent and her
sprawling network of assets across industry and government in the US and
the UK when they were attacked. Samson and Anastasia must tap into their
research and expose the spymaster before any more people are killed or
agencies compromised.
Grove/Atlantic
On Sale: Jul 1/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 416 pages
9780802159885 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Espionage

Notes
new to pb

An astonishing and timely thriller examining the penetration of Russian assets
into all levels of western life, The Old Enemy is a complex, breathtaking race
against time from one of our most accomplished thriller writers," ( Financial
Times )."
Praise for The Old Enemy : The bad guys in this hypnotically readable saga
include a sadistic Stasi interrogator turned entrepreneur and a data-mining
wolf in sheep's clothing." - Tom Nolan, Wall Street Journal "This novel is at
once an up-to-the-minute political novel about an emergent second Cold War,
a timeless ripping espionage yarn and a continuation of the lives of characters
who become richer with each appearance. It's an impressive achievement
and, as ever with Porter, told in an addictive blend of tangy dialogue and (...)

Author Bio
Henry Porter has written seven internationally bestselling thrillers, including
Brandenburg Gate, which won the CWA Ian Fleming Steel Dagger, and The
Bell Ringers, which was also nominated for the award.
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The Private Lives of Public Birds
Learning to Listen to the Birds Where We Live
by Jack Gedney, illustrated by Anna Kus Park
A book to help the ordinary birdwatcher appreciate the fascinating
songs, stories, and science of common birds

Heyday
On Sale: May 27/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 224 pages
b&w pen-and-ink illustrations
9781597145749 • $36.50 • cl
Nature / Animals / Birds

Notes
Interest in birds and birdwatching has never been
higher
Jack Gedney is an exciting new voice in Heyday's
growing coterie of nature writers
Will appeal to all levels of birder from the beginner to
the expert
Combining lyrical nature writing with up-to-date
scientific information and guidebook, The Private Lives
of Public Birds offers surprising and thought-provoking
meditations on 15 common birds
Digital galley available on Edelweiss

Jack Gedney's studies of birds provide resonant, affirming answers to the
questions: Who is this bird? In what way is it beautiful? Why does it matter?
Masterfully linking an abundance of poetic references with up-to-date
biological science, Gedney shares his devotion to everyday Western birds in
fifteen essays. Each essay illuminates the life of a single species and its
relationship to humans, and how these species can help us understand birds
in general. A dedicated birdwatcher and teacher, Gedney finds wonder not
only in the speed and glistening beauty of the Anna's hummingbird, but also in
her nest building. He acclaims the turkey vulture's and red-tailed hawk's roles
in our ecosystem, and he venerates the inimitable California scrub jay's work
planting acorns. Knowing that we hear birds much more often than we see
them, Gedney offers his expert's ear to help us not only identify bird songs
and calls but also understand what the birds are saying.The crowd at the suet
feeder will never look quite the same again. Join Gedney in the enchanted
world of these not-so-ordinary birds, each enlivened by a hand-drawn portrait
by artist Anna Kus Park.

Author Bio
Jack Gedney was born in California, bounced around the country in his youth,
and returned to his home state to complete his education, studying literature
and natural history at U.C. Berkeley. He is also the author of a compact field
guide to the trees of the San Francisco Bay Area and co-owner of a wild bird
feeding and nature shop in Novato, California.
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A Californian's Guide to the Trees among Us
Expanded and Updated
by Matt Ritter, foreword by Peter H. Raven
Now expanded and updated: Californians' favorite reference book to
trees in our everyday lives
Anyone who is curious about trees is sure to find education and inspiration in
these pages."-David Allen Sibley, author of The Sibley Guide to Trees and
The Sibley Guide to Birds
For more than ten years, A Californian's Guide to the Trees among Us has
taught Californians the what, why, and how of trees in our cities and towns.
This edition has been updated by the author to reflect new trends in urban
forestry, with a revised introduction, updated taxonomy and nomenclature,
and more than ten additional species featured.

Heyday
On Sale: Jul 1/22
6 x 9 • 216 pages
full-color photographs throughout
9781597145602 • $29.50 • pb
Nature / Trees & Forests

Matt Ritter introduces us to over 160 of California's most commonly grown
urban trees in this expanded edition of his best-selling book. Whether native
or cultivated, these are the trees that muffle noise, create wildlife habitats,
mitigate pollution, conserve energy, and make urban living healthier and more
peaceful. Used as a field guide or read with pleasure for the liveliness of the
prose, this book will allow readers to learn the stories behind the trees that
shade our parks, grace our yards, and line our streets. Rich in photographs
and illustrations, overflowing with anecdote and information, A Californian's
Guide to the Trees among Us opens our eyes to a world of beauty just outside
our front doors.

Author Bio
Matt Ritter is a biology professor in California. He is the author of several
books, including California Plants and the children's book Something
Wonderful . He lives in San Luis Obispo, California.
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The Curanderx Toolkit
Reclaiming Ancestral Plant Medicine and Rituals for Healing
by Atava Garcia Swiecicki
A practical guide to understanding and using Mexican healing traditions
in everyday life

Heyday
On Sale: Jul 22/22
7 x 9 • 304 pages
full-color photographs throughout
9781597145718 • $39.50 • pb
Health & Fitness / Herbal Medications

Notes
Herbal medicine has always been a strong backlist
category, but many of the books have a dated feel.
The hip illustrative design paired with a modern
inclusive text make for a unique offering that will
appeal to a younger audience
There is growing interest in indigenous practices and
traditions with calls to amplify the voices of those who
come from these traditions
Borne out of many years teaching curandismo, The
Curanderx Toolkit is a complete course with with
something for everyone, from the beginner to the wellversed practitioner
While including many practical recipes and advice, The
Curanderx Toolkit also provides history and context of
curandismo
Garcia Swiecicki has been teaching curandismo
classes since 2011 and herbal medicine classes since
1997
Encourages reconnecting to folk traditions and being
in kinship with plants and the natural world with an
adaptable, modern, and accessible approach

Arranging ofrendas . Brewing pericón into a healing tea. Releasing traumas
through baños and limpias . Herbalist and curandera Atava Garcia Swiecicki
spent decades gathering this traditional knowledge of curanderismo, Mexican
folk healing, which had been marginalized as Chicanx and Latinx Americans
assimilated to US culture. She teaches how to follow the path of the
curandera, as she herself learned from apprenticing with Mexican curanderas,
studying herbal texts, and listening to her ancestors. In this book readers will
learn the Indigenous, African, and European roots of curanderismo. Atava also
shares her personal journey as a healer and those of thirteen other
inspirational curanderas serving their communities. She offers readers the
tools to begin their own healing-for themselves, for their relationship with the
earth, and for the people.
The Curanderx Toolkit includes more than 25 profiles of native and adopted
plants of Baja and Alta California and teaches you to grow, know, and love
them. This book will help anyone who has lost connection with their ancestors
begin to incorporate the herbal wisdom and holistic wellness of curanderismo
into their lives. Take the power of ancient medicine into your own hands by
learning simple herbal remedies and practicing rituals for kinship with the
more-than-human world.

Author Bio
Atava Garcia Swiecicki is guided by her dreams and her Mexican, Polish,
Hungarian, and Diné ancestors. She received a BA in feminist studies from
Stanford University and a master's degree from the Indigenous Mind Program
at Naropa University Oakland. Atava has studied healing arts extensively for
over thirty years and has been mentored by herbalists, curanderas, and
traditional knowledge keepers. She works as a clinical herbalist and teacher,
and she is dedicated to remembering the healing traditions of her ancestors
and supporting others to reconnect with their ancestral medicine. She also
loves helping people build relationships with plants, whom she considers
some of our greatest teachers and healers. She is the founder of the Ancestra
Apothecary School of Herbal, Folk, and Indigenous Medicine on Ohlone
territory in Oakland, and she currently lives in Tewa Pueblo territory in
Albuquerque. Her personal website is ancestralapothecary.com, and the
website for her school is ancestralapothecaryschool.com.
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Spiders in Your Neighborhood
A Field Guide to Your Local Spider Friends, Revised and
Expanded
by Patrick Stadille
A fun, friendly, all-ages field guide to common Western spiders

Heyday
On Sale: Jul 29/22
5 x 7 • 80 pages
full-color photographs throughout
9781597145770 • $20.95 • pb
Nature / Insects & Spiders

Spiders! Scary? Maybe. Cool? Definitely. Author Pat Stadille used to be
terribly afraid of these eight-legged daddies, until he started learning more
about them. Now spiders are his best friends! Once you hear about their silky
skills, hunting habits, and generally shy and gentle nature, you might feel the
same way. Learn about jumpers, wolf spiders, tarantulas, the bird turd spider,"
and, of course, the black widow! This majorly expanded edition is bursting with
new species and new spiderscience. Spiders in Your Neighborhood features
detailed drawings and photos of the critters you'll find, and sections on types
of webs, how and where to discover spiders, spider anatomy, and common
relatives. This edition also features guided science experiments for budding
naturalists, and nature journalers will love Pat's observation tips and drawing
lessons. Grab a flashlight and your sleuthing kit, and join Pat "Spiderman"
Stadille on a journey around your backyard that will leave you spinning with
excitement.

Notes
Originally published as a 32-page stapled pamphlet,
Spiders in Your Neighborhood has been completely
updated and expanded, more than doubling its page
count
Out of print since 2019, Spiders makes a welcome
return to Heyday's growing line of field guides
Popular among young people, Spiders is a fantastic
guide book for all ages
This edition includes new sections on scientific names,
spider science, writing and drawing, spider
conservation, finding and collecting, and references
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Flutes of Fire
An Introduction to Native California Languages Revised and
Updated
by Leanne Hinton
An essential book on California's Indigenous languages, updated for the
first time in over 25 years

Heyday
On Sale: Aug 5/22
6 x 9 • 304 pages
b&w photos, maps, and charts
9781597145664 • $34.95 • pb
Foreign Language Study / Native American Languages

Before outsiders arrived, about one hundred distinct Indigenous languages
were spoken in California, and many of them are in use today. Since its
original publication in 1994, Flutes of Fire has become one of the classic
books about California's many Native languages. It is written to be
approachable, entertaining, and informative-useful for people doing language
revitalization work in their own communities, for linguists, and for a general
readership interested in California's rich cultural heritage. With significant
updates by the author, this is the first new edition of Flutes of Fire in over 25
years. New chapters highlight the exciting efforts of language activists in
recent times, as well as contemporary writing in several of California's Native
languages. Both a practical guide and a joy to read, Flutes of Fire is an
essential book for anyone who cares about the Indigenous languages of
California and their flourishing for many generations to come.

Author Bio
Leanne Hinton is professor emerita of linguistics at UC Berkeley, and she has
worked closely with many Native communities on language learning and
research, particularly in California. She is a founding member of the
Advocates for Indigenous California Language Survival and its biennial Breath
of Life workshop. For her advocacy she has received numerous honors,
including a Cultural Freedom Award from the Lannan Foundation and an
Honored One Award from the Association of Tribal Archives,Libraries, and
Museums. Her previous books include How to Keep Your Language Alive
(2002), Bringing Our Languages Home (as editor, 2013), and The Routledge
Handbook of Language Revitalization (as coauthor, 2018)
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Drive Through the Night
Poetic Field Notes on Taming, Reclaiming & Becoming Wild
by L.M. Browning
Following the release of her micro-memoir, To Lose the Madness, and
the TEDx Talk at Yale University based on her life, Browning returns
from a six-year poetic silence with, Drive through the Night .
Raw, gritty, lonesome, and stunningly authentic-we pick up Browning's trail a
mid-life as the poet reflects on her journey through her major relationships,
both with lovers and self.
The arc of these poems traces the poet's journey of overcoming and
rebecoming while simultaneously set against the iconic backdrop of the
American Southwest. In her words, These poems and ponderings were written
across the nights-while traveling the distance between who I was expected to
become and who I authentically (irrevocably) am."
Homebound Publications
On Sale: May 6/22
6 x 9 • 150 pages
Black and White Photographs by the author
9781953340450 • $25.50 • pb
Poetry / Subjects & Themes / Nature

In Drive Through the Night, we follow the trail of an orphan-turned-vagabond
who left behind the white picket fence for the open range and open road.
Following the release of her micro-memoir, To Lose the Madness, and the
TEDx Talk at Yale University based on her life, Browning returns from a sixyear poetic silence with, Drive through the Night.

Raw, gritty, lonesome, and stunningly authentic-we pick up Browning's trail a
mid-life as the poet reflects on her journey through her major relationships,
both with lovers and self.

The arc of these poems traces the poet's journey of overcoming and
rebecoming while simultaneously set against the iconic backdrop of the
American Southwest. In her words, "These poems and ponderings were
written across the nights-while traveling the distance between who I was
expected to become and who I authentically (irrevocably) am."

In Drive Through the Night, we follow the trail of an orphan-turned-vagabond
who left behind the white picket fence for the open range and open road.
Through photographs, poems, and location pins, Browning traverses trauma.
We follow her journey through fractured relationships, grief, a suicide attemptand ultimately healing. As she learns to return to herself, she is our guiding
light. Exquisitely delicate and lyrical, Drive Through The Night challenges us to
pick up the pieces of ourselves, stand new ground, and thrust ourselves into
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the wild ahead." - Caitlin Garvey, author of The Mourning Report"

Author Bio
L.M. Browning is a TEDx talker, photojournalist, and the award-winning
author of twelve titles. She grew up in the small fishing village of Stonington,
Connecticut. In her writing, Browning explores the confluence of the natural
landscape and the interior landscape. She holds an Associates degree in
Philosophy and a Bachelor or Arts from Harvard University focusing on
English, Psychology, and Digital Media. Over the last ten years of her career,
she has served on the Board of the Independent Book Publisher's Association
and is a Fellow with the International League of Conservation Writers. In 2011,
she founded Homebound Publications and its divisions, which has gone on to
become a leading independent publisher in the country. A vagabond, Leslie's
seasonal basecamp can be found in the Berkshire Mountains & Northampton,
MA areas. When not writing, or publishing the work of indie authors, she is
roaming the mountains . . . which are ever-calling.
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The Parted Earth
by Anjali Enjeti
Spanning more than half a century and cities from New Delhi to Atlanta,
Anjali Enjeti's debut is a heartfelt and human portrait of the long shadow
of the Partition of India on the lives of three generations of women.
The story begins in August 1947. Unrest plagues the streets of New Delhi
leading up to the birth of the Muslim majority nation of Pakistan, and the Hindu
majority nation of India. Sixteen-year-old Deepa navigates the changing
politics of her home, finding solace in messages of intricate origami from her
secret boyfriend Amir. Soon Amir flees with his family to Pakistan and a
tragedy forces Deepa to leave the subcontinent forever.

Hub City Press
On Sale: Apr 15/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages
9781938235962 • $22.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary
Series: Cold Mountain Fund Series

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781938235771

The story also begins sixty years later and half a world away, in Atlanta. While
grieving both a pregnancy loss and the implosion of her marriage, Deepa's
granddaughter Shan begins the search for her estranged grandmother, a
prickly woman who had little interest in knowing her. As she pieces together
her family history shattered by the Partition, Shan discovers how little she
actually knows about the women in her family and what they endured.
For readers of Jess Walter's Beautiful Ruins, The Parted Earth follows Shan
on her search for identity after loss uproots her life. Above all, it is a novel
about families weathering the lasting violence of separation, and how it can
often takes a lifetime to find unity and peace.
Spanning more than half a century and cities from New Delhi to Atlanta, Anjali
Enjeti's debut is a heartfelt and human portrait of the long shadow of the
Partition of India on the lives of three generations of women.
The story begins in August 1947. Unrest plagues the streets of New Delhi
leading up to the birth of the Muslim majority (...)

Author Bio
Anjali Enjeti is a former attorney, award-winning journalist, and activist. She
writes a political column for ZORA magazine and teaches creative writing in
the MFA program at Reinhardt University. Her recent essays and articles have
appeared in the Washington Post, Newsday, The Nation, Longreads, The
Georgia Review, Guernica, Al Jazeera, and The Paris Review . She lives with
her family near Atlanta.
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George Masa's Wild Vision
A Japanese Immigrant Imagines Western North Carolina
by Brent Martin

Hub City Press
On Sale: May 27/22
7.5 x 9.25 • 160 pages
9781938235931 • $48.95 • cl
Photography / Individual Photographer
Series: Cold Mountain Fund Series

George Masa's Wild Vision recounts the incredible, overlooked life of
the photographer George Masa.
Self-taught photographer George Masa (born Masahara Iizuka in Osaka,
Japan), arrived in Asheville, North Carolina at the turn of the twentieth century
amid a period of great transition in the southern Appalachians.
Masa's photographs from the 1920s and early 1930s are stunning windows
into an era where railroads hauled out the remaining old-growth timber with
impunity, new roads were blasted into hillsides, and an activist community
emerged to fight for a new national park. Masa began photographing the
nearby mountains and helping to map the Appalachian Trail, capturing this
transition like no other photographer of his time. His images, along with his
knowledge of the landscape, became a critical piece of the argument for the
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, compelling John D. Rockefeller to
donate $5 million for initial land purchases. Despite being hailed as the 'Ansel
Adams of the Smokies,' Masa died, destitute and unknown, in 1933.
In George Masa's Wild Vision: A Japanese Immigrant Imagines Western
North Carolina, poet and environmental organizer Brent Martin explores the
locations Masa visited, using first-person narratives to contrast, lament, and
exalt the condition of the landscape the photographer so loved and worked to
interpret and protect. The book includes seventy-five of Masa's photographs,
accompanied by Martin's reflections on Masa's life and work.
George Masa fascinated people who knew him while he was alive, and his life
and work have many of us even more curious (or obsessed) a hundred years
later. Brent's book transcends time with creative insights and reflections on the
natural world that honor George Masa's `Wild Vision'. His journey in Masa's
bootprints is at times personal and contemplative and other times communal
and philosophical, asking big questions about our appreciation and
stewardship of the natural world today. I'm certain Masa would enjoy a
campfire chat with Brent." -Paul Bonesteel, Director and founder of
Bonesteel Films

Author Bio
Brent Martin is the author of three chapbook collections of poetry and of
Hunting for Camellias at Horseshoe Bend, a nonfiction chapbook published by
Red Bird Press in 2015. His poetry and essays have been published in the
North Carolina Literary Review, Pisgah Review, Tar River Poetry,
Chattahoochee Review, Eno Journal, New Southerner, Kudzu Literary
Journal, Smoky Mountain News and elsewhere. He has recently completed a
two-year term as Gilbert-Chappell Distinguished Poet for the West. He is the
author of The Changing Blue Ridge Mountains: Essays on Journeys Past and
Present. He lives in the Cowee community in Western North Carolina, where
he and his wife, Angela Faye Martin, run Alarka Institute.
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A Coin for the Ferryman
A Novel
by Megan Edwards
The story can now be told.
In 1999, an elite interdisciplinary team headed by Nobel laureate Andrew
Danicek gathered in California to carry out a ground-breaking time-travel
experiment. While the rest of the world remained unaware, Julius Caesar was
successfully transported from the last day of his life to a specially-constructed
covert facility. Four days of conversation with historians and Latin scholars
were planned, followed by Caesar's return to the moment from which he was
extracted. But despite the team's meticulous efforts to maintain secrecy and
plan for all possible exigencies, a kidnap attempt plunges Caesar into peril.
Fully aware that the future of civilization may hang in the balance, one team
member must summon strength she didn't know she possessed to return
Caesar to the Ides of March.
Imbrifex Books
On Sale: Mar 11/22
6 x 9 • 542 pages
pen and ink drawings
9781945501920 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Alternative History • Ages 12 years and up

The shocking details of Caesar's visit and its effect on subsequent events
have been protected by draconian nondisclosure agreements... .until now.
In lively style, Megan Edwards gets us turning pages." - David Brinn, bestselling author of Star Tide Rising, The Postman, and the Out of time
series.
"Megan Edwards has written a fine novel of ancient times, one that will
entertain and inform, an important contribution - and an attention-grabber." Selden Edwards, NY Times best-selling author of The Little Book and
The Lost Prince
"A Coin for the Ferryman retells the circumstances of Julius Caesar's
assassination in 44 B.C. with some highly entertaining twists and turns. This
imaginative yarn has it all: time travel and Las Vegas, archaeological digs and
billionaire poultry magnates, and a good portion of sex and skulduggery." Michael Maas, the William Gaines Twyman Professor of History at Rice
University, and author of Readings in Late Antiquity, The Cambridge
Companion to the Age of Justinian, and John Lydus and the (...)

Author Bio
Megan Edwards is the award-winning author of the Copper Black mystery
series and Strings: A Love Story . Her travel memoir Roads from the Ashes:
An Odyssey in Real Life on the Virtual Frontier chronicles her seven years on
the road" all over North America. A classics major in college, Edwards studied
at the Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in Rome and the American
School of Classical Studies at Athens. She has lived and traveled extensively
in Europe. Now at home in Las Vegas, Nevada, Edwards is working on her
next Copper Black mystery.
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A Coin for the Ferryman
A Novel
by Megan Edwards
The story can now be told.
In 1999, an elite interdisciplinary team headed by Nobel laureate Andrew
Danicek gathered in California to carry out a ground-breaking time-travel
experiment. While the rest of the world remained unaware, Julius Caesar was
successfully transported from the last day of his life to a specially-constructed
covert facility. Four days of conversation with historians and Latin scholars
were planned, followed by Caesar's return to the moment from which he was
extracted. But despite the team's meticulous efforts to maintain secrecy and
plan for all possible exigencies, a kidnap attempt plunges Caesar into peril.
Fully aware that the future of civilization may hang in the balance, one team
member must summon strength she didn't know she possessed to return
Caesar to the Ides of March.
Imbrifex Books
On Sale: Mar 11/22
9 x 6 • 540 pages
pen and ink drawings
9781945501159 • $41.95 • cl
Fiction / Alternative History • Ages 12 years and up

The shocking details of Caesar's visit and its effect on subsequent events
have been protected by draconian nondisclosure agreements... .until now.
'In lively style, Megan Edwards gets us turning pages.'-David Brin, bestselling author of Star Tide Rising, The Postman, and the Out of time
series.

'Megan Edwards has written a fine novel of ancient times, one that will
entertain and inform, an important contribution-and an attention-grabber.'Selden Edwards, NY Times best-selling author of The Little Book and
The Lost Prince

'A Coin for the Ferryman retells the circumstances of Julius Caesar's
assassination in 44 B.C. with some highly entertaining twists and turns. This
imaginative yarn has it all: time travel and Las Vegas, archaeological digs and
billionaire poultry magnates, and a good portion of sex and skulduggery.'Michael Maas, William Gaines Twyman Professor of History at Rice
University, and author of Readings in Late Antiquity, The Cambridge
Companion to the Age of Justinian, and John Lydus and the Roman (...)

Author Bio
Megan Edwards is the award-winning author of the Copper Black mystery
series and Strings: A Love Story . Her travel memoir Roads from the Ashes:
An Odyssey in Real Life on the Virtual Frontier chronicles her seven years on
the road" all over North America. A classics major in college, Edwards studied
at the Intercollegiate Center for Classical Studies in Rome and the American
School of Classical Studies at Athens. She has lived and traveled extensively
in Europe. Now at home in Las Vegas, Nevada, Edwards is working on her
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next Copper Black mystery.
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Chromebooks in easy steps
Ideal for Seniors
by King, Philip
Chromebooks in easy steps illustrates all the clever features of this
versatile, budget-friendly alternative to a Windows laptop or MacBook.
Covering all Chromebook models, it:

- Demystifies what a Chromebook is and how it differs from other types of
laptops and tablets.

- Shows how to get your Chromebook up and running in no time.
In Easy Step Limited
On Sale: May 6/22
7.38 x 8.88 • 192 pages
Full color screenshots, photographs and diagrams
9781840789584 • $24.50 • pb
Computers / Hardware / Personal Computers /
General
Series: In Easy Steps

- Guides you through the Chrome web browser, Gmail and other key apps
such as Docs, Sheets, and Presentation.

- Reveals how to make video calls using a variety of services, to stay in touch
with friends and family.

- Shows how to connect your Chromebook to external devices including
printers.

- Demonstrates how to upload and organise your photos, videos, and
documents in the Cloud.

- Covers how to make documents available offline when you don't have an
internet connection.

- Guides you through how to watch TV and movies, and how to download and
use Android apps and games.

- Provides guidance on maintenance and troubleshooting.

Ideal for anyone new to the Chromebook, including Senior readers.
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Author Bio
<span lang="EN-GB">Phil
King<span lang="EN-GB">
is a journalist who specialises in writing about technology. He began his
career at CRASH magazine in 1988 and has since edited several video
games
magazines, including PowerStation and N-Revolution. He has worked as the
books editor for Raspberry Pi has written for The MagPi, HackSpace,
MacFormat,
MUO, Gadget, Linux User, Android Magazine, and many more
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Liberties Journal of Culture and Politics
Volume II, Issue 3
by Stephen Breyer, Editor-in-chief Leon Wieseltier, Managing
Editor Celeste Marcus
'A Meteor of Intelligent Substance'
'Something was Missing in our Culture, and Here It Is'
Liberties is THE place to be. Change starts in the mind."

Liberties, a journal of Culture and Politics, is essential reading for those
engaged in the cultural and political issues and causes of our time.
Liberties Journal Foundation
On Sale: May 6/22
6 x 7.75 • 332 pages
9781735718767 • $26.50 • pb
Political Science / Public Policy / Cultural Policy

Notes

Liberties features serious, independent, stylish, and controversial essays by
significant writers and leaders throughout the world; new poetry; and,
introduces the next generation of writers and voices to inspire and impact the
intellectual and creative lifeblood of today's culture and politics.

Previous Edition: 9781735718750

In this issue of Liberties,highlights include:Laura Kipnison how to think (and
how not to think) about gender;Robert Kagan on the values that define
American identity;Andrea Marcolongoon the role of the intellectual in
contemporary times;MichaelIgnatieff on whether freedom of thought is
possible in our highly politicized culture;David Greenbergon journalism's
change of objectivity over time;Jack Goldsmithon conservatives' use of
social media;Bruce Joneson the response to China's threat;Clara Collieron
powerful women in old Westerns;Sir Robert Francis Cooperon Burma;Jared
Marcel PollenonVaclav Havel'scomplicated legacy;Mitch Abidor'sdefense
ofFrancois Truffaut;Andrew Butterfieldon the creative inspiration from
Dante's exile;David Bellon fascism's identity in France;Steven
NadleronSpinoza'sostracism; new literary criticism fromHelen Vendler,and,
poetry fromCharis Vlavianos,Nathaniel Mackey, andDurs Grunbein
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Los Angeles Review of Books (LARB)

Los Angeles Review of Books Quarterly Journal:
Revival Issue
Spring 2021, No. 34
edited by Tom Lutz

Los Angeles Review of Books (LARB)
On Sale: Jun 3/22
7.50 x 9.50 • 144 pages
Illustrations, black and white
9781940660547 • $17.95 • pb
Literary Criticism / General

Los Angeles Review of Books is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
promoting and disseminating rigorous, incisive, and engaging writing on every
aspect of literature, culture, and the arts. Since its founding in 2011, LARB has
quickly established itself as a thriving institution for writers and readers. The
LARB Quarterly Journal, a signature print edition, reflects the best that this
institution brings to a national and international readership. The print
magazine cultivates a stable of regular and ongoing contributors, both
eminent and emerging, to cover all topics and genres, from politics to fiction,
film to poetry, and much more. LARB specializes in a looser and more eclectic
approach than other journals: grounded in literature but open to all varieties of
cultural experience. Headquartered in Los Angeles, but home to writers and
artists from all over the world, the LARB Quarterly Journal brings the
pioneering spirit of the online magazine into print and remains committed to
covering and representing today's diverse literary and cultural landscape.
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Canoeing & Kayaking Georgia
by Suzanne Welander and Bob Sehlinger
Get the authoritative guide to the waterways of Georgia, offering
thousands of miles of paddling.

Wet your paddle-and whet your paddling appetite-with Canoeing & Kayaking
Georgia, the definitive guide to whitewater, smoothwater, and everything in
between. From the Chattahoochee River Watershed in the west to the
Savannah River Basin along the eastern border, this is your complete
resource for paddling the creeks and rivers of the Peach State. Canoeing &
Kayaking Georgia covers 3,700 miles of paddling in more than 80 profiles of
rivers and creeks. They range in difficulty from pleasant and uncomplicated
runs for beginners, such as the Chattooga River Section II, to whitewater runs
in the Tallulah Gorge.

Menasha Ridge Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
6 x 9 • 434 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781634043366 • $34.95 • pb
Travel / US / South / South Atlantic
Series: Canoe and Kayak Series

Expert paddlers Suzanne Welander and Bob Sehlinger utilize the latest
technology, along with good old-fashioned experience, to make your canoe
and kayak adventures easy to enjoy. The book has been revised and updated,
with maps and important details like access points, river gauges, mileages,
contact information, and GPS coordinates for every put-in and takeout.
Canoeing & Kayaking Georgia is useful for paddlers of all skill levels. It is the
resource you need to find where to float, no matter what type of boat you
paddle.

Inside you'll find

- New maps plus GPS coordinates
- More than 80 river and creek profiles, divided into 8 sections
- Waterway recommendations for beginners, families, campers, and more
- Easy-to-reference descriptions of Georgia's developed Water Trails

Author Bio
Suzanne Welander began canoeing in 1999. Since then, she has completed
hundreds of trips exploring Georgia's diverse streams or eddy-hopping down
the Ocoee in her whitewater canoe. She has a special passion for wilderness,
stoked by multi-day, self-supported canoe trips in remote parts of Alaska,
Canada, Montana, and Arizona, in addition to canoe-camping getaways in
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wild corners of Georgia. Suzanne's curiosity continually draws her to explore
sections of rivers she has not yet paddled and to monitor the changes at those
she revisits. She's also a half-decent whitewater canoe slalom racer.

When she isn't paddling or writing about rivers, Suzanne works for a North
Georgia organic farm and plays saxophone in the Seed and Feed Marching
Abominable. Suzanne lives in Atlanta with her husband who's also an avid
canoeist, their son, and a small flock of chickens.

Veteran paddlerBob Sehlinger has led canoeing trips throughout eastern
North America and is the former president of the Eastern Professional River
Outfitters Association. He is the creator of the Unofficial Guide travel series
and a recipient of the Lowell Thomas Gold Award for journalistic excellence.
Founder and publisher of Menasha Ridge Press, Sehlinger lives in
Birmingham, Alabama, where he enjoys mountain biking and playing the
drums.
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Five-Star Trails: West Virginia's Monongahela National
Forest
40 Spectacular Hikes in the Allegheny Mountains
by Johnny Molloy

Menasha Ridge Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 264 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781634043441 • $30.95 • pb
Travel / US / South / South Atlantic
Series: Five-Star Trails

Discover 40 five-star hiking trails in West Virginia's Monongahela
National Forest, including popular routes and hidden gems.The
Monongahela National Forest is the heart and soul of West Virginia's outdoors
scene and a natural getaway for hikers and weekend backpackers. With the
Dolly Sods and Otter Creek wildernesses to the north and the Cranberry
Backcountry to the south - plus special places like the Falls of Hills Creek and
Seneca Rocks - the Mon" offers more than 800 miles of hiking opportunities to
rocky overlooks, backcountry waterfalls, and botanically rich parcels, all within
a short drive of Washington, D.C., and Richmond, Virginia.Explore 40 of the
region's best, five-star trails with this easy-to-carry and easy-to-use
guidebook. In the updated edition, acclaimed author and hiking expert Johnny
Molloy shares everything you need to know about spectacular outings that
lead to mountain panoramas, untamed streams, remote wilderness, and
more.Inside you'll find:
- Descriptions of 40 five-star hiking trails for all levels and interests
- GPS-based trail maps, elevation profiles, and detailed directions to
trailheads
- Insight into the history, flora, and fauna of the routes
- Ratings for scenery, difficulty, trail condition, solitude, and accessibility for
children
Lace up, grab your pack, and hit the trail!

Author Bio
Johnny Molloy is a writer and adventurer based in Johnson City, Tennessee.
His outdoor passion was ignited on a backpacking trip in Great Smoky
Mountains National Park while he was attending the University of Tennessee.
That first foray unleashed a love of the outdoors that led Johnny to spend over
4,500 nights backpacking, canoe camping, and tent camping over the past
three decades. Friends enjoyed his outdoor adventure stories; one even
suggested he write a book. He pursued his friend's idea and soon parlayed his
love of the outdoors into an occupation. The results of his efforts are more
than 80 books and guides. His writings include hiking guidebooks, camping
guidebooks, paddling guidebooks, comprehensive guidebooks about a
specific area, and books about true outdoor adventures throughout the
eastern United States.Although primarily involved with book publications,
Johnny writes for varied magazines and websites. He continues writing and
traveling extensively throughout the United States, pursuing a variety of
outdoor endeavors. Johnny is a Gideon and an active member of the First
Presbyterian Church in Johnson City. His non-outdoor interests include
reading, ancient and American history, and University of Tennessee sports.
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Hike Virginia South of US 60
51 Hikes from the Cumberland Gap to the Atlantic Coast
by Leonard M. Adkins
Explore 51 of southern Virginia's best options for short walks, hiking
excursions, and backpacking adventures!

From its lowest point at sea level to its loftiest mountain more than 5,000 feet
high, southern Virginia is an unparalleled region. The terrain is diverse and
beautiful, and the plant- and wildlife are varied and abundant. To truly see and
appreciate the land's natural wonders, a person should travel on foot.

Menasha Ridge Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
6 x 9 • 296 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781634043502 • $34.95 • pb
Travel / US / South / South Atlantic

In the east, walk for miles upon quiet beaches or hike across Tidewater lands
preserved for migrating birds. Upon the rolling piedmont of central Virginia,
discover historic sites from the days of the Civil War, as well as hikes around
lakes both large and small. To the west, negotiate the ups and downs of the
Blue Ridge region, where the rewards are well worth the effort. Gaze at wave
after wave of Southern Appalachian ridgelines and at dozens of waterfalls that
gush down steep slopes. Plus,hundreds of miles of the Appalachian Trail
create opportunities for backpacking.

In Hike Virginia South of US 60, expert hiker and naturalist Leonard M. Adkins
helps you experience the joys of walking and hiking throughout the area. The
award-winning Virginia author spotlights 51 trails that traverse more than 400
miles. Routes range from easy walks on level ground to ambitious, multi-day
backpacking excursions over rugged terrain. Each entry includes full-color
maps and photographs, as well as driving directions and trail descriptions.
Leonard also includes his fascinating insights on each site'shistory and
culture, plus vital at-a-glance information about distance, hiking time, and
elevation gain.

Inside You'll Find

- 51 hikes-popular trails and hidden gems-covering over 400 miles
- Short walks, day hikes, and backpacking excursions
- Full-color maps and photographs
- Trail information chart with key details about every featured hike
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Author Bio
Leonard M. Adkins has logged more than 20,000 miles hiking the world's
backcountry. Each hiking season finds him on some new adventure. He has
hiked the entire Appalachian Trail five times; traversed the Continental Divide
Trail from Canada to Mexico; followed the full Pacific Northwest Trail through
Montana, Idaho, and Washington; and walked several hundred miles upon
Canada's Great Divide Trail. He has also trekked the full length of the
Pyrenees High Route from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean and has explored
Iceland's interior. With his wife, Laurie, he hiked West Virginia's Allegheny
Trail, the Ozark Highlands Trail in Arkansas, and the Mid-Atlantic's Tuscarora
Trail. Together, they tramped New Zealand's Milford Track and a number of
the country's other Great Walks. And, of course, he has hiked every one of the
trails in this book-along with many other pathways to determine which ones
were the best to include. In addition, he walked each of these routes with a
surveyor's measuring wheel to ensure the accuracy of the mileage and the
description.Leonard is the author of more than 20 books and over 200 articles
on the outdoors, nature, and travel and is the walking columnist for Blue
Ridge Country magazine. His writing has received numerous awards including
the National Outdoor Book Award and SATW Foundation's Lowell Thomas
Travel Journalism Award. He has also been a Ridge Runner and a Natural
Heritage Monitor for the Appalachian Trail Conservancy, helping to observe
and protect rare and endangered plants, and he has been on the boards of
directors of two Appalachian Trail maintaining clubs. He and his wife live in
North Chesterfield, Virginia.
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60 Hikes Within 60 Miles: Portland
Including the Coast, Mount Hood, Mount St. Helens, and the
Santiam River
by Paul Gerald

Menasha Ridge Press
On Sale: Jul 22/22
6 x 9 • 328 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781634043380 • $31.95 • pb
Travel / US / West / Pacific
Series: 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles

Get outdoors with this guide to 60 of the best hiking trails within an hour
or so from Portland, Oregon, leading you to scenic beauty.The best way
to experience Portland is by hiking it! Get outdoors with local author and
hiking expert Paul Gerald. Now in full color, this best-selling guide helps you
locate and access the top hikes within 60 miles of Rose City. A perfect blend
of popular routes and hidden gems, the selected trails transport you to scenic
overlooks, mountain retreats, and beautiful forests that renew your spirit and
recharge your body.Hike around Mount Hood on the Timberline Trail. See
migrating fish in the Salmon River. Enjoy the wildflowers at Tom McCall
Preserve in the Columbia River Gorge. Explore the wildlife sanctuary at Oaks
Bottom, right in the heart of the city. Stroll behind waterfalls in Silver Falls
State Park. Whale watch from high up on Cape Lookout. With Portland author
and outdoors enthusiast Paul Gerald offering advice about where to hike and
what to expect when you get there, you'll learn about the area and experience
nature through 60 of Portland's best hikes!Each hike description features key
at-a-glance information on distance, difficulty, scenery, traffic, hiking time, and
more, so you can quickly and easily learn about each trail. Detailed directions,
GPS-based trail maps, and elevation profiles help to ensure that you know
where you are and where you're going. Tips on nearby activities further
enhance your enjoyment of every outing. So whether you're a local looking for
new places to explore or a visitor to the area, 60 Hikes Within 60 Miles:
Portland provides plenty of options for a couple hours or a full day of
adventure, all within about an hour from the city.

Author Bio
Paul Gerald has written professionally for newspapers, magazines, and
websites for more than 30 years. After growing up in Memphis, Tennessee,
and graduating from Southern Methodist University in Dallas, he moved to
Portland in 1996 to be closer to the mountains and ocean. Since then, he has
written hundreds of freelance articles and six books in addition to this one,
including Peaceful Places: Portland, Day & Section Hikes: Pacific Crest Trail:
Oregon, and Best Tent Camping: Oregon .Paul's hiking life started at the age
of 12, when he went to a summer camp in the Absaroka Mountains of
Wyoming. He's hiked in the Rocky Mountains from New Mexico to Montana
and in Appalachia, Alaska, Argentina, Italy, the UK, and Nepal. He has led
hikes, outings, and tours, both domestic and international, for Evergreen
Escapes of Portland, Embark Exploration Co. (a Portland-based adventuretravel company), and the Mazamas mountaineering club. He is also on the
board of Trailkeepers of Oregon and has worked as a driver for Radio Cab
Company.Paul enjoys meeting people who use his books out on the trails;
he's also grateful that none of them have appeared to be lost or angry. He
hopes people will continue to enjoy and benefit from the fruits of his labor - if
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hiking and writing can truly be called labor.
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The Hurting Kind
by Ada Limon
An astonishing collection about interconnectedness-between the human
and nonhuman, ancestors and ourselves-from National Book Critics
Circle Award winner and National Book Award finalist Ada Limon.

'I have always been too sensitive, a weeper / from a long line of weepers,'
writes Limon. 'I am the hurting kind.' What does it mean to be the hurting
kind? To be sensitive not only to the world's pain and joys, but to the
meanings that bend in the scrim between the natural world and the human
world? To divine the relationships between us all? To perceive ourselves in
other beings-and to know that those beings are resolutely their own, that they
'do not / care to be seen assymbols'?

Milkweed Editions
On Sale: May 20/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 112 pages
9781639550494 • $29.95 • cl
Poetry / Women Authors

Notes
Bright Dead Things published in 2015 sold over 500
copies
lead title
The Carrying published in 2018 and paperback in April
2021 has sold total 450 copies
https://www.adalimon.net/about

With Limon's remarkable ability to trace thought, The Hurting Kind explores
those questions-incorporating others' stories and ways of knowing, making
surprising turns, and always reaching a place of startling insight. These poems
slip through the seasons, teeming with horses and kingfishers and the
gleaming eyes of fish. And they honor parents, stepparents, and
grandparents: the sacrifices made, the separate lives lived, the tendernesses
extended to a hurting child; the abundance, in retrospect, of having two
families.

Along the way, we glimpse loss. There are flashes of the pandemic, ghosts
whose presence manifests in unexpected memories and the mysterious
behavior of pets left behind. But The Hurting Kind is filled, above all, with
connection and the delight of being in the world. 'Slippery and waddle thieving
my tomatoes still / green in the morning's shade,' writes Limon of a groundhog
in her garden, 'she is doing what she can to survive.'
Limon is a poet of ecstatic revelation. Her poetry feels fast, full of details, often
playful, and driven by conversational voice.'-Tracy K. Smith, Guardian

'Limon is one of (...)

Author Bio
Ada Limon is the author of The<span class=il">Hurting<span class="il">Kind,
as
well asfive other collections of poems. These include, most
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recently, The Carrying, which won the National Book Critics Circle
Award and was named a finalist for the PEN/Jean Stein Book Award, and
Bright
Dead Things, which was named a finalist for the National Book Award, the
National Book Critics Circle Award, and the Kingsley Tufts Award. Limon is a
recipient of a Guggenheim Fellowship, and her work has appeared in the New
Yorker, the New York Times, and American Poetry Review,
among others. She is the new host of American Public Media's weekday
poetry
podcast The Slowdown . Born and raised in California, she now lives
in Lexington, Kentucky.
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You Can Be the Last Leaf
Selected Poems
by Maya Abu Al-Hayyat, translated by Fady Joudah
Translated from the Arabic and introduced by Fady Joudah, You Can Be
the Last Leaf draws on two decades of work to present the transcendent
and timely US debut of Palestinian poet Maya Abu Al-Hayyat.

Art. Garlic. Taxis. Sleepy soldiers at checkpoints. The smell of trash on a
winter street, before 'our wild rosebush, neglected / by the gate, / blooms.'
Lovers who don't return, the possibility that you yourself might not return.
Making beds. Cleaning up vomit. Reading recipes. In You Can Be the Last
Leaf , these are the ordinary and profound-sometimes tragic, sometimes
dreamy, sometimes almost frivolous-moments of life under Israeli occupation.

Milkweed Editions
On Sale: May 20/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 88 pages
9781571315403 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Middle Eastern

Here, private and public domains are inseparable. Desire, loss, and violence
permeate the walls of the home, the borders of the mind. And yet that mind is
full of its own fierce and funny voice, its own preoccupations and
strangenesses. 'It matters to me,' writes Abu Al-Hayyat, 'what you're thinking
now / as you coerce your kids to sleep / in the middle of shelling': whether it's
coming up with 'plans / to solve the world's problems,' plans that 'eliminate
longing from stories, remove exhaustion from groans,' or dreaming 'of a war /
that's got no war in it,' or proclaiming that 'I don't believe in survival.'

In You Can Be the Last Leaf, Abu Al-Hayyat has created a richly textured
portrait of Palestinian interiority-at once wry and romantic, worried and
tenacious, and always singing itself.
Praise for You Can Be the Last Leaf
"Maya Abu Al-Hayyat's brilliant secret is that she holds none. Here language
is illuminated with the clarity of one who releases cogitation like pigeons. She
writes manifestos with self-destruct buttons for all to push."- Fady Joudah,
author of Tethered to Stars
Praise for Fady Joudah's Translations
"As a translator of poetry myself, I know the danger, frustration and the joy in
the process of catching the fire from the original and delivering it through/into
another language, another culture, another sentiment. Mr. Joudah delivered
with such grace and power. My salute to Mr. Joudah, as translator to
translator, as poet to poet."- Judges' Citation, Griffin Poetry Prize
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"Translating writing of [Mahmoud Darwish's] ambition- its radical, willed
instability as well as its beauty- requires a delicate and thoughtful ear. . . .
These fine translations will consolidate [Joudah's] reputation. They also allow
us to hear- in their fidelity to offbeat punctuation and lineation, to nuances of
quotation and allusion- something of the formal innovation of the original."The Guardian
"No poet is as closely associated with contemporary Palestinian identity as
Darwish . . . but, as this superbly translated selection of poems proves, the
work resists classification, ranging over such themes as memory, inheritance,
and exile."- New Yorker
"As Neruda, Szymborska, Paz, and Ritsos offered American poets new
possibilities for language and spirit in the past, so, too, does Darwish now. He
has, in Joudah's startling and tensile English, expended into us a new
vastness."- Kenyon Review
"Joudah's translation offers a window into a masterful poet's [Ghassan
Zaqtan's] oeuvre and enriches the English-language reader's library with
poems of soft-spoken wonder and hard-edged silences."- World Literature
Today

Author Bio
Maya Abu Al-Hayyat is the author of You Can Be the Last Leaf . She is also
the editor of The Book of Ramallah: A City in Short Fiction and a contributor
to A Bird Is Not a Stone: An Anthology of Contemporary Palestinian Poetry .
Her work has been published in The Guardian , the Irish Times , and Literary
Hub . She is the director of the Palestine Writing Workshop, an institution that
seeks to encourage reading in Palestinian communities through creative
writing projects and storytelling with children and teachers. Abu Al-Hayyat
lives in Jerusalem and works in Ramallah.
Fady Joudah is the translator of You Can Be the Last Leaf . He is also the
author of five collections of poems, including, most recently, Tethered to Stars
and Footnotes in the Order of Disappearance . He has translated from the
Arabic collections by Mahmoud Darwish, Ghassan Zaqtan, and Amjad Nasser
and is the coeditor and cofounder of the Etel Adnan Poetry Prize. He was a
winner of the Yale Series of Younger Poets competition in 2007 and has
received the Griffin Poetry Prize, a PEN USA award for translation, a
Banipal/Times Literary Supplement prize from the UK, and a Guggenheim
Fellowship. He lives in Houston, with his wife and kids, where he practices
internal medicine.
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2 A.M. in Little America
by Ken Kalfus
From"an important writer in every sense"(David Foster Wallace), a novel
that imagines a future in which sweeping civil conflict has forced
America's young people to flee its borders, into an unwelcoming world.
One such American is Ron Patterson, who finds himself on distant shores,
working as a repairman and sharing a room with other refugees. In an
unnamed city wedged between ocean and lush mountainous forest, Ron can
almost imagine a stable life for himself. Especially when he makes the first
friend he has had in years-a mysterious migrant named Marlise, who bears a
striking resemblance to a onetime classmate.

Milkweed Editions
On Sale: May 20/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 256 pages
9781571311443 • $33.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

Notes
2nd American Cival War
set in the near future
mystery that comes out during the plot
Lead fiction title
drifting through the landscape
Author is a widely acclaimed novelist, who David
Foster Wallace called "an important writer in every
sense"
Author's previous novels were widely reviewed by the
New York Times, NPR, Newsday, the Philadelphia
Inquirer, and Salon
Author's previous novel A Disorder Peculiar to the
Country was a finalist for the National Book Award; his
other previous novel Pu-239 and Other Russian
Fantasies was a finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award
and the basis for the HBO film Pu-239
While the book isn't dystopian fiction, its speculative
fiction qualities gives the publisher the opportunity to
reach more genre readers; its focus on the immigrant
experience in the context of a surveillance state
provides opportunities for wide coverage

Nearly a decade later-after anti-migrant sentiment has put their whirlwind
intimacy and asylum to an end-Ron is living in"Little America,"an enclave of
migrants in one of the few countries still willing to accept them. Here, among
reminders of his past life, he again begins to feel that he may have found a
home. Ron adopts a stray dog, observes his neighbors, and lands a
repairman job that allows him to move through the city quietly. But this
newfound security, too, is quicklyjeopardized, as resurgent political divisions
threaten the fabric of Little America. Tapped as an informant against the rise o
militant gangs and contending with the appearance of a strangely familiar
woman, Ron is suddenly on dangerous and uncertain ground.
Brimming with mystery, suspense, and Kalfus's distinctive comic irony, 2 A.M.
in Little America poses several questions vital to the current moment: What
happens when privilege is reversed? Who is watching and why? How do
tribalized politics disrupt our ability to distinguish what is true and what is not?
This is a story for our time-gripping, unsettling, prescient-by one of our most
acclaimed novelists.
Praise for (...)

Author Bio
Ken Kalfus is the author of 2 A.M. in Little America . He is also the author of
three other novels- Equilateral ; A Disorder Peculiar to the Country , a finalist
for the National Book Award; and The Commissariat of Enlightenment -and
the story collections Thirst and Pu-239 and Other Russian Fantasies , the
latter a finalist for the PEN/Faulkner Award and the basis for the HBO film Pu
-239 . He lives in Philadelphia.
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The Life and Death of a Minke Whale in the Amazon
Dispatches from the Brazilian Rainforest
by Fabio Zuker, translated by Ezra Fitz
As the Amazon burns, Fabio Zuker shares stories of resistance, selfdetermination, and kinship with the land.
In 2007, a seven-ton minke whale was found stranded on the banks of the
Tapajos River, hundreds of miles into the Amazon rainforest. For days,
environmentalists, journalists, and locals followed the lost whale, hoping to
guide her back to the ocean, but ultimately proved unable to save her. Ten
years later, journalist Fabio Zuker travels to the state of Para, to the town
known as the place where the whale appeared," which developers are now
eyeing for mining, timber, and soybean cultivation.

Milkweed Editions
On Sale: May 20/22
5.50 x 8.50 • 240 pages
9781571311818 • $25.50 • pb
Nature / Environmental Conservation & Protection

Notes
The Life and Death of a Minke Whale in the Amazon
https://www.reuters.com/article/environment-brazilenvironment-whale-min-idUSGOR07990120071121
Author is a journalist whose work has been widely
published in National Geographic and Thompson
Reuters Foundation, and whose journalistic essays
focus specifically on the Amazon rainforest and the
movements of resistance from those who are
experiencing destruction of their land
Strong blurbs from major authors Bill McKibben,
author of The Flag, the Cross, and the Station Wagon;
Elizabeth Rush, Pulitzer-Prize finalist author of Rising:
Dispatches from the New American Shore; and Jorge
Ramos, author of Stranger: The Challenge of a Latino
Immigrant in the Trump Era
Book's package includes illustrations in the interior by
an Indigenous artist
Book's focus on the Amazon rainforest, wildfires,
deforestation, the impact of climate change, social
justice and Indigenous experiences will appeal to a
wide range of readers and provides opportunity for
wide coverage

In these essays, Zuker shares intimate stories of life in the rainforest and its
surrounding cities during an age of raging wildfires, mass migration, populist
politics, and increasing deforestation. As a group of Venezuelan migrants wait
at a bus station in Manaus, looking for a place more stable than home, an
elder in Alter do Chao becomes the first Indigenous person in Brazil to die
from COVID-19 after years of fighting for the rights and recognition of the
Borari people.
The subjects Zuker interviews are often torn between ties with their ancestral
territories and the push for capitalist gain; The Life and Death of a Minke
Whale in the Amazon captures the friction between their worlds and the
resilience of movements for autonomy, self-definition, and respect for the land
that nourishes us."
These are astute and vivid dispatches from a part of the world, and a
viewpoint that most Americans know far too little about-and that plays an
absolutely critical role in the planet's future."-Bill McKibben, author of The
Flag, The Cross, and the Station Wagon

"In this collection of linked essays, Fabio Zuker gathers together the voices of
those long left out of the official conversations around what the Amazon was,
is, and ought to be. By listening to ordinary people and recounting their tales,
he invites us to eavesdrop on an extraordinary conversation unfolding
between this place and those who call it home."-Elizabeth Rush, author of
Rising: Dispatches from the New American Shore

"This collection of essays by Fabio Zuker is essential reading for anyone who
wants to understand the challenges and dangers facing the Amazon region
and its Indigenous peoples. Zuker has the infallibly keen eye of a world-class
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journalist. His prose flows like water from one chapter to the next as he tracks
harsh realities, like the death of a river, beside the wonderful astonishment of
finding a whale in the most unexpected of places. If you get caught in his net,
you won't regret it."-Jorge Ramon, author of Stranger: The Challenge of a
Latino Immigrant in the Trump Era

"Heartbreaking and necessary, these essays embody the struggles of
Indigenous peoples respecting their past and fighting for their present, while
exploring the long-reaching and deadly impacts that greed-and the forces of
evil that supply greed-have on the world and on people in Brazil in particular."BrocheAroe Fabian, River Dog Book Co.

'In the midst of this crossfire that's ravaging the forest, with a far-right
government churning out more fake news every minute and manipulating the
truth about the burning Amazon rainforest, it's essential to highlight the ethical
concern that permeates the writing of these essays: writing that isn't about
something or with something, but is, as the Vietnamese filmmaker and thinker
Trinh T. Minh-ha puts it, near to it.'- Le Monde Diplomatique-Brasil

Author Bio
Fabio Zuker is the author of The Life and Death of a Minke Whale in the
Amazon . A writer and journalist, he holds a master's degree from the School
for Advanced Studies in Social Sciences in Paris and is a PhD candidate in
Social Anthropology at the University of Sao Paulo. He has also been three
times a Pulitzer Center grantee. As a journalist he is a frequent contributor to
Thomson Reuters Foundation and InfoAmazonia who has written for National
Geographic, Revista Piaui, Le Monde Diplomatique Brasil, Agencia Publica,
and Nexo Jornal, among others. He is also the author of On an Escape
Route: Essays on Writing, Fear, and Violence (Hedra Editions, only available
in Portuguese). In recent years he has focused his research on stories of the
Amazon rainforest, looking to write nearby" the people whose land is being
destroyed and their approaches to resistance. Ezra E. Fitz is the translator of
The Life and Death of a Minke Whale in the Amazon . He has worked with
Grammy-winning musician Juanes, Emmy-winning journalist Jorge Ramos,
and the king of soccer himself, Pele. His translations of contemporary Latin
American literature by Alberto Fuguet, Eloy Urroz, and others have been
praised by the New York Times, the Washington Post, the New Yorker, and
The Believer, among other publications. Fitz has been awarded grants from
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The Clearing
by Allison Adair
Winner of the 2020 Max Ritvo Poetry Prize, The Clearing navigates the
ever-shifting poles of violence and vulnerability with rich imagination
and a singular incisiveness,"asserting feminist viewpoints and mortal
terror in lush musical lines"( New York Times ).
The women in Allison Adair's debut collection-luminous and electric from the
first line to the last-live in places that have been excavated for gold and
precious ores. They understand the nature of being hollowed out, of being"the
planet's stone / core as it tries to carve out one secret place and fails."And so,
as these poems take us from the midst of the Civil War to our current era, they
chart fairy tales that are at once unsettling and painfully familiar, never
forgetting that cruelty compels us to search for tenderness."What if this
time,"they ask,"instead of crumbs the girl drops / teeth, her own, what else
does she have."

Milkweed Editions
On Sale: Jun 17/22
6.5 x 8.5 • 96 pages
9781639550234 • $22.50 • pb
Poetry / Women Authors
Series: Max Ritvo Poetry Prize

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781571315144

Adair sees the dirt beneath our nails, both alone and as a country, and pries it
gently loose until we remember something of who we are,"from before... from
a similar injury or kiss."There is a dark tension in this work, and its product is
wholly"an alchemical feat, turning horror into beauty"( Boston Globe ).
Praise for The Clearing
"The poems in Adair's debut draw on folklore and the animal world to assert
feminist viewpoints and mortal terror in lush musical lines, as when 'A fat
speckled spider sharpens / in the shoe of someone you need.'"- New York
Times Book Review,"New & Noteworthy Poetry"
"Astonishing and luminous... [ The Clearing ] is an alchemical feat, turning
horror into beauty as Adair reveals what surges beneath-the violence, want,
grief, thrill, and nameless fury."- Boston Globe
"Adair considers in her imaginative debut the intersection of (...)

Author Bio
Originally from central Pennsylvania, Allison Adair now lives in Boston,
where she teaches at Boston College and GrubStreet. Her poems have
appeared in American
Poetry Review, Best American Poetry, Best
New Poets, Kenyon Review Online, North American Review, Threepenny
Review, and ZYZZYVA,
among other journals. Allison is the recipient of the Pushcart Prize, the Florida
Review Editors' Award, the Orlando Prize, and first place in Mid-American
Review 's Fineline Competition. She holds an MFA from the Iowa Writers'
Workshop.
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Human Resources
Poems
by Ryann Stevenson
Winner of the Max Ritvo Poetry
Prize, Ryann Stevenson's Human Resources is a sobering and
perceptive portrait of technology's impact on connection and power.

Milkweed Editions
On Sale: Jun 24/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 96 pages
9781571315182 • $29.95 • cl
Poetry / Women Authors
Series: Max Ritvo Poetry Prize Winner ($10,000
purse)

Human Resources follows
a woman working in the male-dominated world of AI, designing women that
don't
exist. In discerning verse, sheworkshops the
facial characteristics of a floating head named 'Nia,' who her boss calls 'his
type'; she loses hours researching 'June,' an oddly sexualized artificially
intelligent oven; and she spends a whole day 'trying to break' a female
self-improvement bot.The
speaker of Stevenson's poems grapples with uneasiness and isolation, even
as
she endeavors to solve for these problems in her daily work. She attempts to
harness control by eating clean, doing yoga, and searching for age-defying
skin
care, though she dreams 'about the department / that women get reassigned
to
after they file / harassment complaints.' With sharp, lyrical intelligence, she
imagines alternative realities where women exist not for the whims of men but
for their own-where they become literal skyscrapers, towering over a world
that
never appreciated them.

Chilling and lucid, Human
Resources challengesthe minds programming our present and future to
consider
what serves the collective good. Something perhaps more thoughtful and
human,
Stevenson writes: 'I want to say better .'
"
The controlled anxiety of the present is captured brilliantly by this wary, lucid
book. We live in an era when our humanness is worn down-by virtual beings,
bots, synced devices, battery life, data, radiation, sulfates, and lead-so we
must practice mindfulness to keep from losing track of who we are. This
brave, tough book suggests that flowering maples, yoga, orcas, and the hands
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of our mothers might help us preserve our innocence. Human Resources is a
lyric transcript of what it is to be a citizen at a punishing time.'-Henri Cole

Author Bio
Ryann Stevensonis the author of Human Resources .Her poems have
appeared in the Adroit Journal, American Letters & Commentary, Bennington
Review, Columbia Poetry Review, Cortland Review, Denver Quarterly, and
Linebreak, among others. She lives in Oakland, California.
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Surf Is Where You Find It
The Wisdom of Waves, Any Time, Anywhere, Any Way
by Gerry Lopez, foreword by Rob Machado and Steve Pezman

Patagonia Books
On Sale: May 27/22
6.50 x 9.50 • 416 pages
9781938340949 • $37.50 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Surfing

Notes
classic
reissue Hardcover Edition: 9781938340437
The Yin and Yang of Gerry Lopez documentary
Film Festivals

The saying goes, The second best thing about surfing is talking about it
afterward."Gerry Lopez, one of the most revered surfers of all time brings
readers into the intimately personal sport with Surf Is Where You Find It, a
collection of stories that recount harrowing waves, epic wipeouts, and heroes
encountered over a lifetime on the water.From growing up in Hawaii in the
'50s and '60s, to finding the tube in the early days at Pipeline, to pioneering
legendary spots like Uluwatu and G-Land in Indonesia, Lopez has traveled for
surf the world over. But for him, the people stood out the most. Originally
published in 2008, Surf Is Where You Find It preserves memories of surf eras
gone by, and commemorates those who helped shape the surfing world today.
Now, ten years and more than 50,000 copies later, Patagonia is once again
re-launching the surfing classic in a fully redesigned edition with new photos.
Timed to correspond with the release of a new documentary, The Yin and
Yang of Gerry Lopez about Gerry produced by equally legendary surfer and
skateboarder Stacy Peralta, these 38 stories and hundreds of photos offer
more of Gerry than ever before. In these pages, Gerry pays homage to those
who shaped surfing today - surfing any time, anywhere, and in any way.
Includes forewords by Rob Machado and The Surfer's Journal founder Steve
Pezman.

Author Bio
There are few images as iconic as Gerry calmly slotted on a perfect, eight-foot
day at Pipeline. After redefining the art of tube riding on the North Shore of
O'ahu, his focus turned to Indonesia, where he pioneered legendary spots like
Uluwatu and G-Land. Now based in Oregon, he surfs, writes, shapes, and
shreds powder days near his home in Bend. Rob Machado is not just one of
the world's greatest surfers, he's also one of the sport's most recognizable
characters - a living icon who continues to expand the definition of what
professional surfing is all about. Known for his zen-like flow both on land and
in the water, Machado was consistently seeded at the top of the rankings as a
competitor on the ASP World Tour. With 12 career WCT victories, Machado
was ranked among the top ten surfers for eleven straight yearsand was
inducted into the Surfer's Hall of Fame in 2000 and re-inducted in 2006 and
SIMA Waterman of the Year in 2011. Steve Pezman is a surfer, editor and
publisher. He was the editor of Surfer from 1971 to 1991, when he and his
wife, Debbee Pezman, founded The Surfer's Journal . He lives in San
Clemente, CA.
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Capitalism
The Age of Unmasked Gods and Naked Kings (Manifesto of the
Democratic Civilization, Volume II)
by Abdullah Ocalan, preface by Radha D'Souza, translated by
Havin Guneser
Capitalism: The Age of Unmasked Gods and Naked Kings is the second
volume of Abdullah Ocalan's definitive five-volume work The Manifesto of the
Democratic Civilization . For years he has unraveled the sources of
hierarchical relations, power, and the formation of nation-states that has led to
capitalism's emergence and global domination. He makes the convincing
argument that capitalism is not a product of the last four hundred years but a
continuation of classical civilization.

On Sale: May 6/22
6 x 9 • 384 pages
9781629637877 • $37.95 • pb
Political Science / Political Ideologies / Communism &
Socialism
Series: Kairos

Unlike Marx, Ocalan sides with Braudel by giving less importance to the mode
of production than to the accumulation of surplus value and power, thus
centering his criticisms on the capitalist nation-state as the most powerful
monopoly of economic, military, and ideological power. He argues that the
fundamental strength of capitalist hegemony, however, is the competition in
voluntary servitude that a market economy has given rise to-not a single
worker would reject higher wages-resulting in anunprecedented ability to
convince people to surrender their individual power and autonomy. Ocalan
further contends that the capitalist phase of city-class-state-based civilization
is not the last phase of human intelligence; rather, the traditional morals upon
which it is based are being exhausted and the intelligence of freedom is rising
in all its richness. That is why he prefers to interpret capitalist modernity as the
era of hope-but only insofar as we are able to develop a sustainable defense
against it.
Ocalan builds upon the past insights to provide what is, in my opinion, the
most succinct and most elaborate definition of democracy."
-Andrej Grubacic, coauthor of Wobblies and Zapatistas: Conversations on
Anarchism, Marxism and Radical History
"Ocalan presents himself as an outstanding expert on European intellectual
history as well as the history and culture of the Near and Middle East. Against
this background he reflects on the state of the international system and the
conflict region of the Middle East after the collapse of real socialism as well
as-very self-critically-the history of the PKK and his own political actions."
-Werner Ruf, political scientist and peace researcher
"Ocalan is the Gramsci of our time."
-Tamir Bar-On, author of The World through Soccer: The Cultural Impact of
the Global Sport
"Ocalan's works make many intellectuals uncomfortable because they
represent a form of thought which is not only inextricable from action, but
which directly grapples with the knowledge that it is."
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-David Graeber author of Debt: The First 5,000 Years
"Ocalan's writings written in captivity are thus in the tradition of the ideology of
the PKK as a left national liberation movement, which also includes the claim
to change their own society. However, Ocalan is apparently also one of those
whose political thinking was sharpened by the forced abstinence from daily
politics and who succeed in further developing their political thinking in
captivity."
-Thomas Schmidinger, author of The Battle for the Mountain of the Kurds

Author Bio
Abdullah Ocalan actively led the Kurdish liberation struggle as the head of the
PKK from its foundation in 1978 until his abduction on February 15, 1999. He
is still regarded as a leading strategist and the most important political
representative of the Kurdish freedom movement. Under isolation conditions
at Imral? Island Prison, Ocalan authored more than ten books that
revolutionized Kurdish politics. Several times he initiated unilateral cease-fires
of the guerrilla and presented constructive proposals for a political solution to
the Kurdish issue. For several years, Turkish state authorities led a dialogue"
with Ocalan. Ever since the government broke off the talks in April 2015, he
has been held in total isolation at Imral? Island Prison, with no contact
whatsoever with the outside world.
Radha D'Souza is a reader in law specializing in international law and
development, law in third-world societies, and resource conflicts in the third
world. She is a social justice and civil liberties activist working in India and
internationally. She is the author of What's Wrong with Rights?
Havin Guneser is an engineer, journalist, and women's rights activist who
writes and speaks extensively on the topic of revolution in Rojava. She is one
of the spokespersons of the International Initiative "Freedom for Abdullah
Ocalan_Peace in Kurdistan" and translator of several of Ocalan's books.
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Capitalism
The Age of Unmasked Gods and Naked Kings (Manifesto of the
Democratic Civilization, Volume II)
by Abdullah Ocalan, preface by Radha D'Souza, translated by
Havin Guneser
Capitalism: The Age of Unmasked Gods and Naked Kings is the second
volume of Abdullah Ocalan's definitive five-volume work The Manifesto of the
Democratic Civilization . For years he has unraveled the sources of
hierarchical relations, power, and the formation of nation-states that has led to
capitalism's emergence and global domination. He makes the convincing
argument that capitalism is not a product of the last four hundred years but a
continuation of classical civilization.

On Sale: Aug 5/22
6 x 9 • 384 pages
9781629636528 • $83.95 • cl
Political Science / Political Ideologies / Communism &
Socialism
Series: Kairos

Unlike Marx, Ocalan sides with Braudel by giving less importance to the mode
of production than to the accumulation of surplus value and power, thus
centering his criticisms on the capitalist nation-state as the most powerful
monopoly of economic, military, and ideological power. He argues that the
fundamental strength of capitalist hegemony, however, is the competition in
voluntary servitude that a market economy has given rise to-not a single
worker would reject higher wages-resulting in anunprecedented ability to
convince people to surrender their individual power and autonomy. Ocalan
further contends that the capitalist phase of city-class-state-based civilization
is not the last phase of human intelligence; rather, the traditional morals upon
which it is based are being exhausted and the intelligence of freedom is rising
in all its richness. That is why he prefers to interpret capitalist modernity as the
era of hope-but only insofar as we are able to develop a sustainable defense
against it.
Ocalan builds upon the past insights to provide what is, in my opinion, the
most succinct and most elaborate definition of democracy."
-Andrej Grubacic, coauthor of Wobblies and Zapatistas: Conversations on
Anarchism, Marxism and Radical History
"Ocalan presents himself as an outstanding expert on European intellectual
history as well as the history and culture of the Near and Middle East. Against
this background he reflects on the state of the international system and the
conflict region of the Middle East after the collapse of real socialism as well
as-very self-critically-the history of the PKK and his own political actions."
-Werner Ruf, political scientist and peace researcher
"Ocalan is the Gramsci of our time."
-Tamir Bar-On, author of The World through Soccer: The Cultural Impact of
the Global Sport
"Ocalan's works make many intellectuals uncomfortable because they
represent a form of thought which is not only inextricable from action, but
which directly grapples with the knowledge that it is."
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-David Graeber author of Debt: The First 5,000 Years
"Ocalan's writings written in captivity are thus in the tradition of the ideology of
the PKK as a left national liberation movement, which also includes the claim
to change their own society. However, Ocalan is apparently also one of those
whose political thinking was sharpened by the forced abstinence from daily
politics and who succeed in further developing their political thinking in
captivity."
-Thomas Schmidinger, author of The Battle for the Mountain of the Kurds

Author Bio
Abdullah Ocalan actively led the Kurdish liberation struggle as the head of the
PKK from its foundation in 1978 until his abduction on February 15, 1999. He
is still regarded as a leading strategist and the most important political
representative of the Kurdish freedom movement. Under isolation conditions
at Imral? Island Prison, Ocalan authored more than ten books that
revolutionized Kurdish politics. Several times he initiated unilateral cease-fires
of the guerrilla and presented constructive proposals for a political solution to
the Kurdish issue. For several years, Turkish state authorities led a dialogue"
with Ocalan. Ever since the government broke off the talks in April 2015, he
has been held in total isolation at Imral? Island Prison, with no contact
whatsoever with the outside world.
Radha D'Souza is a reader in law specializing in international law and
development, law in third-world societies, and resource conflicts in the third
world. She is a social justice and civil liberties activist working in India and
internationally. She is the author of What's Wrong with Rights?
Havin Guneser is an engineer, journalist, and women's rights activist who
writes and speaks extensively on the topic of revolution in Rojava. She is one
of the spokespersons of the International Initiative "Freedom for Abdullah
Ocalan_Peace in Kurdistan" and translator of several of Ocalan's books.
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The Bootleg Coal Rebellion
The Pennsylvania Miners Who Seized an Industry: 1925-1942
by Mitch Troutman, foreword by Staughton Lynd
Told with great intimacy and compassion, The Bootleg Coal Rebellion
uncovers a long-buried history of resistance and resilience among depressionera miners in Pennsylvania, who sunk their own mines on company grounds
and fought police, bankers, coal companies and courts to form a union that
would safeguard not just their livelihoods, but protect their collective autonomy
as citizens and workers for decades. Community and Labor organizer Mitch
Troutman brings this explosive and accessible American tale to life through
the bootleggers' own words. Scholars, historians, organizers and activists will
celebrate this story of the people who literally seized mountains and stood
their ground to create the Equalization movement, the miners' union
democracy movement, and the Communist-led Unemployed Councils of the
anthracite region. This epic story of work, love and community stands as a
testament to the power of collective action; a story that is sorely needed as
communities today rise to confront neoliberal policies ravaging our planet.
PM Press
On Sale: May 6/22
6 x 9 • 352 pages
Photos
9781629639338 • $34.95 • pb
Political Science / Labor & Industrial Relations

Troutman is a gifted storyteller. Combining rich imagery and down-to-earth
writing with prudent historical research, he shows us what working class
people are capable of when companies push them to the brink of starvation.
What the bootleggers endured and accomplished is extraordinary. You'd be
hard-pressed to find a better tale of democratic rebellion anywhere,
particularly one with so many lessons for today. Modern-day coal barons
beware: this book will turn readers intorenegades."
-Jamie Longazel, author of Undocumented Fears: Immigration and the
Politics of Divide and Conquer in Hazleton, Pennsylvania
"Using local newspapers and oral history interviews, gifted historian Mitch
Troutman tells the story of the miners as well as the women, children,
storekeepers, truckers, and priests who participated in the bootleg coal
rebellion. Great read!"
-Karol Kovalovich Weaver, author of Medical Caregiving and Identity in
Pennsylvania's Anthracite Region, 1880-2000
"The most detailed account we have of coal bootlegging in the anthracite
region of Pennsylvania in the Depression decade. It shows how unemployed
miners took over unused mines, asserting and defending a right to mine and
market the coal to support their families. Local government, the courts, and
whole communities supported their efforts, writing a remarkable chapter in
American labor history. We are in debt to Mitch Troutman for telling this
remarkable story."
-Thomas Dublin, Distinguished Professor Emeritus, State University of New
York at Binghamton, and author of The Face of Decline: The Pennsylvania
Anthracite Region in the Twentieth Century
"It is not a new discovery that 'bootleg' coal was widely mined in Pennsylvania
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coal fields during the Depression. However, Troutman's wide-ranging research
enables him to tell the story with great immediacy, at times almost person by
person. We learn how dangerous this improvised mining could be when we
are told in detail how often inexperienced young men (and a few women) went
forth to scrape what was left off old shafts or seek to open up new veins of
coal without being able properly to support the roof under which they dug. We
watch as every member of the family of unemployed miners has a task
capable of performance at his or her age in the improvised production
process."
-Staughton and Alice Lynd

Author Bio
Mitch Troutman is a writer, educator, organizer, and jack-of-all-trades living in
Central Pennsylvania. He is a direct descendent of bootleg coal miners and
belongs to the group Anthracite Unite .
Staughton Lynd is a historian, lawyer, activist, and author of many books
and articles. Howard Zinn hired him to teach at Spelman College, a college for
black women, during the early 1960s. He was coordinator of the Freedom
Schools in Mississippi during the summer of 1964. As an outspoken opponent
of the Vietnam War, he came to be unemployable as a university professor
and became a lawyer. In Youngstown, Ohio, he fought for and lost the fight
against plant shutdowns and for worker/community ownershipof the mills.
When Ohio built its supermaximum security prison in Youngstown, Staughton
and his wife Alice, spearheaded a class action that went to the Supreme Court
of the United States, establishing due process rights of supermaximum
security prisoners.
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Jackson Rising Redux
Lessons on Building the Future in the Present
by foreword by Richard D. Wolff, edited by Kali Akuno and Matt
Meyer

PM Press
On Sale: May 13/22
6 x 9 • 576 pages
9781629638645 • $83.95 • cl
Political Science / Economic Conditions

Mississippi is the poorest state in the US, with the highest percentage of Black
people and a history of vicious racial terror. Black resistance at a time of
global health, economic, and climate crisis is the backdrop and context for the
drama captured in this new and revised collection of essays. Cooperation
Jackson, founded in 2014 in Mississippi's capital to develop an economically
uplifting democratic solidarity economy," is anchored by a network of workerowned, self-managed cooperativeenterprises. The organization developed in
the context of the historic election of radical Mayor Chokwe Lumumba, lifetime
human rights attorney. Subsequent to Lumumba's passing less than one year
after assuming office, the network developed projects both inside and outside
of the formal political arena. In 2020, Cooperation Jackson became the center
for national and international coalition efforts, bringing together progressive
peoples from diverse trade union, youth, church, and cultural movements.
This long-anticipated anthology details the foundations behind those
successful campaigns. It unveils new and ongoing strategies and methods
being pursued by the movement for grassroots-centered Black community
control and self-determination, inspiring partnership and emulation across the
globe.
Jackson is one of the epicenters of resistance for all of us to emulate; this
book lays the scene.'
-Chris Hedges, journalist, Presbyterian minister, and Princeton University
lecturer; author of War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning

' Jackson Rising is the rarest of things: a real strategic plan. You will not find a
simple wish list that glosses over the hard questions of resources, or some
disembodied manifesto imploring the workers forward, but a work in progress
building the capacity of people to exercise power.'
-Richard Moser, author of The World the Sixties Made

Author Bio
Kali Akuno is a cofounder and codirector of Cooperation Jackson. He
was the director of special projects and external funding in the mayoral
administration of the late Chokwe Lumumba of Jackson, MS. His focus in
this role was supporting cooperative development, the introduction of
eco-friendly and carbon reduction methods of operation, and the
promotion of human rights and international relations for the city.
Akuno has also served as the codirector of the U.S. Human Rights
Network, and the executive director of the Peoples' Hurricane Relief
Fund (PHRF) based in New Orleans, after Hurricane Katrina. He was a
cofounder of the School of Social Justice and Community Development
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(SSJCD), a public school serving the academic needs of low-income
African American and Latino communities in Oakland. Kali currently
splits his time between Jackson, MS and Marshfield, VT.
Richard Wolff is professor of economics emeritus, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, and a visiting professor at the New School
University in New York. Wolff's recent work has concentrated on analyzing the
causes and alternative solutions to the global economic crisis. His
groundbreaking book Democracy at Work: A Cure for Capitalism inspired the
creation of Democracy at Work, a nonprofit organization dedicated to showing
how and why to make democratic workplaces real. Wolff is also the author of
Occupy the Economy: Challenging Capitalism and Capitalism Hits the Fan:
The Global Economic Meltdown and What to Do about It . He hosts the
weekly hour-long radio program Economic Update," which is syndicated on
public radio stations nationwide, and he writes regularly for The Guardian and
Truthout.org.
Matt Meyer is a noted educator, author, and organizer currently serving as
Secretary General of the International Peace Research Association. As former
national co-chair of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and former chair of the
War Resisters League, he is second only to A.J. Muste-"dean of the US peace
movement"-being elected to the top position of both historic organizations.
Based in New York City, Meyer has led seminars, courses, trainings, and
conferences in over sixty countries throughoutfive continents, focusing on
themes including the strategies and tactics of revolutionary nonviolence;
political imprisonment; decolonization and the cases of Puerto Rico, Palestine,
West Papua, Western Sahara, and Ambazonia; and the connections between
militarism, white supremacy, patriarchy and imperialism. Meyer is Senior
Research Scholar at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst Resistance
Studies Initiative, noted by South African Nobel Peace Laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu (in the foreword to his book with Bill Sutherland, Guns and
Gandhi in Africa ), as having "begun to develop a language which looks at the
roots of our humanness.
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Jackson Rising Redux
Lessons on Building the Future in the Present
by foreword by Richard D. Wolff, edited by Kali Akuno and Matt
Meyer

PM Press
On Sale: May 13/22
6 x 9 • 576 pages
9781629639284 • $34.95 • pb
Political Science / Economic Conditions

Mississippi is the poorest state in the US, with the highest percentage of Black
people and a history of vicious racial terror. Black resistance at a time of
global health, economic, and climate crisis is the backdrop and context for the
drama captured in this new and revised collection of essays. Cooperation
Jackson, founded in 2014 in Mississippi's capital to develop an economically
uplifting democratic solidarity economy," is anchored by a network of workerowned, self-managed cooperativeenterprises. The organization developed in
the context of the historic election of radical Mayor Chokwe Lumumba, lifetime
human rights attorney. Subsequent to Lumumba's passing less than one year
after assuming office, the network developed projects both inside and outside
of the formal political arena. In 2020, Cooperation Jackson became the center
for national and international coalition efforts, bringing together progressive
peoples from diverse trade union, youth, church, and cultural movements.
This long-anticipated anthology details the foundations behind those
successful campaigns. It unveils new and ongoing strategies and methods
being pursued by the movement for grassroots-centered Black community
control and self-determination, inspiring partnership and emulation across the
globe.
Jackson is one of the epicenters of resistance for all of us to emulate; this
book lays the scene.'
-Chris Hedges, journalist, Presbyterian minister, and Princeton University
lecturer; author of War Is a Force That Gives Us Meaning

' Jackson Rising is the rarest of things: a real strategic plan. You will not find a
simple wish list that glosses over the hard questions of resources, or some
disembodied manifesto imploring the workers forward, but a work in progress
building the capacity of people to exercise power.'
-Richard Moser, author of The World the Sixties Made

Author Bio
Kali Akuno is a cofounder and codirector of Cooperation Jackson. He
was the director of special projects and external funding in the mayoral
administration of the late Chokwe Lumumba of Jackson, MS. His focus in
this role was supporting cooperative development, the introduction of
eco-friendly and carbon reduction methods of operation, and the
promotion of human rights and international relations for the city.
Akuno has also served as the codirector of the U.S. Human Rights
Network, and the executive director of the Peoples' Hurricane Relief
Fund (PHRF) based in New Orleans, after Hurricane Katrina. He was a
cofounder of the School of Social Justice and Community Development
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(SSJCD), a public school serving the academic needs of low-income
African American and Latino communities in Oakland. Kali currently
splits his time between Jackson, MS and Marshfield, VT.
Richard D. Wolff is professor of economics emeritus, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, and a visiting professor at the New School
University in New York. Wolff's recent work has concentrated on analyzing the
causes and alternative solutions to the global economic crisis. His
groundbreaking book Democracy at Work: A Cure for Capitalism inspired the
creation of Democracy at Work, a nonprofit organization dedicated to showing
how and why to make democratic workplaces real. Wolff is also the author of
Occupy the Economy: Challenging Capitalism and Capitalism Hits the Fan:
The Global Economic Meltdown and What to Do about It . He hosts the
weekly hour-long radio program 'Economic Update,' which is syndicated on
public radio stations nationwide, and he writes regularly for The Guardian and
Truthout.org.
Matt Meyer is a noted educator, author, and organizer currently serving as
Secretary General of the International Peace Research Association. As former
national co-chair of the Fellowship of Reconciliation and former chair of the
War Resisters League, he is second only to A.J. Muste-dean of the US peace
movement"-being elected to the top position of both historic organizations.
Based in New York City, Meyer has led seminars, courses, trainings, and
conferences in over sixty countries throughoutfive continents, focusing on
themes including the strategies and tactics of revolutionary nonviolence;
political imprisonment; decolonization and the cases of Puerto Rico, Palestine,
West Papua, Western Sahara, and Ambazonia; and the connections between
militarism, white supremacy, patriarchy and imperialism. Meyer is Senior
Research Scholar at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst Resistance
Studies Initiative, noted by South African Nobel Peace Laureate Archbishop
Desmond Tutu (in the foreword to his book with Bill Sutherland, Guns and
Gandhi in Africa ), as having "begun to develop a language which looks at the
roots of our humanness.
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God's Teeth and Other Phenomena
by James Kelman
Jack Proctor, a celebrated older writer and curmudgeon, goes off to
residency where he is to be an honored part of teaching and giving
public readings, he soon finds the atmosphere of the literary world has
changed since his last foray into the public sphere. Unknown to most,
unable to work on his own writing, surrounded by a host of odd characters,
would-be writers, antagonists, handlers, and members of the elite House of
Art and Aesthetics, Proctor finds himself driven to distraction (literally in a very
very tiny car). This is a story of a man attempting not to go mad when forced
to stop his own writing in order to coach others to write. Proctor's tour of rural
places, pubs, theaters, fancy parties, where he is to be headlining as a
Banker-Prize-Winning-Author" reads like a literary version of Spinal Tap .
Uproariously funny, brilliantly philosophical, gorgeously written this is James
Kelman at his best.

PM Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
5 x 8 • 384 pages
9781629639406 • $48.95 • cl
Fiction / Literary

Notes
James Kelman has been a legend in the literary world
since the late 1980s. He received notoriety with the
publication of How Late It Was How Late, which won
the Booker Prize and caused a stir when some
members of the committee protested the award
because they believed the book had excessive
profanity.
Kelman writes fiction and non-fiction and is deeply
involved in class politics, in global struggles for selfdetermination, and in fighting what he calls “linguistic
colonialism.” He writes phonetically—spelling words as
they are pronounced by Scottish people, and stands
by the principle that this is a separate language and
just as legitimate as “standard English.”
God's Teeth and Other Phenomenais the most
straightforwardly comic novel he has written.
Kelman is often compared to Samuel Beckett and
Franz Kafka. In the world of literary scholarship he is
considered to be on par with these figures and it is a
unique opportunity for readers to be able to engage
with the work of a living (and prolific) writer who has
garnered so much respect as an artist in the field.

'James Kelman changed my life.' -Douglas Stuart, author of Shuggie Bain
' God's Teeth and Other Phenomena is electric. Forget all the rubbish you've
been told about how to write, the requirements of the marketplace and the
much vaunted `readability' that is supposed to be sacrosanct. This is a book
about how art gets made, its murky, obsessive, unedifying demands and the
endless, sometimes hilarious, humiliations literary life inflicts on even its most
successful names.'
-Eimear McBride author of A Girl is a Half-Formed Thing and The Lesser
Bohemians

'James Kelman is an extraordinary writer-smart and incisive, witty and warm,
with prose so alive it practically sparks off the page. God's Teeth and Other
Phenomena is one of the wisest, funniest and most brutally honest books I've
read in ages. I loved it.'
-Molly Antopol, author of The Unamericans

'Probably the most influential novelist of the post-war period.'
- The Times

'Kelman has the knack, maybe more than anyone since Joyce, of fixing in his
writing the lyricism of ordinary people's speech ... Pure aesthete, undaunted
democrat-somehow Kelman manages to reconcile his two halves.'
- Esquire (London)

'The greatest British novelist of our time.'
- Sunday Herald
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'A true original ... A real artist ... it's now very difficult to see which of his peers
can seriously be ranked alongside [Kelman] without ironic eyebrows being
raised.'
-Irvine Welsh, Guardian

'A writer of world stature, a 21st century Modern.'
- The Scotsman

'The real reason Kelman, despite his stature and reputation, remains
something of a literary outsider is not, I suspect, so much that great, radical
Modernist writers aren't supposed to come from working-class Glasgow, as
that great, radical Modernist writers are supposed to be dead. Dead, and
wrapped up in a Penguin Classic: that's when it's safe to regret that their work
was underappreciated or misunderstood (or how little they were paid) in their
lifetimes. You can write what you like about Beckett or Kafka and know they're
not going to come round and tell you you're talking nonsense, or confound
your expectations with a new work. Kelman is still alive, still writing great
books, climbing.'
-James Meek, London Review of Books

'The greatest living British novelist.'
-Amit Chaudhuri, author of A New World, Frieze Magazine

'What an enviably, devilishly wonderful writer is James Kelman.'
-John Hawkes, author of The Blood Oranges

Author Bio
James Kelman was born in Glasgow, June 1946, and left school in 1961. He
travelled and worked various jobs, and while living in London began to write.
In 1994 he won the Booker Prize for How Late It Was, How Late . His novel, l
A Disaffection, was shortlisted for the Booker Prize and won the James Tait
Black Memorial Prize for Fiction in 1989. In 1998 Kelman was awarded the
Glenfiddich Spirit of Scotland Award. His 2008 novel Kieron Smith, Boy won
the Saltire Society's Book of the Year and the Scottish Arts Council Book of
the Year. He lives in Glasgow with his wife Marie, who has supported his work
since 1969.
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God's Teeth and Other Phenomena
by James Kelman
Jack Proctor, a celebrated older writer and curmudgeon, goes off to
residency where he is to be an honored part of teaching and giving
public readings, he soon finds the atmosphere of the literary world has
changed since his last foray into the public sphere. Unknown to most,
unable to work on his own writing, surrounded by a host of odd characters,
would-be writers, antagonists, handlers, and members of the elite House of
Art and Aesthetics, Proctor finds himself driven to distraction (literally in a very
very tiny car). This is a story of a man attempting not to go mad when forced
to stop his own writing in order to coach others to write. Proctor's tour of rural
places, pubs, theaters, fancy parties, where he is to be headlining as a
Banker-Prize-Winning-Author" reads like a literary version of Spinal Tap .
Uproariously funny, brilliantly philosophical, gorgeously written this is James
Kelman at his best.

PM Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
5 x 8 • 384 pages
9781629639390 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Literary

'James Kelman changed my life.' -Douglas Stuart, author of Shuggie Bain
' God's Teeth and Other Phenomena is electric. Forget all the rubbish you've
been told about how to write, the requirements of the marketplace and the
much vaunted `readability' that is supposed to be sacrosanct. This is a book
about how art gets made, its murky, obsessive, unedifying demands and the
endless, sometimes hilarious, humiliations literary life inflicts on even its most
successful names.'
-Eimear McBride author of A Girl is a Half-Formed Thing and The Lesser
Bohemians

'James Kelman is an extraordinary writer-smart and incisive, witty and warm,
with prose so alive it practically sparks off the page. God's Teeth and Other
Phenomena is one of the wisest, funniest and most brutally honest books I've
read in ages. I loved it.'
-Molly Antopol, author of The Unamericans

'Probably the most influential novelist of the post-war period.'
- The Times

'Kelman has the knack, maybe more than anyone since Joyce, of fixing in his
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writing the lyricism of ordinary people's speech ... Pure aesthete, undaunted
democrat-somehow Kelman manages to reconcile his two halves.'
- Esquire (London)

'The greatest British novelist of our time.'
- Sunday Herald

'A true original ... A real artist ... it's now very difficult to see which of his peers
can seriously be ranked alongside [Kelman] without ironic eyebrows being
raised.'
-Irvine Welsh, Guardian

'A writer of world stature, a 21st century Modern.'
- The Scotsman

'The real reason Kelman, despite his stature and reputation, remains
something of a literary outsider is not, I suspect, so much that great, radical
Modernist writers aren't supposed to come from working-class Glasgow, as
that great, radical Modernist writers are supposed to be dead. Dead, and
wrapped up in a Penguin Classic: that's when it's safe to regret that their work
was underappreciated or misunderstood (or how little they were paid) in their
lifetimes. You can write what you like about Beckett or Kafka and know they're
not going to come round and tell you you're talking nonsense, or confound
your expectations with a new work. Kelman is still alive, still writing great
books, climbing.'
-James Meek, London Review of Books
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The Mohawk Warrior Society
Auto-History of the Rotisken'rhakAhte
edited by Kahentinetha Rotihskareh:wakeh, Philippe Blouin and
Matt Peterson

PM Press
On Sale: Jun 3/22
6 x 9 • 320 pages
Collection of color photos and illustrations
9781629639413 • $39.50 • pb
Biography & Autobiography / Native Americans

The first collection of its kind, this anthology by members of the
Mohawk Warrior Society uncovers a hidden history and paints a bold
portrait of the spectacular experience of Kanien'keha:ka survival and
self-defense. Providing extensive documentation, context, and analysis, the
book features foundational writings by prolific visual artist and polemicist
Karoniaktajeh Louis Hall (1918-1993)-such as his landmark 1979 pamphlet,
The Warrior's Handbook, as well as selections of his pioneering artwork. This
book contains new oral history by key figures of the Rotisken'rhakehte's
revival in the 1970s, and tells the story of the Warriors' famous flag, their
armed occupation of Ganienkeh in 1974, and the role of their constitution, the
Great Peace, in guiding their commitment to freedom and independence. We
hear directly the story of how the Kanien'keha:ka Longhouse became one the
most militant resistance groups in North America, gaining international
attention with the Oka Crisis of 1990. This auto-history of the
Rotisken'rhakehte is complemented by a Mohawk history timeline from
colonization to the present, a glossary of Mohawk political philosophy, and
new maps in the Kanien'keha language. At last, the Mohawk Warriors can tell
their own story with their own voices, and to serve as an example and
inspiration for future generations struggling against the environmental,
cultural, and social devastation cast upon the modern world.
While many have heard of AIM & the Red Power movement of the '60s and
'70s, most probably do not know the story of the Mohawk warriors and their
influence on Indigenous struggles for land and self-determination, then and
now. These include the 1974 Ganienkeh land reclamation (which still exists
today as sovereign Mohawk territory), the 1990 Oka Crisis (an armed standoff
that revived the fighting spirit & warrior culture of Indigenous peoples across
North America (...)

Author Bio
Born in 1940,Kahentinetha is a Mohawk living in Kahnawake, mother of
twenty children, grand-children and great-grandchildren in the Rotihskareh:
wakeh (Spitting Bear) clan. She has played an important role as a speaker
and a writer in the indigenous resistance movement since the 1950s,
witnessing and taking part in numerous struggles, including the 1968
Akwesasne border crossing. Carrying on the legacy of her mentor Louis
Karoniaktajeh Hall, she has been running the Mohawk Nation News service
since the 1990 Oka crisis.
Philippe Blouin is an anthropologist, translator, and organizer from Montreal,
Quebec. His current research at Mcgill University studies Mohawk political
philosophy with Longhouse elders and develops an anthropology of alliance
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through decolonial struggle. He has published in Liaisons</i< and Stasis, as
well as a postface to George Sorel's Reflections on Violence.
Matt Peterson is an organizer at Woodbine, an experimental space in New
York City. He is the co-director ofThe Native and the Refugee, a multi-media
documentary project on American Indian reservations and Palestinian refugee
camps.
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The Clash
All the Albums All the Songs
by Martin Popoff
THE STORIES BEHIND EVERY STUDIO TRACK FROM THE ONLY BAND
THAT MATTERS.

PM Press
On Sale: Jun 10/22
7.88 x 10.13 • 240 pages
Photos
9781629639345 • $54.50 • cl
Music / Punk

Notes
lives in the Danforth area
Book City window
Toronto based music critic
This is probably the best balance of scholarly with
visual punch and accessibility of any Clash book that
has ever been written. There are coffee table books
and there are scholarly tomes—this book is both.
This book consists of every song by The Clash
analyzed to the tune of 350 to 600 words, marbled
amongst a treasure trove of live shots as well as
pictures of posters, ads, and rare record sleeves.
It is the detailed story of every Clash song, as well as
a gorgeously designed pictorial history.
People love Punk Rock, Joe Strummer, and THE
CLASH have an enormous cult following—especially
among the generation that grew up listening to them.
The book is a comprehensive reference, a perfect gift
for nerdy completionists, fans of the genre, and die
hard fans—and a perfect introduction to the history
and music of an enormously influential band.

Established in 1976 at the fore London's punk rock insurgence, The Clash
would outlast their peers while creating some of the most influential albums in
rock 'n' roll history. Author Martin Popoff dissects each of the Clash's ninetyone studio tracks, examining the circumstances that led to their creation, the
recording processes, the historical contexts and more. In addition, introductory
essays set the scene for the band's six studio releases (including the double
LP London Calling and the triple Sandinista! ) and feature sidebars detailing
studios, release dates, personnel, and more. Illustrated with rare performance
and offstage photography, along with images of 7-inch singles sleeves and gig
posters, the resulting volume is a fitting tribute to the foursome whose staunch
political stance and groundbreaking amalgam of punk, rockabilly, reggae, and
hip-hop earned the title The Only Band That Matters."
While Popoff's not afraid to share his bias-something that may bristle a few of
the punk rockers who have strong opinions about what Clash albums are
above reproach-there is no denying that he knows his Clash history. An
obvious must-own for Clash fans, but a great read for overall music fans as
well."
- New Noise
"It is clear that Popoff is a fan, and he is passionate about his topic. The
Clash: All The Albums, All The Songs is a brilliant book. Although Popoff is a
writer who is more associated with 'Heavy Metal,' and not punk, he handles
the subject admirably. And it is great, to see in print, someone else state that
London Calling did not have any punk music on it (it doesn't). Popoff has a
beautiful style of writing and it makes reading the book more enjoyable. This is
an essential read for any Clash fan as they will love the stories that go along
with each album."
- Spill Magazine
"Popoff has taken it upon himself the Herculean task of listening to every
single song by the Clash from every studio album and penning pithy,
insightful, and interesting mini-reviews of every tune in the Clash canon.
Popoff's critical appraisals of each Clash album are spot-on, rightfully lauding
London Calling as the landmark album that it is while putting the critical
confusion of Sandinista! into proper context. Popoff isn't afraid to 'call a dog a
dog' with his keen critical eye, either, dismissing the band's final effort, the
miserable Cut the Crap, as the glorified cash-grabbing demo tape that it is, or
correctly surmising that the 36 songs on the three-disc Sandinista! could have
easily been culled back to a couple dozen to create a more cohesive artistic
statement. His deep dive into the Clash's first two albums, which aren't nearly
as well-known stateside as the band's post- London Calling efforts, provides
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the reader with a fascinating look 'behind the scenes' into their creation, as
well as a bit of historical discussion of the social and economic state of the U.
K. that helped inspire songs on both."
- That Devil Music
"... an obvious must-own for Clash fans, but a great read for overall music
fans as well."
-NeuFutur
"... the book's real strength is the amazing cache of band photos-many of
them live and not familiar-as well as shots of Clash record and single covers,
memorabilia, ticket stubs, and show flyers. Overall, a good-looking primer on
"'The Only Band That Matters.'"
-Houston Press
"Anyone just now discovering The Clash will find Popoff's book a great
introduction-and good reason to start exploring the group's recordings."
-Honolulu Star-Advertiser
"Popoff's well-illustrated volume gets the job done with incisive, insightful, and
information-packed essays on every album and individual song"
-No Depression
"The thing that truly sets Popoff's books apart from just a mere writing
machine, is the quality of the total package ... the visuals, photography,
graphics and bits of Clash history make this book an outstanding collectible
for both the Clash fan and the music lover alike."
-My Big Honkin' Blog
"It's great to have a resource examining the band's music in such depth.
-Goldmine Magazine

Author Bio
At approximately 7,900 (with over 7,000 appearing in his books),Martin
Popoff has unofficially written more record reviews than anybody in the
history of music writing across all genres. Additionally, Martin has penned
approximately 108 books on hard rock, heavy metal, classic rock, and record
collecting. He was Editor-In-Chief of the now retired Brave Words & Bloody
Knuckles, Canada's foremost metal publication for 14 years, and has also
contributed to Revolver, Guitar World, Goldmine, Record Collector,
bravewords.com, lollipop.com, and hardradio.com, with many record label
band bios and liner notes to his credit as well. Additionally, Martin has been a
regular contractor to Banger Films, having worked for two years as researcher
on the award-winning documentary Rush: Beyond the Lighted Stage, on the
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Crisis and Care
Queer Activist Responses to a Global Pandemic
by Adrian Shanker, foreword by Rea Carey
Crisis and Care reveals what is possible when activists mobilize for the
radical changes our society needs. In a time of great uncertainty, fear, and
isolation, Queer activists organized for health equity, prison abolition, racial
justice, and more. Nobody who lived through the COVID-19 pandemic will
soon forget the challenges, sacrifices, and incredible loss felt during such an
uncertain time in history. Crisis and Care anthologizes not what happened
during COVID-19, or why it happened, but rather how Queer activists
responded in real time. It considers the necessity to memorialize resiliency as
well as loss, hope as well as pain, to remember the strides forward as well as
the steps back. Activist contributors Zephyr Williams, Mark Travis Rivera,
Jamie Gliksburg, Denise Spivak, Emmett Patterson, Omar Gonzales-Pagan,
Kenyon Farrow, and more provide a radical lens through which future activists
can considereffective strategies to make change, even or perhaps especially,
during periods of crisis.
PM Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
5 x 8 • 128 pages
9781629639352 • $22.50 • pb
Social Science / Lgbt Studies / General

Notes
Crisis and Care reveals what is possible when
activists mobilize for radical change. Contributors
provide a lens for future activists to make change,
even or perhaps especially, during periods of crisis.
Crisis and Care presents compelling essays by
activists who mobilized during the pandemic to fight for
prison abolition, queer health data, sexual health,
medicare for all, and more.
Shanker’s first book Bodies and Barriers received
critical acclaim from Library Journal, Book Riot,
Philadelphia Gay News, and more.
Rea Carey, author of the Foreword, is one of the
LGBTQ movement’s most respected activists and
national leaders.

Adrian Shanker has emerged in recent years as an urgent and prescient voice
on matters concerning queer health. Crisis and Care: Queer Activist
Responses to a Global Pandemic is timely, important and shares a message
we ignore at our own peril. The response to COVID-19 from LGBTQ
communities is informed by our own experience with a deadly pandemic made
vastly worse by poor presidential leadership. Our lived experience over the
past 40 years has valuable lessons for how we should be addressing today's
viral threats."
-Sean Strub, author of Body Counts: A Memoir of Politics, Sex, AIDS, and
Survival
"How did we respond? That is the central question in Crisis and Care . Lots of
books will look at COVID-19, but this book looks at how LGBTQ activists
responded to one of the most challenging moments of our lives."
-Igor Volsky, author of Guns Down: How to Defeat the NRA and Build a Safer
Future with Fewer Guns
"In Crisis and Care, Adrian Shanker and the contributing authors make the
bold case that we are defined not by the bad things that happen in our society,
but by how our community responds."
-Robyn Ochs, editor of Bi Women ' s Quarterly
" Crisis and Care tells stories about Queer people's experiences during
COVID-19 that needs to be memorialized as another example of our
community's resiliency in times of crisis. This book presents the stories of how
LGBTQ community members came together to help one another not only
survive the pandemic, but also our determination to thrive despite the failures
of the federal government's response."
-David Heitstuman, executive director of the Sacramento LGBT Community
Center
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Author Bio
Adrian Shanker is editor of the critically acclaimed anthology Bodies and
Barriers: Queer Activists on Health (PM Press) and the executive director of
Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center in Allentown, PA. A specialist in
LGBT health policy, he has developed leading-edge health promotion
campaigns to advance health equity through behavioral, clinical, and policy
changes. Adrian serves as Commissioner and health committee co-chair on
the Pennsylvania Commission on LGBTQ Affairs.
Rea Carey served as the National LGBTQ Task Force's executive director
from 2008-2021 and has advanced a vision of freedom for LGBTQ people and
their families that is broad, inclusive and progressive. She grounds her work
solidly in racial, economic, gender and social justice. This approach to
leadership has delivered results as diverse as: winning an LGBT-inclusive
federal hate crimes prevention law; defeating multiple state anti-LGBT ballot
measures; spotlighting discrimination against transgenderpeople; winning
marriage equality; positioning reproductive rights, health and justice solidly as
an LGBTQ issue; building stronger support for immigration reform in the
LGBTQ movement; and, successfully securing scores of changes in federal
agencies to attend to the needs of the LGBTQ community. Carey is a Hunt
Alternatives' Prime Movers Fellow and serves on the boards of directors for
the Flamboyan Foundation and the Freeman Foundation.
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Your Place or Mine?
A 21st Century Essay on Same Sex
by Gilles Dauve
In a fascinating and radical critique of identity and class, Your Place or
Mine? examines the modern invention of homosexuality as a social
construct that emerged in the 19th century. Examining fairies" in Victorian
England, transmen in early 20th century Manhattan, sexual politics in Soviet
Russia as well as Stonewall's attempt to combine gay self-defence with
revolutionary critique, Dauve turns his keen eye on contemporary political
correctness in the United States, and the rise of reactionary discourse.
The utopian vision of Your Place or Mine? is vital to a just society: the
invention of a world where one can be human without having to be classified
by sexual practices or gender expressions. Where one need not find shelter in
definition or assimilation. A refreshing reminder that we are not all the same,
nor do we need to be.
PM Press
On Sale: Jun 24/22
5 x 8 • 224 pages
9781629639451 • $25.50 • pb
Social Science / Lgbt Studies / General

Do you ever ask yourself why there is so little class analysis applied to the
assimilation of the `gay movement,' or even of the previously glamorous and
revolutionary `subcultures' denoted by the word `queer,' why today's `activists'
are so keen on reformist political strategies, why the current LGBTQQIP2SAA
configuration used to describe the `gay' or `queer' community indicates a
factionalization of sexual identity that has become so inclusive as to become
almost meaningless? I have, and if you have too, Gilles Dauve's Your Place
or Mine? A 21st Century Essay on (Same)Sex is the right book to be holding
in your hands.'
-Bruce LaBruce

Author Bio
Gilles Dauve is a French political theorist. He was participant in the 68 Paris
rebellion and a writer for the radical gay magazine Fleau Social . His books
Eclipse and Re-emergence of the Communist Movement and From Crisis to
Comunisation are published by PM press.
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Night Shift
by Eileen Gunn
Wry, dark humor burnishes visionary SF in these often prophetic,
sometimes troubling, but always fascinating tales that combine and
masterfully conflate the disparate worlds of corporate tech and literary
art.
After the Thaw" is a hi-tech take on an ancient idea: immortality. "Terrible
Trudy on the Lam" based on actual events, is a modern fable about a zoo
escape, a private eye, a vaudeville act and keeping your mouth shut. "Night
Shift at NanoGobblers," written for a NASA website, is about asteroid-altering
AIs and their world-weary earthbound handlers. "Transitions" deals with jet lag
when your flight is decades late. Gunn's long-awaited third collection is
rounded out by incisive and affectionate portraits of her SF colleagues,
mentors, and friends, beginning with Ursula Le Guin. All illuminated of course
by our artfully intimate interview.

PM Press
On Sale: Jul 1/22
5 x 7.5 • 128 pages
9781629639420 • $20.95 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / General
Series: Outspoken Authors

Without Eileen Gunn, life as we know it would be so dull, we wouldn't
recognize it. Among the five or six North Americans currently able to write
short stories, she has not written anywhere near enough."
-Ursula K. Le Guin
"If 'umami' described how stories feel in your mind instead of how food tastes,
I would say everything Eileen does is infused with umami."
- Nisi Shawl
"Plenty of science fiction and fantasy authors do 'thought experiments' but few
of them disregard experimental safety protocols with quit as much gleeful
abandon as Eileen Gunn."
-Charlie Jane Anders

Author Bio
Eileen Gunn is a science fiction author and editor based in Seattle,
Washington, who began publishing in 1978. Her story Coming to Terms",
inspired, in part, by a friendship with Avram Davidson, won the Nebula Award
for Best Short Story in 2004. Several others have been nominated for the
Hugo, World Fantasy, and Locus awards. Gunn has a background in high-tech
advertising and marketing; she wrote advertising for Digital Equipment
Corporation in the 1970s, and was Director of Advertising at Microsoft in the
1980s. A seasoned SF pro, she is on the board of directors of the Clarion
West Writers Workshop.
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Politics at a Distance from the State
Radical and African Perspectives
by Lucien van der Walt and Kirk Helliker, preface by John
Holloway

PM Press
On Sale: Jul 15/22
6 x 9 • 192 pages
9781629639437 • $27.95 • pb
Political Science / Ideologies / Anarchism

For decades, most anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist movements
identified radical transformation with capturing state power. The collapse
of these statist projects from the 1970s led to a global crisis of left and
working-class politics. But crisis has also opened space for rediscovering
alternative society-centered, anti-capitalist modes of bottom-up change,
operating at a distance from the state. These have registered important
successes in practice, such as the Zapatistas in Mexico, and Rojava in Syria.
They have been a key influence on movements from Occupy in United States,
to the landless in Latin America, to anti-austerity struggles in Europe and Asia,
to urban movements in Africa. Their lineages include anarchism, syndicalism,
autonomist Marxism, philosophers like Alain Badiou, and radical popular
praxis. This path-breaking volume recovers this understanding of social
transformation, long side-lined but now resurgent, like a seed in the soil that
keeps breaking through and growing. It provides case studies with reference
to South Africa and Zimbabwe, and includes a dossier of key texts froma
century of anarchists, syndicalists, insurgent unionists and anti-apartheid
activists in South Africa. Originating in an African summit of radical academics
struggle veterans and social movements, the book includes a preface from
John Holloway.
Yes, universities may produce assemblies which serve the people. So, in
20012 at Grahamstown, South Africa, did Rhodes University (despite the
name), and in that service produced a people's knowledge to transform the
economic, material, social, family, political, educational, and spiritual
institutions of capitalism at their core, without hierarchy, racism, oppression, or
chauvinism of any kind. With sober care, practical acumen, and passionate
eloquence the knowledge from that assembly is presented here. Absorb this
knowledge and sense the future!"
-Peter Linebaugh, author of The Many-Headed Hydra: Sailors, Slaves,
Commoners (...)

Author Bio
Lucien van der Walt is professor of Industrial and Economic Sociology at
Rhodes University, South Africa. A prize-winning scholar, he is involved in
labour education and has published and spoken widely. His main areas of
research are anarchism and syndicalism, labour and left studies and history,
and the political economy of neo-liberalism.
Kirk Helliker is a research professor in the Department of Sociology at
Rhodes University in South Africa, as well as founder and director of the Unit
of Zimbabwean Studies in the department. His main research interests are
land reform, civil society and political transformation with particular reference
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to Zimbabwe. His books include the edited volumes The Political Economy of
Livelihoods in Contemporary Zimbabwe and Everyday Crisis: Living in
Contemporary Zimbabwe, and the authored Fast Track Land Occupations in
Zimbabwe in the Context of the Zvimurenga, all in collaboration with Sandra
Bhatasara and Manase Kudzai Chiweshe.
John Holloway is a professor of sociology at the Instituto de Ciencias
Sociales y Humanidades in the Benemerita Universidad Autunoma de Puebla,
Mexico. He has published widely on Marxist theory, on the Zapatista
movement and on the new forms of anticapitalist struggle. His book Change
the World Without Taking Power has been translated into eleven languages
and has stirred an international debate. His book Crack Capitalism (Pluto,
2010) takes the argument further, suggesting that the only way in which we
can think of revolution today is as the creation, expansion, multiplication, and
confluence of cracks in capitalist domination.
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The Cry of Mother Earth
Plan of Action of the Ecosocialist International
by Ecosocialist Horizons
The Cry of Mother Earth: Plan of Action of the Ecosocialist International
recognizes and records the history and the future of the world's first
Ecosocialist International, a chorus of grief and praise for Mother Earth,
and a planetary program of revolutionary action in defense of free life.It
combines two historic documents, written in a collective process of loving
exchange and hope, in a land that knows liberation, the Bolivarian Republic of
Venezuela. The first is an invitation-an urgent summons to come together and
draft a plan of action for the salvation of ourselves and the planet. It is a wisha seed. The second is the fruit of that seed written a year later, over the
course of four days with the words of over 100 delegates from five continents.
It is a compass and a cradle, a map and a manifesto, for a global revolution-a
return to a way of life in unity with nature.

PM Press
On Sale: Jul 22/22
5 x 7 • 128 pages
Illustrations, color
9781629639369 • $20.95 • pb
Political Science / Political Ideologies / Communism &
Socialism

Notes
“This elegant manifesto points the way to the future,
by drawing on our diverse and collective past. It
provides a guide to short term defensive actions,
medium term campaigns to prefigure alternatives in
the present, and a long-term vision of a future where
human beings thrive as part of nature. There is really
no alternative to ecosocialism; the onus is on all of us
to realize this future, wherever we live and whichever
sphere of struggle we are engaged with.”

This is terrific, what every grassroots organizer needs, a profoundly
revolutionary and practical vision rooted in the lives and achievements of
Third World people. Beautifully written, filled with imagination to protect the
people and the planet as fascist mobs roam the earth, The First Ecosocialist
International vision paper offers me hope and pushes me, as I push others, far
to the left into the future by seeing the past 'not only as a point of departure
but a point of arrival.'"
-Eric Mann, author of Playbook for Progressives: The 16 Qualities of the
Successful Organizer
"This strategic ecosocialist plan of action is a beautiful document, inspired by
the spirituality of the original peoples. It shows the way to overcome the
present ecocidal system: by anticapitalist, anti-imperialist, and socialecological struggles."
-Michael Lowy, author of Ecosocialism: A Radical (...)

Author Bio
Ecosocialist Horizons seeks to advance ecosocialism as a world-view and
as a movement capable of offering real answers to the crises caused by
capitalism. Whether these crises be social, economic, or ecological, an
integrated approach is necessary.
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At the End of the World, Turn Left
by Zhanna Slor

Polis Books
On Sale: Apr 15/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 320 pages
9781951709884 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Suspense • Ages 16-99 years

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781951709259

HONORABLE MENTION CRIMEREADS' THE BEST DEBUT NOVELS OF
2022NAMED ONE OF THE 40 NEW BOOKS FOR SUMMER READING
2021" BY THE MILWAUKEE JOURNAL SENTINEL</b?> A riveting debut
novel from an unforgettable new voice that is literary, suspenseful, and a
compelling story about identity and how you define "home". Masha
remembers her childhood in the former USSR, but found her life and
heart in Israel. Anna was just an infant when her family fled, but yearns
to find her roots. When Anna is contacted by a stranger from their
homeland and then disappears, Masha is called home to Milwaukee to
find her. In 2008, college student Anna feels stuck in Milwaukee, with no
real connections and parents who stifle her artistic talents. She is eager
to have a life beyond the heartland. When she's contacted online by a
stranger from their homeland - a girl claiming to be her long lost sister Anna suspects a ruse or an attempt at extortion. But her desperate need
to connect with her homeland convinces her to pursue the connection.
At the same time, a handsome grifter comes into her life, luring her with
the prospect of a nomadic lifestyle. Masha lives in Israel, where she
went on Birthright and unexpectedly found home. When Anna
disappears without a trace, Masha's father calls her back to Milwaukee
to help find Anna. In her former home, Masha immerses herself in her
sister's life - which forces her to recall the life she, too, had left behind,
and to confront her own demons. What she finds in her search for Anna
will change her life, and her family, forever."
OUTSTANDING PRAISE FOR AT THE END OF THE WORLD, TURN
LEFTNOTABLE MENTION THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR; CRIME
FICTION 2021" BY CRIMEREADSONE OF THE "BEST (...)

Author Bio
Zhanna was born in the former Soviet Union and moved to the Midwest in the
early 1990s. She has a master's degree in Writing and Publishing from
DePaul University, and has been published in many literary magazines,
including Ninth Letter, Bellevue Literary Review, Tusculum Review,
Midwestern Gothic, Another Chicago Magazine, and five times in Michigan
Quarterly Review, one of which received an honorary mention in Best
American Essays 2014. She and her husband, saxophonist for Jazz-Rock
fusion band Marbin, recently relocated from Chicago to Milwaukee, where,
besides writing, she is raising her newborn daughter.
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Seeing Strangers
by Sebastian J. Plata

Polis Books
On Sale: May 13/22
5.5 x 8.5
9781951709792 • $37.95 • cl
Fiction / Gay

Notes
A gay Fatal Attraction. Perfect for fans of PJ Vernon's
BATH HAUS, Araminta Hall’s OUR KIND OF
CRUELTY, and the works of Patricia Highsmith.

A stylish novel of obsession and social satire set in a world where sex is just a
swipe away. Life is going well for Greg Kelly. He's married to the handsome
and kind Cristian, a Spanish-born artist who is also a talented cook. Greg's
work as a translator for an IT startup allows them to live comfortably in a
stylish Bushwick two bedroom and enjoy just about all NYC has to offer including sleeping with other men, since Greg and Cristian's marriage has
been open for the past few years. This arrangement has been particularly
appealing to Greg and his exceptional sexualappetite. Now approaching their
mid-thirties, fatherhood calls and they enlist a friend to act as surrogate. In
order to focus on building a family, Greg and Cristian decide to close up the
marriage when the baby arrives. Greg is going to miss his hookups, but at
least he has the summer for one last hurrah. He methodically plans his
hookups via Grindr and Tinder, carefully coordinates train routes for quick
lunchtime hookups, and scouts potential candidates anywhere, anytime, like
an old time Hollywood casting director. As their baby's due date draws closer,
anxiety sets in over Greg's impending parental responsibilities, the loss of his
sexual freedom, and even his marriage to Cristian. But before he can sort out
his feelings, a spurned hook-up reappears - Russell, an arrogant tv producer,
who had wanted a relationship with Greg. And the problem is, Russell just
won't go away, infiltrating himself into Greg's life in the worst ways possible,
threatening his marriage and sanity. Greg is left asking, what does it mean to
find happiness but still crave more?

Author Bio
Sebastian J. Plata was born in Poland, grew up in Chicago, and spent most of
his twenties living in Tokyo. He is now based in Brooklyn, NY. In addition to
writing, he also works as a Japanese/English translator. He is the author of
the YA novel FREAK 'N' GORGEOUS, this is his first thriller. Find him online
@sebastianjplata.
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Walking Through Needles
by Heather Levy

Polis Books
On Sale: May 13/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 320 pages
9781951709877 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological • Ages 18-99 years

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781951709389

A riveting, dark debut psychological thriller perfect for fans of Gillian
Flynn, S.J. Watson, and Megan Abbott
From an early age, Sam Mayfair knew she was different. Like any young girl,
she developed infatuations and lust - but her desires were always tinged with
darkness. Then, when Sam was sixteen, her life was shattered by an abuser
close to her. And she made one shocking decision whose ramifications would
reverberate throughout her life.
Now, fifteen years later, Sam learns that her abuser has been murdered. The
death of the man who plagued her dreams for years should have put an end
to the torture she's endured. But when her stepbrother, Eric, becomes the
prime suspect, Sam is flung back into the hell of her rural Oklahoma
childhood. As Sam tries to help exonerate Eric, she must hide terrifying truths
of their past from investigators. Yet as details of the murder unravel, Sam
quickly learns that some people, including herself, will do anything to keep
their secrets buried deep. Walking Through Needles is a riveting and
unflinching look at violence, sexuality, and desire from a compelling and
unforgettable new voice in Heather Levy.
Incredible praise for WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES
A spellbinding novel at the nexus of power, desire and abuse that portends a
bright future." - Sarah Weinman, New York Times
WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES is a challenging but worthwhile read, a
standout for its frank but sensitive exploration of trauma and desire." - Paula
Woods, Los Angeles Times
A gripping, disturbing read, and, perhaps for some, triggering, but I couldn't
turn away." - Carole Barrowman, Star-Tribune
An unflinchingly brutal and beautiful journey through the darkest rivers of
desire."-S.A. Cosby, bestselling author of Blacktop Wasteland
An unflinching and unforgettable look at the darkest side of desire from a
fearless new voice in crime fiction. This book will get under your skin and stay
there forever."-Layne Fargo, author of Temper and They Never Learn
A stunning, devastating debut. As the story's taut mystery unfolds with
beautiful prose across past and present, a deeper, far more monstrous truth
awaits readers: nothing's as capable of cruelty quite like the human heart."-P.
J. Vernon, author of Bath Haus and When You Find Me
A midnight exercise in noir fiction that is carefully executed and fascinating in
a reptilian way... a dark success." - Booklist

Author Bio
Heather Levy is a born and bred Oklahoman and graduate of Oklahoma City
University's Red Earth MFA program for creative writing. Her work has
appeared in numerous journals, including NAILED Magazine, Crab Fat
Magazine, Prick of the Spindle, and Dragon Poet Review. She authored the
nonfiction series on human sexuality, including Welcome to the Dungeon:
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BDSM in the Bible Belt," for Literati Press. WALKING THROUGH NEEDLES
is her debut novel. She lives in Oklahoma. Follow her at @HeatherLLevy.
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Murder on the Spanish Seas
by Wendy Church
Jesse O'Hara has just lost another job. 'A million dollar brain and a ten-cent
personality,' her last employer said. With nothing better to do, Jesse
reluctantly accepts the gift of a luxury cruise around the Iberian Peninsula.
She's not sure she can drink enough to keep her boredom at bay, but that's
the least of her problems. From the very first moment of the cruise, it's clear to
Jesse that something is very wrong. Aided by her near-photographic memory,
Jesse investigates a series of strange incidents on the<span class="gmailil">ship and uncovers what looks like a terrorist plot in the works. But with
each new layer uncovered, her perception shifts and broadens - and someone
doesn't want her poking around. For Jesse, bruised and concussed is
preferable to tanned and relaxed, so she ignores the mounting danger even
as she closes in on the villains, who have perfectly timed their grand finale...

Polis Books
On Sale: May 27/22
5.5 x 8.5
9781951709853 • $36.95 • cl
Fiction / Suspense • Ages 18-99 years

Notes
Murder on the Spanish Seas is a riveting, whip-smart
and smart-aleck debut thriller, perfect for fans of Ruth
Ware and Janet Evanovich.

<br class="Apple-interchange-newline">Murder on the Spanish Seas is a
riveting, whip-smart and smart-aleck debut thriller, perfect for fans of Ruth
Ware and Janet Evanovich.

Author Bio
<blockquote type=cite"> Wendy Church has been a bartender, tennis
instructor, semiconductor engineer, group facilitator, nonprofit CEO, teacher,
PhD researcher, and dive bar cleaner. Her first suspense novel, Murder on
the Spanish Seas, is set on a luxury cruise in the Iberian peninsula and
introduces smart-mouthed amateur sleuth Jesse O'Hara, whose adventures
are partly informed by Wendy's expertise and international travels. Wendy
now lives in Seattle with her partner
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The Shadow People
by Joe Clifford

Polis Books
On Sale: May 27/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 304 pages
9781951709891 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Thrillers / Psychological • Ages 18-99 years

Notes

A riveting, twisty psychological thriller from acclaimed author Joe
Clifford, perfect for fans of The Whisper Man
Brandon Cossey is finishing his last semester as an undergrad when he
learns his childhood best friend, Jacob Balfour, has committed suicide. The
news about Jacob, who had long battled schizophrenia, does not come as a
surprise - but the bizarre details surrounding his death do. Jacob was found
several states away, in a quarry, burned alive. Brandon returns to his
hometown and discovers Jacob had been moonlighting as an amateur DIY
reporter. As sole author and editor of the homemade zine Illuminations, Jacob
has been covering a wide array of conspiracy theories. When Jacob's
estranged grandfather, Francis, who also suffers from schizophrenia (but
chooses to go untreated), arrives for the funeral, he tells Brandon that Jacob
didn't kill himself; Jacob stumbled upon a secret so deadly he was murdered
to keep it quiet. Soon afterwards, Brandon's life takes a turn for the strange.
He notices odd cars and lookalikes following him, his personal property is
hacked and stolen, and Brandon can no longer trust what he thinks he sees.
As his grasp on reality recedes and falters, Brandon must question whether a
sinister gang of doppelgangers, whom Jacob dubbed the Shadow People,"
are really responsible. Events conspire to put Brandon on the road with
Francis, as the unlikely duo travel across the upper Midwest attempting to
learn the truth about Jacob's death. Part conspiracy thriller, part horror noir,
The Shadow People mines the rich depths of perception and paranoia, asking
the tough question: when you can't believe yourself, who can you trust?"

Hardcover Edition: 9781951709402
Praise for The Shadow People
A brilliantly written novel: dark, mysterious, and gritty, where nothing is as it
seems, and jolting twists abound. Fans of psychological thrillers by Dean
Koontz and Stephen King will utterly devour Shadow People and demand
more from Clifford, fast!" - Mark Greaney #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Relentless and The Gray Man
"Impressive... Clifford does a great job of facilitating engagement with his lead
and at tossing in satisfying twists. Blake Crouch fans should take note." Publishers Weekly Starred Review
"Clifford wields clever use of an unreliable narrator, gritty portrayals of those
marginalized by mental illness, and a masterful twist to create a constantly
shifting reality." - Booklist
"Joe Clifford invites you to take a gander at the distorted images reflected in
the funhouse mirror, and witness what happens when those images take
three-dimensional form." - Gary Phillips, author of Matthew Henson and
the Ice Temple of Harlem<b/>
Praise for the novels of Joe Clifford
"The Lakehouse is a riveting page-turner where the secrets roll at you like
dice. Clifford's gritty and immersive writing style is the perfect vehicle for this
tale of a town where nothing is as it seems, where truth after astonishing truth
is revealed layer by layer, until it all comes together in a satisfying crescendo.
Highly recommended."-Jess Lourey, bestselling author of Unspeakable
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Things<b/>
"Everything I love in a crime novel: complex characters, secrets simmering
under the surface, and a fresh, unexpected conclusion. Clifford's raw, edgy
voice makes him the heir apparent to Chandler."-J.T. Ellison<b/>
"Captivates with pell-mell action, striking characters, and a tantalizingly
complex plot."-Library Journal<b/>
"Joe Clifford's The Lakehouse is a gritty and wonderfully menacing story.
You'll want to rush and slow down while reading. You'll want to peek and stare
down what's coming. This is one of Clifford's greatest tricks-and one of his
best novels to date."-Rachel Howzell Hall author of They All Fall Down<b/>
"Taut, pacey and with a powerful sense of place, Joe Clifford's THE ONE
THAT GOT AWAY is an intelligent and astutely observed piece of American
small town noir."-Paula Hawkins, #1 New York Times bestselling author of
THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN<b/>
"Gritty and gripping, with prose that cuts to the bone. Joe Clifford has crafted
a modern noir that pulls no punches."-Riley Sager, New York Times
bestselling author of FINAL GIRLS and LOCK EVERY DOOR on RAG &
BONE<b/

Author Bio
Joe Clifford is the author of five novels in his bestselling, Anthony Awardnominated Jay Porter series, as well as the acclaimed addiction memoir
JUNKIE LOVE. He has been nominated for numerous awards, including the
Anthony and Thriller. He lives in the Bay Area with his wife and two sons. Visit
him at http://www.joeclifford.com and follow him at @joeclifford23.
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Killing Field
by Meghan Holloway

Polis Books
On Sale: Jul 8/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 320 pages
9781951709860 • $23.50 • pb
Fiction / Suspense • Ages 18-99 years
Series: Hector Lewis

Notes
"Absorbing...a good choice for patrons looking for
their next book after Anne Hilllerman's The Tale
Teller." ?Booklist

<span class="><span class=">Annie Between Lodges knows who murdered
her sister and why. She has proof. She also knows that if she comes forward
with the evidence she has stolen, she will not survive long enough to tell the
truth. She needs an ally, someone unflinching and unafraid, someone who
knows how to make enemies and remain unscathed. But Hector Lewis is no
hero, and one lie catapults her into deeper danger.<span class="><span
class="><br class="><span class="><span class=">Hector has chased his
missing wife's trail of secrets to the end. He has no answers, no job, and no
patience for the girl who has been following him. Her claim to be his lost
daughter sets the town ablaze and forges an unexpected alliance with his
most bitter enemy, his wife's family. But the girl's secrets have placed a target
on her back. When history repeats itself, Hector is left to grapple with a
choice: Can he set aside revenge in order to save the girl whose lies have
forced him to confront the past?<span class="><span class="><br
class="><span class="><span class=">Wildfire season has engulfed
Yellowstone in flames, and Raven's Gap is in the crosshairs. As the tension
and heat escalate, the truth becomes clear-Betrayal lies far closer to home
than Hector could have ever imagined.<br class=Apple-interchangenewline">"
Praise for the novels of Meghan Holloway

Tightly written and intense, HIDING PLACE is a thoroughly suspenseful
mystery that you'll want to read in one sitting. Meghan Holloway is a writer to
watch."&#8213;Allison Brennan,New York Times bestselling author

"I love stories in which the principal characters have a boatload of baggage to
overcome and Meghan Holloway's HIDING PLACE offers this in spades. Set
in the wilds of Montana, this original and beautifully written story had me from
the first page. Tense, gripping, and utterly engaging, I loved this
book!"&#8213;Karen Dionne, author of the international bestsellers THE
MARSH KING'S

"(A) gripping Tilt-A-Whirl thriller... This book is a perfect travel
companion."&#8213;Carole Barrowman, WTMJ Milwaukee
Praise for the novels of Meghan Holloway

"Absorbing... a good choice for patrons looking for their next book after Anne
Hilllerman's The Tale Teller." &#8213;Booklist

'Stirring and skillfully-told and plotted, Meghan Holloway's historical novel
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ONCE MORE UNTO THE BREACH tells the story of a widowed World War I
veteran hunting for his lost and estranged son in France as World War II rages
about him. The characters are full and rich, their emotions are raw and honest,
and throughout the suspenseful tale they come to know the healing powers of
love and place.' &#8213;Mark Sullivan, #1 bestselling author of Beneath a
Scarlet Sky

"With a taut plotline and lyrical prose, Meghan Holloway weaves history and
suspense into a searing and visceral tale of unyielding love and epic valor
against one of the darkest moments of human history. Once More Unto The
Breach is impactful and impressive!" &#8213;Pam Jenoff, New York Times
Bestselling Author of The Lost Girls of Paris

"Holloway writes vividly about the chaos of battle and of liberation, but she
also tells a moving story of tenderness and love&#8213;perfect for fans of
Kristin Hannah's The Nightingale." &#8213;Booklist

Author Bio
Meghan Holloway found her first Nancy Drew mystery in a sun-dappled attic
at the age of eight and subsequently fell in love with the grip and tautness of a
well-told mystery. She flew an airplane before she learned how to drive a car,
did her undergrad work in Creative Writing in the sweltering south, and
finished a Masters of Library and Information Science in the blustery north.
She spent a summer and fall in Maine picking peaches and apples, traveled
the world for a few years, and did astint fighting crime in the records section of
a police department. She now lives in the foothills of the Appalachians with
her standard poodle and spends her days as a scientist with the requisite
glasses but minus the lab coat. She is the author of HIDING PLACE,
HUNTING GROUND, KILLING FIELD, and ONCE MORE UNTO THE
BREACH, all available from Polis Books. Follow her at @AMeghanHolloway.
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House of Hearts
by Francesca Lia Block
Izzy Ames is a fierce young woman, living with her beloved boyfriend Cyrus
Rivera and her three-legged tortoise, Yard, in a shack they built near the
Salton Sea. One morning, Izzy wakes up to find Cyrus has vanished.
After weeks of looking for him with no results, Izzy discovers a clue that Cyrus
may have left her for another woman. She abandons her search, and,
heartbroken, ends up at the House of Hearts retreat center that promises
'Healing from Grief and Childhood Trauma'. At the center, Izzy is paired with a
Cyrus look-alike, the musician, Ever Fontana, and for a moment she forgets
the pain of her past. But when new clues about Cyrus's disappearance
surface, Izzy must go down into the dark to find thetruth.
Izzy's quest will take her into a world of sexuality, madness and violence, a
world where she will discover secrets not only about Cyrus but also, ultimately
about herself.
Rare Bird Books
On Sale: Jun 24/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 232 pages
9781644282625 • $35.50 • cl
Fiction / Romance / General

Notes
previous novel received praise from the New York
Times Book Review, Time, NPR, LA Times, and
Publisher's Weekly, among others.

Author Bio
Francesca Lia Block is the bestselling author of more than twenty-five widelytranslated books of fiction, non-fiction, short stories and poetry, and she has
also written various essays, reviews and screenplay adaptations of her work.
She has received the Spectrum Award, the Phoenix Award, the ALA Rainbow
Award and the 2005 Margaret A. Edwards Lifetime Achievement Award, as
well as praise from the New York Times Book Review, Time, NPR, LA Times,
and Publisher's Weekly, among others.
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The City of Good Death
by Priyanka Champaneri
Winner of the Restless Books Prize for New Immigrant Writing

Restless Books
On Sale: Mar 18/22
5.51 x 8.27 • 464 pages
9781632062536 • $26.95 • pb
Fiction / Family Life • Ages 16 years and up

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781632062529

Winner of the Restless Books Prize for New Immigrant WritingFinalist for
the Center for Fiction First Novel Prize
Set in a death hostel in India's holy city of Banaras, where dying Hindus
come to be released from the cycle of reincarnation, Priyanka
Champaneri's transcendent debut novel The City of Good Death is an
unforgettable tale of family, ghosts, rebirth, redemption, and letting go.
As the dutiful manager of a death hostel in Banaras on the banks of the
Ganges, Pramesh Prasad administers to dying pilgrims who hope to be
released from earthly reincarnation. In the holy city, Pramesh can nearly
persuade himself that here, there is no past or future. He lives and works
contentedly with his wife, Shobha, their young daughter, Rani, the hostel
priests, his hapless but winning assistant Mohan, and the constant flow of
families with their dying kin. But one day the past arrives in the form of a body
pulled from the river-a man with an uncanny resemblance to Pramesh. Called
â€œtwinsâ€ in their childhood village, he and his cousin Sagar are
inseparable until Pramesh leaves to see the outside world and Sagar stays to
tend the land. After Pramesh marries Shobha, defying his family's wishes, a
rift opens between the cousins that he has willed himself to forget. Yet for
Shobha, Sagar's reemergence casts a shadow over the life she's built for her
family. Soon, anunwelcome guest takes up residence in the death hostel, the
dying mysteriously continue to live, and Pramesh is forced to confront his own
ideas about death, rebirth, and redemption.
â€œLush prose evokes the thick, close atmosphere of Kashi and the intricate
religious practices upon which life and death depend. Rumor and superstition
(...)

Author Bio
Priyanka Champaneri received her MFA in creative writing from George
Mason University and has been a fellow at the Virginia Center for the Creative
Arts numerous times. She received the 2018 Restless Books Prize for New
Immigrant Writing for The City of Good Death, her first novel.
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A Down Home Meal for These Difficult Times
Stories
by Meron Hadero
Winner of the 2020 Restless Books Prize for New Immigrant Writing,
Ethiopian American author Meron Hadero's gorgeously wrought
collection of stories, A Down Home Meal for These Difficult Times ,
offers sharp and humane portraits of those whose lives have been
marked by border crossings and the risk of displacement.
Set across the U.S. and abroad, Meron Hadero's stories feature characters
who are immigrants, refugees, and those facing dislocation, all struggling to
begin again, all fighting to belong. Moving through diverse geographies and
styles, these captivating narratives follow characters on the journey toward
home, which they dream of, create and redefine, lose and find and make their
own. Beyond migration, these stories examine themes of race, gender, class,
friendship and betrayal, the despairof loss and the enduring resilience of
hope.
Restless Books
On Sale: May 20/22
5.75 x 8.5 • 224 pages
9781632061188 • $34.95 • cl

Notes
INTRODUCING THE WINNER OF THE RESTLESS
BOOKS PRIZE FOR NEW IMMIGRANT WRITING: In
awarding the 2020 Prize to Ethiopian-American short
story writer Meron Hadero, judges Dinaw Mengestu,
Achy Obejas, and Ilan Stavans wrote, “As we enter a
future that will be shaped more and more profoundly
by such border crossings, these sharp, humane,
beautiful portraits are a gift.”
A RISING SHORT-FICTION STAR: The winner of the
2021 AKO Caine Prize for African Writing, Hadero’s
stories have also been selected for Best American
Short Stories. She was listed in San Francisco
Magazine’s 2018 feature “Making Waves: 100 Artists
Putting the East Bay on the Map” and received an
NEA residency award from the MacDowell Colony.
POWERFUL STORIES OF IMMIGRATION,
DISPLACEMENT, DIASPORA, AND FINDING HOME:
With immigration and refugee crises constantly in the
news, Hadero’s stories take us inside the experience
of people impelled to move. Her moving portraits of
characters astride complex political and environmental
forces will appeal to fans of Jhumpa Lahiri,
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Danielle Evans, Edwidge
Danticat, and Junot Diaz.

Winner of the 2021 AKO Caine Prize for African Writing, "The Street Sweep" is
about an enterprising young man on the verge of losing his home in Addis
Ababa who pursues an improbable opportunity to turn his life around.
Appearing in Best American Short Stories, "The Suitcase" follows a woman
visiting her country of origin for the first time and finds that an ordinary object
opens up an unexpected, complex bridge between worlds. Shortlisted for the
2019 Caine Prize, "The Wall" portrays the intergenerational friendship
between two refugees living in Iowa who have connections to Germany before
the fall of the Berlin Wall. A Best American Short Stories notable, "Mekonnen
aka Mack aka Huey Freakin' Newton" is a coming-of-age tale about an
Ethiopian immigrant in Brooklyn encountering nuances of race in his new
country.
Kaleidoscopic, powerful, and illuminative, the stories in A Down Home Meal
for These Difficult Times expand our understanding of the essential and
universal need for connection and the vital refuge of home"and announce a
major new talent in Meron Hadero.

Author Bio
Meron Hadero is an Ethiopian American who was born in Addis Ababa and
came to the U.S. via Germany as a young child. Meron's short stories have
won the 2021 Caine Prize for African Writing, shortlisted for the 2019 Caine
Prize for African Writing, and appear in Best American Short Stories,
Ploughshares, McSweeney's Quarterly Concern, Zyzzyva, The Iowa Review,
Missouri Review, 40 Short Stories: A Portable Anthology, and others. She's
also been published in The New York Times Book Review, the anthology The
Displaced: Refugee Writers on Refugee Lives, and will appear in the
forthcoming anthology Letter to a Stranger: Essays to the Ones Who Haunt
Us. A 2019-2020 Steinbeck Fellow at San Jose State University, and a fellow
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CAPTURING THE ZEITGEIST: Amid a tsunami of
young Black literary authors populating the bestseller
lists and staff picks at bookstores, Meron Hadero’s
stories will intrigue fans of Raven Leilani, Brit Bennett,
Akwaeke Emezi, Nana Kwame Adjei-Brenyah, Yaa
Gyasi, Honoree Fanonne Jeffers, and others.
Appealing, funny, topical, and heartbreaking, A Down
Home Meal for These Difficult Times makes a great
book club selection.
A WELL-CONNECTED AUTHOR: With degrees from
Princeton (BA, History), Yale (JD, Law), and Michigan
(MFA); past residencies at Yaddo, MacDowell, and
Ragdale; and connections in the Bay Area literary
community including the Museum of the African
Diaspora, Yerba Buena Center for the Arts, and the
San Francisco Writers Grotto, Meron Hadero can draw
on a broad array of support. Viet Thanh Nguyen,
Maaza Mengiste, Lesley Nneka Arimah, Vanessa Hua,
and Ingrid Rojas Contreras have offered to read the
book with the possibility of blurbing.

at Yaddo, Ragdale, and MacDowell, Meron holds an MFA in creative writing
from the University of Michigan, a JD from Yale Law School (Washington
State Bar), and a BA in history from Princeton with a certificate in American
studies.
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Pina
by Titaua Peu, translated by Jeffrey Zuckerman
Winner of the 2017 Eugène Dabit Prize
Winner of the 2019 French Voices Grand Prize
From award-winning Tahitian author Titaua Peu comes Pina, a
devastating novel about a family torn apart by secrets and the legacy of
colonialism, held together by nine-year-old Pina, a girl shouldering the
immeasurable weight of her family's traumas.
Far from Tahiti's postcard-perfect beaches, Ma and Auguste and five of their
nine children live a hand-to-mouth life in destitute, run-down Tenaho. Nineyear-old Pina, abused and neglected in equal measure, is the keeper of her
family's secrets, though the weight of this knowledge soon proves to be a
burden no child could ever bear.

Restless Books
On Sale: Jul 15/22
5.51 x 8.27 • 320 pages
9781632061553 • $27.95 • pb
Fiction / Coming of Age

Notes
AWARD-WINNING AUTHOR AND TRANSLATOR:
Titaua Peu is the first Polynesian author to be awarded
the Eugène Dabit Prize. Translator Jeffrey Zuckerman
won the 2019 French Voices Grand Prize for his
translation of Pina.
A FAMILY SAGA BEARING WITNESS TO HISTORY:
An intimate tale of a family troubled by poverty,
alcoholism, debt, and violence, Pina explores how
intergenerational traumas affect individual lives.
BRILLIANT CHARACTERIZATION OF WOMEN:
Centered around Pina, a resilient and contemplative
young girl, the novel depicts the reality and psyche of
its many female characters, “from the whore to the
saint,” with care and verve reminiscent of Toni
Morrison.
A BOLD LYRICAL STYLE: Written in sinuous and
arresting prose that shatters conventions, Pina is
poetry, history, sociology, love letter to a place, and a
revelation all at once.
A RAW, ANTICOLONIALIST VOICE: Titaua Peu
confronts the legacy and continuation of the
exploitative colonialist practices in Polynesia, exposing
the dark, overlooked side of paradise.

A victim of her father's alcoholic rages and the object of her mother's anger
and indifference, Pina protects her younger sister, MoÃ¯ra, as best she can,
but a tragic accident upsets the precarious equilibrium of the family, setting
them on a path to destruction. The fault lines of her family, descendants of
Ma'ohi warriors who once fended off European settlers, begin to shift and
crack open, laying bare how the past shapes and haunts the present: her
brother Pauro falls in love with aFrenchman, her sister Rosa sinks into sexual
exploitation as a futile means of escape, her eldest brother August Junior's
addictions and temper may lead him into ruin, and Hannah, the oldest
daughter who had escaped to France, is beckoned back home, fearing the
worst.
Elegantly translated from the French by Jeffrey Zuckerman, Pina introduces a
bold and profoundly humane anticolonial writer. It's a gut punch of a novel that
traces the history of a family, an island, and a people, reaching back to a time
before colonial rule and stretching into an imagined, hopeful future of
independence and autonomy, offering the promise of redemption.

Author Bio
Titaua Peu is a Tahitian author known for her politically charged, realistic
portrayal of the effects of colonialism on contemporary Polynesia. Peu's first
novel, Mutismes, was published in 2003, making her the youngest-ever
published Tahitian author at age twenty-eight. Pina was awarded the 2017
Eugène Dabit Prize, a first for Polynesian literature. She currently lives in
Tahiti where she serves as the general manager of the municipality of Paea.
Jeffrey Zuckerman is a translator of French, including books by the artists
Jean-Michel Basquiat and the Dardenne brothers, the queer writers Jean
Genet and HervÃ© Guibert, and the Mauritian novelists Ananda Devi, Shenaz
Patel, and Carl de Souza. A graduate of Yale University, he has been a finalist
for the TA First Translation Prize and the French-American Foundation
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Translation Prize, and he was awarded the French Voices Grand Prize for his
translation of Pina . In 2020 he was named a Chevalier in the Ordre des Arts
et des Lettres by the French government.
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Teachers in the Forest
by Barry Babcock, edited by Daniel J. Rice
'A rewarding and enriching fusion of traditional wisdom, science and
first-hand experience.' -Tristan Gooley, author of The Natural Navigator,
and How to Read Nature

On Sale: May 20/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 268 pages
9781736089439 • $21.95 • pb
Nature / Ecosystems & Habitats / Wilderness

Notes
Babcock has been featured in two documentaryfilms
about wild wolves (Wolf Spirit and Medicine of the
Wolf. He has been active in reversing the wolf hunt
withMinnesota legislature, and been a key speaker at
the MN Capitol with Jane Goodall. Wolfhunting is a
major issue as demonstrated by the FB groups – Wolf
ConservationCenter (over 5M), Wolves of the Rockies
(182K) and Wolf Connection (240K). Babcock’sbook
will entice readers who support this animal.

Drawing from a similar
lifestyle and environmental ethic as Henry D. Thoreau and Aldo Leopold,
Babcock
has lived more than two decades off-grid deep in the forest near the
headwaters
of the Mississippi River. Here he has discovered a balance in the
interconnectedness
of all life in the woods, and derived his sustenance from hunting, fishing,
gardening, gathering wild food, providing water from a hand-pump well and
minimal electricity from the sun. He befriended an Ojibwe Elder, Chi-Ma'iingan
(Big Wolf), from whom he learned the Seven Grandfather Teachings (Wisdom,
Love,
Respect, Courage, Honesty, Humility, and Truth). In this collection, Babcock
shares his love of the natural world through a unique land ethic that combines
the ideology of Thoreau and Leopold, and that which he learned from
Chi-Ma'iingan.

Babcock proposes a radical
shift in how Americans support our environment and wildlife. He was recently
featured in the documentary films: MEDICINE OF THE WOLF ,
andWOLF SPIRIT .

From these pages: 'We
must stop seeing the natural world as a commodity and start seeing it as we
would see a family member-something to love, protect, care for, and cherish.'
This book is a deeply poeticaccount of one man's quest to live off the land and
his battle-cry to protect
it.' -Julia Huffman, Director of Medicine of the Wolf and Wolf Spirit
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'The teachings contained within this book belong to the
author's decades afield as both hunter and self-provider and are also strongly
influenced by his close ties to the Ojibwe people and their connection to the
land and its animals.' -Traditional
Bowhunter Magazine

"This book will heighten the way you interpret and
value our remaining wild places.' -Daniel J. Rice, author of The Unpeopled
Season

'Babcock is a curious, persistent, conscientious man who
cares deeply about the land.' -Katie Carter, KAXE Radi

Author Bio
Babcock lives off the grid in the Mississippi Headwaters Country of northern
Minnesota. His lifestyle is one of simple and self-sustaining existence. He
gathers what he needs from the land by gardening, hunting, harvesting, and
his only electricity is harnessed from the sun, his water from a well which is
pumped daily by hand. He lives an intimate balance with the natural world.
He has pursued a way of life distanced from the economic and consumptive
norms which he believes can hinder a persons connection to the natural
world. He truly lives on the perimeter of society.
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Nocturnal Admissions
Behind the Scenes at Tunnel, Limelight, Avalon, and Other
Legendary Nightclubs
by Steve Adelman, foreword by Anthony Haden-Guest
Steve Adelman's humorous and engaging memoir reflects on his years as the
director of some of the world's most popular nightclubs, including the Roxy,
Limelight, Tunnel, and Palladium in the heyday of clubs in New York City
during the 1980s and 1990s, followed by Avalon (Boston, Hollywood, and
Singapore locations), and the New Daisy Theatre in Memphis. Nocturnal
Admissions is a timely, nonconventional look at one of pop culture's most
outwardly glamorous, yet misunderstood industries, bringing the reader
backstage into the world of nightlife at its highest level.

Santa Monica Press
On Sale: May 20/22
6 x 9 • 336 pages
50 Photos
9781595801142 • $33.95 • cl
Biography / Entertainment & Performing Arts

Notes
Anyone who ever experienced any of Steve’s
legendary clubs – The Roxy (NYC), Tunnel (NYC),
Palladium (NYC), Limelight (NYC), Avalon (Boston,
Hollywood, Singapore), or The New Daisy (Memphis)
– will relish reading the behind-the-scenes tales of
what it was like to be at the center of the nightlife world
in the 1980s, 1990s, and 21st century.
Anyone who is a fan of DJs and EDM music will enjoy
learning about how Steve played a hugely influential
role in the development and popularity of these genres
of dance clubs and dance music.
While Nocturnal Admissions is not a book filled with
salacious details about the lives of celebrities, there
are enough tidbits about everyone from Prince to Perry
Farrell to Bruce Willis to Johnny Depp to Leonardo
DiCaprio to satisfy any celebrity gossip fan.

Wearing the multiple hats of ringmaster, entrepreneur, guidance counselor,
multimillion-dollar dealmaker, and music soothsayer, Adelman chronicles an
improbable journey from small town to big city, filled with a cast of characters
he could never have imagined: People named Hedda Lettuce, Jenetalia, Maxi
Min, Jiggy, who collide with and around the likes of Jack Nicholson, Bruce
Willis, Sir Richard Branson, Leonardo DiCaprio, RuPaul, Rudy Giuliani, and
Snoop Dogg, among many, many others.
Navigating city crackdowns, crazed partners, and cultural differences,
Adelman relates how he watched his Nana out-dance an ex-NFL lineman,
was chastised by Bob Dylan, launched the EDM musical movement, helped
created the mash up" with Perry Farrell, butted heads with Jerry Falwell, rang
in the New Year with Matt Damon's mother, leveraged porn star Jenna
Jameson, relied on advice from felons, almost pancaked Prince, and built the
world's most lavish nightclub.
Nocturnal Admissions is a hilarious, adrenaline-filled ride through the peak
decades of the world's most famous nightclubs and nightlife scenes.

Author Bio
Widely recognized as the cofounder of the Avalon nightclub brand, Steve
Adelman has earned a reputation for combining creativity and bottom-line
economics into acclaimed projects worldwide.
In the early '90s, Adelman moved to New York City to open the Roxy, serving
as its director. Only two years later he was tabbed as director of the iconic
Limelight and within three years had expanded his role to include New York
City's four largest nightclubs, including the Tunnel and Palladium.
In 1997, Adelman returned to Boston to launch Avalon on famed Lansdowne
Street, which quickly became a national success. Over the next four years, he
led a team to develop six venues on the famed street, turning it into the
ultimate one-stop entertainment destination.
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In 2002, Adelman purchased the Palace Theatre in Hollywood and Limelight
in New York City, the same venue he directed ten years earlier. After one year
and $12 million in construction and renovations, he launched Avalon on both
coasts, along with the ultra-exclusive Spider Club. This club within a club"
became the ultimate celebrity haunt and along with Avalon became one of the
country's most sought-after Nightlife experiences.
Always striving to be one step ahead and break new ground, he expanded his
focus to Singapore, opening Avalon as part of the Marina Bay Sands Resort
and Casino, becoming the first American-entertainment brand of its kind in
Asia. Returning to the States, Adelman set his sights on renowned Beale
Street in Memphis, restoring the historic New Daisy Theatre.
Interviews of the author and articles related to his clubs and community
involvement have appeared in numerous publications and can be seen at
SteveAdelman.com/press.
<span class="">Anthony Haden-Guest is a cartoonist, journalist, and author.
His drawings have appeared in the New York Observer, and his stories have
appeared in such magazines as Talk, Vanity Fair, The New Yorker, Details,
the London Observer, Sunday Times and Telegraph, and Paris Review . His
books include<span class=""> The Last Party: Studio 54, Disco & the Culture
of the Night (William Morrow & Co.) and<span class=""> True Colors: The
Real Life of the Art World (Grove/Atlantic). He lives in New York City and
London.
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The Lighter Side of Yoga
by Mike Nevitt, foreword by Danny Paradise
From surreptitious farts in yoga classes to Zoom yoga participants sneaking
wine and cheese off camera to the 'how many challenges can you do in one
month' challenge to those folks who just can't help peeking during meditation
sessions, The Lighter Side of Yoga presents the humorous and offbeat
aspects of yoga through Mike Nevitt's satiric comics.

The many true-to-life situations in the book are based on Nevitt's experiences
and observations over a 30-year period as a full-time yoga and meditation
teacher. Aside from providing good laughs, Nevitt aims to gently poke those
teachers and students who might have a tendency to take themselves and the
practice of yoga a little too seriously.

Santa Monica Press
On Sale: Apr 29/22
8.5 x 5.5 • 144 pages
Fully illustrated in color
9781595801098 • $20.50 • pb
Humor / Form / Comic Strips & Cartoons

Yoga and mindfulness practitioners will smile knowingly as they recognize the
all-too-familiar scenarios which Nevitt skewers throughout the book. So settle
into your favorite yoga pose and let The Lighter Side of Yoga get your chakras
spinning!

Author Bio
Originally from Manchester in the UK and now living in Copenhagen,
Denmark, Mike Nevitt began practicing yoga at the age of 29 in 1994. Nevitt
has been a practitioner and full-time teacher of yoga and meditation for the
past 26 years and has led workshops and seminars worldwide. During this
time he has owned successful yoga studios both in the UK and in Denmark.
Danny Paradise has been practicing Ashtanga yoga since 1976 and teaching
worldwide since 1979. He initially studied with the first advanced Western
teachers of Ashtanga yoga, David Williams and Nancy Gilgoff. Danny began
teaching with David Williams in 1979 in Maui, Hawaii. Danny has introduced
the form of Ashtanga yoga throughout the world: Europe, Asia, North and
South America, the Middle East and Africa. He has also introduced the
Ashtanga yoga practice to numerous world-renowned musicians, artists,
actors, fashion designers, film directors and sports champions.
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Bingo!
Forty Years in the NBA
by Ralph Lawler and Chris Epting, foreword by Bill Walton

Santa Monica Press
On Sale: Jun 19/22
6 x 9 • 336 pages
50 Photos
9781595801104 • $33.95 • cl
Biography / Sports

Bingo!: Forty Years in the NBA is the autobiography of legendary Los Angeles
Clippers and sports broadcaster Ralph Lawler. The book covers Lawler's
extraordinary life and career, from his childhood in Peoria, Illinois; through his
time at Bradley University; to the beginning of his sports announcing career at
the Riverside International Raceway; his years spent in Philadelphia with the
Flyers, Phillies, and 76ers; his years in San Diego with the Conquistadors and
the Chargers; and culminating in his 40-year career with the Clippers. Along
the way, basketball and the NBA is the focus of the book, with Lawler's
observations and stories about players, coaches, and teams from the 1940s
through his retirement at the close of the 2019 season forming the core of the
book. Included among the myriad stories and reflections will be his
relationships with NBA legend Bill Walton, infamous Clippers owner Donald
Sterling, Clippers GM and NBA great Elgin Baylor, and a variety of famous
players and coaches from throughout the NBA. As Lawler used to famously
say from behind the microphone, Fasten your seatbelts!" Bingo! is a fun-filled
journey through professional basketball, with plenty of "Oh me, Oh my!"
moments, and the definitive answer to the burning question all NBA fans want
to know: Is there any truth to "Lawler's Law"?"
<blockquote type=cite">"Ralph Lawler-a rare and different dude, and a
spiritual force of nature beyond description-is as fine a broadcaster, friend,
and human being as has ever lived."-Bill Walton

Author Bio
Ralph Lawler is best known for his 41-year tenure as the voice of the NBA's
Los Angeles Clippers. His broadcasting career began in the 1960s upon
graduating from Bradley University in his hometown of Peoria, Illinois. Lawler
initially worked as a sports announcer at 1440 KPRO in Riverside, California
and did some announcing at the nearby Riverside International Raceway.
From there, Lawler went on to work in Philadelphia, where he broadcast
games for the Flyers of the National Hockey League, the 76ers of the National
Basketball Association, the Phillies of Major League Baseball, Big 5 college
basketball, and Temple college football. He also worked as a sports reporter
for then-CBS station WCAU-TV, before returning to Southern California for
good in the late 1970s, calling the San Diego Conquistadors of the American
Basketball Association and the San Diego Chargers of the National Football
League before beginning his stint with the (then) San Diego Clippers in 1978.
He is one ofa very few announcers who has called games in each of the four
professional U.S. sports leagues (NBA, NFL, MLB, and NHL).
Lawler was named a 2019 Curt Gowdy Media Award recipient by the Naismith
Memorial Basketball Hall of Fame at All-Star Weekend and over the course of
his 40 seasons, he has also been awarded with a Star on the Hollywood Walk
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of Fame, three Emmys, a Telly Award and inductions into the Southern
California Sports Broadcasters (SCSB) Hall of Fame and the California Sports
Hall of Fame. Lawler and his wife Jo have three grown children and seven
grandchildren and currently divide their time betweenFlorida and Oregon.
Chris Epting is the author of 30 books, including James Dean Died Here
(Santa Monica Press), Roadside Baseball (Santa Monica Press), Change of
Seasons (John Oates' memoir)(St. Martin's Press) and many others. He is
also an award-winning travel writer and has contributed articles for such
publications as the Los Angeles Times, Westways and Travel + Leisure
magazine, among other publications. In addition, Chris is a veteran music
journalist and recently co-wrote Def Leppard's Phil Collen's memoir,
Adrenalized," and the forthcoming Doobie Brothers' memoir "Long Train
Runnin'" He also co-created and co-hosts the REELZ Channel docu-series "It
Happened Here." Bill Walton was NCAA player of the year at UCLA from 1972
to 1974, when UCLA set an NCAA record eighty-eight consecutive-game
winning streak. A former NBA Champion and MVP, he was inducted into the
Basketball Hall of Fame and selected as one of the NBA's Fifty Greatest
Players ever. He has also had a successful award-winning broadcasting
career with ABC, ESPN, NBC, MSNBC, CBS, Turner, and Fox, among others.
He currently resides in his hometown of San Diego with his family. Visit him at
BillWalton.com.
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Get into Any College
The Insider's Guide to Getting into a Top College
by Gen Tanabe and Kelly Tanabe
Based on the real-life experiences of students who were admitted to the
United States' most prestigious universities, this guide provides proven
strategies to get into and pay for any college. Detailing what high school
students-from freshmen to seniors-can do to prepare, this updated edition
addresses recent changes in admissions and financial aid processes and the
increasingly popular early-admissions option. Examples of applications,
interviews, and 25 actual college-admission essays complement information
on how parents can help without hurting, what it takes to ace the SAT and
ACT, and where students can find free cash for tuition. Stories of students'
successes and failures reveal how the college-admissions and financial-aid
processes really work, while giving a personal face to what is often seen as an
impersonal experience. A section for special groups includes admission
considerations for athletes, transfer and international students, students with
disabilities, andhome-schooled students.
SuperCollege
On Sale: Jun 3/22
6 x 9 • 272 pages
9781617601750 • $25.50 • pb
Study Aids / College Entrance

What's even better than all the top-notch tips is that the book is written in a
cool, conversational way and even offers anecdotal bits in their Stories From
Real Life section." - College Bound Magazine
"This fast read, written by Harvard graduates, contains advice and one
chapter devoted to helping parents without being heavy-handed." - Town &
Country Magazine
"They wrote the book after recognizing high school students' need for
concrete advice on how to beat the admissions game." - San Jose Mercury
News
'The chapters on essay writing with examples are excellent for students who
never know how to begin. Examples of essays, both strong and weak, go a
long way to help students who are stuck.' -Lynda McGee, College Counselor,
Downtown Magnets High School

Author Bio
Gen Tanabe andKelly Tanabe are the authors of 14 books including The
Ultimate Guide to America's Best Colleges, The Ultimate Scholarship Book,
and How to Write a Winning Scholarship Essay. They tour the country as
speakers on college planning and live in Belmont, California.
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Get Free Cash for College
Secrets to Winning Scholarships
by Gen Tanabe and Kelly Tanabe
The secrets, tips, and strategies used by actual students to win millions of
dollars in financial aid and scholarships are revealed in this completely revised
guide for parents and high school, college, and graduate students. Every step
of the scholarship process is examined, with advice on finding the right
scholarships, crafting applications, writing exceptional essays, and asking the
college for a financial aid reassessment. Profiles of scholarship judges give
potential applicants insight into the scholarship selection process and the
qualities that judges seek in selecting the winners. A fully updated scholarship
directory contains the top 175 scholarships that anyone can win with awards
worth more than $100 million; examples of winning scholarship applications,
essays, and interview questions and answers are also included.

SuperCollege
On Sale: Jun 3/22
7 x 10 • 320 pages
9781617601743 • $27.95 • pb
Study Aids / Financial Aid

'Take these important tips from two experienced writers who are nationally
recognized for their expertise on all facets of the college application process.'
-David Miller, Director of College Counseling, Stevenson School
'This book gives a down to earth, step-by-step method of finding, applying for
and winning scholarships.'
-Lynda McGee, College Counselor, Downtown Magnets High School
'We recommend Get Free Cash for College .'
- Cosmo Girl
'Helpful, well-organized guide, with copies of actual letters and essays and
practical tips. A good resource for all students.'
- KLIATT
'Students applying for college can tap into thousands of scholarships.'
- San Mateo County Times
'The Tanabes use their experiences and those of other students to guide high
school and college students and their parents through the scholarship and
financial aid process.'
- Palo Alto Daily News

Author Bio
Gen Tanabe andKelly Tanabe won more than $100,000 in merit-based
scholarships to graduate from Harvard debt-free. They are the authors of 14
books including The Ultimate Scholarship Book, How to Write a Winning
Scholarship Essay, and Accepted! 50 Successful College Admission Essays .
They tour the country as speakers on college planning and live in Belmont,
California.
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How to Write a Winning Scholarship Essay
30 Essays That Won Over $3 Million in Scholarships
by Gen Tanabe and Kelly Tanabe
Examining the two basic components of scholarship competition-essays
and interviews-this vital guidebook offers practical advice and real-life
examples to guide students through the entire application process. A
roundtable panel of judges and applicants supply inside information regarding
the winning qualities sought after by award-giving organizations and tips for
finding scholarships by using books, the internet, personal connections, and
sources in the community.
With insight into the judges' criteria for a successful application, 30 previously
awarded scholarship essays are thoroughly analyzed, from choice of topic to
writing style. Revealing unique strategies for preparation and overcoming
nervousness, this definitive resource also includes sample interview questions
and answers.
SuperCollege
On Sale: Jul 1/22
6 x 9 • 256 pages
9781617601767 • $25.50 • pb
Study Aids / Financial Aid

An excellent guide for all students." - School Library Journal
"A wealth of tips, tricks, techniques, advice, and useful strategies... absolute
'must-read' for anyone interested in competing for scholarship funds." Bookwatch
"Sound advice for the college bound." -Paula Rohrlick, KLIATT

Author Bio
Gen Tanabe andKelly Tanabe won more than $100,000 in merit-based
scholarships to graduate from Harvard debt-free. They are the authors of 14
books including The Ultimate Scholarship Book, Accepted! 50 Successful
College Admission Essays and The Ultimate Guide to America's Best
Colleges . They tour the country as speakers on college planning and live in
Belmont, California.
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The Ultimate Scholarship Book 2023
Billions of Dollars in Scholarships, Grants and Prizes
by Gen Tanabe and Kelly Tanabe
Information on 1.5 million scholarships, grants, and prizes is easily accessible
in this revised directory with more than 300 new listings that feature awards
indexed by career goal, major, academics, public service, talent, athletics,
religion, ethnicity, and more. Each entry contains all the necessary information
for students and parents to complete the application process, including
eligibility requirements, how to obtain an application, how to get more
information about each award,sponsor website listings, award amounts, and
key deadlines. With scholarships for high school, college, graduate, and adult
students, this guide also includes tips on how to conduct the most effective
search, how to write a winning application, and how to avoid scams.
A present for anxious parents."
- Honolulu Advertiser
SuperCollege
On Sale: Jul 1/22
8.5 x 11 • 688 pages
9781617601729 • $41.95 • pb
Study Aids / Financial Aid

"Advice on applying for scholarships from start to finish."
- Town & Country Magazine
"All students will profit from this highly detailed book."
-David Miller, Director of College Counseling, Stevenson School
"This guide (has) ... practical tips on where to find scholarships; how to write
effective applications, resumes, and winning essays; and how to get glowing
recommendations and ace scholarship interviews."
-C.E. King, Iowa State University, Choice Magazine
'A common sense approach to scholarship searches. The Ultimate
Scholarship Book gives a down to earth step by step method of finding,
applying for and winning scholarships.'
-Lynda McGee, College Counselor, Downtown Magnets High School, Los
Angeles
'Upbeat tone and clear, practical advice.'
- Book News

Author Bio
Gen Tanabe andKelly Tanabe won more than $100,000 in merit-based
scholarships to graduate from Harvard debt-free. They are the authors of 14
books including How to Write a Winning Scholarship Essay, Accepted! 50
Successful College Admission Essays and The Ultimate Guide to America's
Best Colleges . They tour the country as speakers on college planning and
live in Belmont, California.
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The Ultimate Guide to America's Best Colleges 2023
by Gen Tanabe and Kelly Tanabe
The only guidebook of its kind to combine extensive narrative college profiles
with detailed data and statistics on each institution, this tome reports on more
than 300 colleges and universities, addressing their academics, majors,
student life, athletics, student body, distinguished alumni, admissions/financial
aid, and postgraduation success. Tips on each college's admission process
and student quotes from a national survey accompany each description to
provide an honest and thoroughappraisal of each college's strengths and
weaknesses.
To guide students by the numbers, this book includes extensive statistics for
each school, with figures on the student composition, class sizes, most
popular majors, admissions rates, required standardized tests, deadlines,
college costs, and financial aid. A must-have, go-to resource for any collegebound student, their parents, or guidance and career counselors, readers will
also find a ranking of the 100 best college values.
SuperCollege
On Sale: Jul 29/22
8.25 x 10.5 • 992 pages
9781617601774 • $36.50 • pb
Study Aids / College Guides

The most honest guide to colleges."
-Peggy Espada, Director, Wilkes University Upward Bound
"If you can only afford one book, this is the one!"
-Lynda McGee, College Counselor, Downtown Magnets High School, Los
Angeles
"Finally, a book that has it all! A godsend for savvy students."
-Lana Klene, Counselor, Lawrence North High School
"Up-to-date information both positive and negative that you may not find
elsewhere."
-Linda Kimmel, College/Career Specialist, Irvington High School
"Full of revelations that cannot be discovered unless one spends countless
hours roaming a campus."
-John Beischel, College/Career Counselor, Department Chair, Princeton High
School

Author Bio
Gen Tanabe andKelly Tanabe are the authors of 14 books including The
Ultimate Scholarship Book, How to Write a Winning Scholarship Essay, and
Accepted! 50 Successful College Application Essays. They tour the country as
speakers on college planning and live in Belmont, California.
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50 Successful University of California Application
Essays
Get into the Top UC Colleges and Other Selective Schools
by Gen Tanabe and Kelly Tanabe
Dedicated to giving prospective students the edge they need to
distinguish themselves among tens of thousands of peers, this
guidebook demystifies the essay portion of the application process to
the top University of California schools, including those in Berkeley, Los
Angeles, and San Diego.
With the high level of selectivity at University of California programs, the
unique essay requirements posed by the schools, and the ever-climbing
number of applicants, the book arms readers with 50 example essays that
feature a discussion of the positive and negative aspect to each one, tips from
college admission officers and successful applicants, and a description of the
25 essay mistakes to avoid at all costs.
SuperCollege
On Sale: Jul 29/22
6 x 9 • 192 pages
9781617601736 • $20.95 • pb
Study Aids / College Entrance

For anyone wishing to become a Bruin, Golden Bear, or student at any school
affiliated with the University of California system, this resource serves as the
ultimate must-have to maximize success when composing the essay portion
of an application.
About Authors Gen and Kelly Tanabe
'As admission officers look for more subtle ways to make fine distinctions
among so many qualified applicants, the personal statement, or college essay
assumes growing importance. This book can help students gain the
necessary edge that will make their applications stand out. Gen and Kelly
Tanabe are nationally recognized experts in every facet of the college
application process. They have written several books on the topic and blend
humor, organization and specific real life examples with ahighly readable style
to assure your success.'
-David Miller, Director of College Counseling, Stevenson School
'I would like to extend my greatest appreciation to your 'Accepted' publication.
I recently applied to Cornell University. I read your book from cover to back,
wrote an essay about 'Snorkeling in Okinawa' (which most people criticized),
and got ACCEPTED to Cornell. Thank you very much for your help, and I'll be
sure to refer this book to anyone applying to college.'
-Jason Clemmey
'If you're struggling with your essays, the Tanabes offer some encouragement.
- College Bound Magazine

Author Bio
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Gen Tanabe andKelly Tanabe are the authors of 14 books including The
Ultimate Guide to America's Best Colleges, The Ultimate Scholarship Book,
and How to Write a Winning Scholarship Essay. They tour the country as
speakers on college planning and live in Belmont, California.
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Too Far Publishing

The Unfolding Self
Varieties of Transformative Experience
by Ralph Metzner
<p dir=ltr">Transformational experiences are as unique as they are profound,
yet each portrays universal truths of human nature.InThe Unfolding Self:
Varieties of Transformative Experience, Ralph Metzner, PhD, unveils
common dynamics and archetypes of the transformative experience,
offering seekers and those in the throes of personal or societal
transformation a reliable guide.

<p dir="ltr">Drawing from multiple disciplines ranging across the world's
cultures (beginning with his collaborations with Dr. Timothy Leary and Richard
Alpert at Harvard University in the early 1960s), Dr. Metzner explores subtle
concepts using a tapestry of myth, allegory, and historical context.

Too Far Publishing
On Sale: Jun 17/22
6 x 9 • 320 pages
9780907791959 • $27.50 • pb
Body, Mind & Spirit / Spiritualism

<p dir="ltr">The Unfolding Self promises to provide its reader with valuable
tools to become "wise, impartial judges" in their process of transformation into
becoming a more integrated and fulfilled person. Readers who immerse
themselves in these masterful descriptions can catalyze their own process of
evolution.

<p dir="ltr">No comparable psychology of spirituality exists that draws from
such a rich lifework of scholarship, experiment, and spiritual practice. Drawing
from multiple disciplines and ranging across the world's cultures, Dr. Metzner
goes beyond his roots in transpersonal psychology to uncover universal
structures of spiritual transformation. Readers who immerse themselves in
these masterful descriptions can catalyze their own process of evolution

Author Bio
Ralph Metzner (1936-2019) is world-renowned as a pioneer in the study of
consciousness and transformative experience. He worked with Timothy Leary
and Richard Alpert on psychedelic research at Harvard, where he received a
Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology. He has since practiced psychotherapy and
pursued research in consciousness studies in a variety of settings. He taught
at the California Institute of Integral Studies, where he was Academic Dean for
10 years. His other books include The Psychedelic Experience, Maps of
Consciousness, and The Well of Remembrance.
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Too Far Publishing

Dionysian Buddhism
Thirty Guided Meditations in the Three Yanas
by Claudio Naranjo
<p dir=ltr">Dionysian Buddhism: Guided Interpersonal Meditations in the
Three Yanas will assist readers in exploring their own emotional
landscapes. This sequence of thirty guided meditations by the renowned
spiritual teacher and psychotherapist Claudio Naranjo is structured to
guide individuals towards acceptance of what is and to be fully present to meet pain with joy, expand awareness into consciousness and to
learn how to share in the full presence of others.

<p dir="ltr">The 'Dionysian' context of Buddhism provides a lens in which to
interpret non-attachment through noninterference with the stream of life.
Naranjo draws on a wide range of Buddhist traditions, from Theravada to
Vajrayana, in order to create a work that emphasizes both the experiential and
multifaceted aspects of meditation.
Too Far Publishing
On Sale: Jul 22/22
5 x 7 • 176 pages
9780907791973 • $22.95 • pb
Religion / Buddhism / Rituals & Practice

<p dir="ltr">As Naranjo says, "Only a change of consciousness might save our
world, and that in view of this collective shift in consciousness there is nothing
more relevant we can do than start with ourselves

Author Bio
<p dir=ltr">Claudio Naranjo (1932 - 2019) was a Chilean-born
psychotherapist, medical doctor, author, educator, serious Buddhist
practitioner, and pioneer in the areas of psychology, psychedelic therapies,
and human development. His integrative approaches to a variety of fields
elevated his work and created global reach and influence.

<p dir="ltr">Naranjo was an early practitioner of Enneagram of Personality
which he enriched with his deep understanding of psychology and more
esoteric aspects of work with the psyche. He ultimately created SAT (Seekers
After Truth) integrating Gestalt Therapy, Enneagram, contemplative practices,
music and art therapy, and other practices designed to provide deep personal
insights. His last years he further expanded his work to explore education and
its role in promoting patriarchal worldviews that contribute to our deepening
global crisis
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New to Liberty
by DeMisty D. Bellinger
New to Liberty transports readers to the heartland," a rural community marked
by poverty and isolation, as seen through the eyes of two outsiders and one of
their own. In 1966, teenage Sissily is on her way to California with an older
man to begin a life together, when he insists on stopping at his family ranch in
Kansas to see his mother. This family reunion is a painful reminder for Sissily
of the truth about her own heritage and why she ran away, as she meets
women who, decades later, are permanentlyscarred by the Great Depression.

The Unnamed Press
On Sale: Apr 15/22
9781951213466 • $36.50 • cl
Fic / Small Town & Rural

Notes
-For readers of Jesmyn Ward -For readers of Jesmyn
Ward

In 1947, Nella's family relocates to Kansas from Milwaukee during the
summer before her senior year, where she begins an interracial relationship
with a white man called Lucky. They can only meet in secret, or as Lucky is in
a wheelchair sometimes Nella pretends to be his nurse. When three white
men stumble upon "Nurse Nella" one catastrophic afternoon, the violence of a
racist society forces Nella to face the reality of their situation. In 1933, at the
height of the dust bowl and brutal jackrabbit roundups, surrounded by violence
and starvation, Greta finds love with another farm woman. Their clandestine
encounters will be unsustainable for obvious reasons but will have
consequences for generations.
A novel told in three parts, New to Liberty showcases the strength and
resolve of three unforgettable women growing up in a society that refuses to
evolve. Intimate and concise, with piercing insights, DeMisty D. Bellinger
brings the quiet, but treacherous landscape to life, offering a snapshot of midcentury America and keeping readers guessing until the end as to how these
three women are connected.

Author Bio
DeMisty D. Bellinger has an MFA in creative writing from Southampton
College and a PhD in English from the University of Nebraska. She teaches
creative writing at Fitchburg State University in Massachusetts. She serves as
poetry editor at Porcupine Literary and Malarkey Books. DeMisty's writing has
appeared in many journals and anthologies, including The Rumpus and The
Best Small Fictions: 2019 . Her chapbook of poems Rubbing Elbow s is now
available and her full-length poetry collection, Peculiar Heritage, is
forthcoming with Mason Jar Press.
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A Calm & Normal Heart: Stories
by Chelsea T. Hicks
<p dir=ltr">From Oklahoma to California, the heroes of A Calm & Normal
Heart are modern-day homesteaders, adventurers, investigators-seeking out
new places to call their own inside a Nation to which they do not entirely
belong. A member of the Osage tribe, author Chelsea T. Hicks' stories are
compelled by an overlooked diaspora inside America: that of young Native
people.

The Unnamed Press
On Sale: May 7/22
9781951213541 • $34.95 • cl
Fiction / Native American & Aboriginal

Notes
Chelsea T. Hicks brings wry humor, sprawling
imagination, and a profound connection to Native
experience in a collection that will subvert long-held
assumptions for many readers, and inspire hope along
the way.

<p dir="ltr">In stories like 'Goodbye Pizza in Los Angeles,' 'The Oklahoma
Ocean,' and 'Moot Point,' iPhone lifestyles co-mingle with ancestral
connection, strengthening relationships or pushing people apart, while
generational trauma haunts individual paths. Broken partnerships and
polyamorous desire signal a fraught era of modern love, even as old ways
continue to influence how people assess compatibility. And in 'THNXX by
Alcatraz,' an indigenous student finds themselves alone on campus for
Thanksgiving break, confronting racial differences and the true meaning of the
national holiday. Other stories focus on women responding to and
transcending familial abuse and patriarchal conditioning. Leaping back in time,
'A Fresh Start Ruined' inhabits the life of Florence, an Osage woman
attempting to hide her origins while social climbing in midcentury Oklahoma.
And in 'House of RGB' a woman settles in a home of her own, finally
detaching from her pattern of seeking safety through men with the help of a
series of ancestral visitations.
<p dir="ltr">Whether in between college semesters or jobs, on the road to
tribal dances or hasty weddings, escaping troubled homes, or choosing a new
relationship, the characters of A Calm & Normal Heart occupy a complicated
and often unreliable terrain. Chelsea T. Hicks brings wry humor, sprawling
imagination, and a profound connection to Native experience in a collection
that will subvert long-held assumptions for many readers, and inspire hope
along the way

Author Bio
Chelsea T. Hicks' writing has been published in the LA Review of Books, The
Paris Review, McSweeney's, the Believer, The Audacity, Yellow Medicine
Review, Indian Country Today and elsewhere. She is an incoming Tulsa Artist
Fellow and a recent graduate from the MFA program in creative writing at the
Institute of American Indian Arts. She is a 2016 Wah-Zha-Zhi Woman Artist
featured by the Osage Nation Museum, a 2016 and 2017 Writing By Writers
Fellow, and a 2020 finalist for the Eliza So Fellowship for Native American
women writers. She is an enrolled citizen of the Osage Nation and she
belongs to Pawhuska District.
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Exalted
by Anna Dorn

The Unnamed Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
9781951213480 • $36.50 • cl
Fiction / Lesbian

Notes
For fans of Naoise Dolan's EXCITING TIMES and
Beth Morgan's A TOUCH OF JEN
-Her memoir BAD LAWYER published in 2021 by
Hachette
-EXALTED taps into the millennial obsession with
astrology and instagram influencer culture
-Hollywood and pop culture references make this very
accessible and timely
-VAGABLONDE was about friendships and viral fame,
the focus here is on family dynamics: Dawn wants a
better relationship with her son and Emily is trying to
make her parents proud

Emily Forrest runs the hottest astrology account on Instagram, @Exalted, but
astrology is on the outs, and her finances are dwindling. Emily doesn't even
really believe in astrology, despite her gift for deciphering the moons and
signs, until she comes across a birth-chart that could potentially change her
mind. Beau Rubidoux's chart has all the planets in their right places - it is
exalted. She decides that Tres could potentially be the love of her life and
begins following him around Los Angeles in hopes of getting close to him and
catching his eye.
Meanwhile, in Riverside, CA, Dawn Webster has been dumped once again.
At 48, she is forced to return to the diner where she started waiting tables at
18. With no girlfriend, no career, and her only son gone to Hollywood, the
once-vivacious Dawn is aimless and alone. Persona non-grata at the local
lesbian bar, she guzzles cheap champagne and peruses @Exalted to feel
seen. When Dawn spots her son's estranged father one day during a work
break, she decides to track him down and reshape the flailing course of her
life.
Told from Emily and Dawn's alternating points of view, Exalted is a deliciously
dark novel that explores desire, the projection of love, and what we're really
searching for when we keep scrolling. Anna Dorn's signature wit and biting
social commentary takes readers across Southern California until Emily and
Dawn's shocking connection is finally revealed.

Author Bio
Anna Dorn is a writer living in Los Angeles. A former criminal defense attorney
her article on juvenile life without parole was cited by Justice Sotomayor in
Jones v. Mississippi (2021). She has written about culture for LA Review of
Books, The Hairpin, and Vice Magazine. She is the author of the novel
Vagablonde and the memoir Bad Lawyer
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Long Live King Kobe: Following the Murder of Tyler
Kobe Nichols
by Paul Auster, by (photographer) Spencer Ostrander, foreword
by Sherma Chambers
<p dir=ltr">'On the eve of Christmas Eve... ' Paul Auster writes, 'Tyler Kobe
Nichols collapsed onto the sidewalk with three knife wounds in the front of his
torso and one in the back.'
<p dir="ltr">His death soon followed. With it, the twenty-one-year-old joined
the ranks of young people killed by senseless violence in America. Tyler's
death warranted just two paragraphs in theNew York Daily News. And yet with
each death, a new story begins that is rarely if ever told; one that centers
around the fallout from traumatic loss. This story, as Tyler's mother Sherma
Chambers keenly observes, is generational, with no clear end in sight.

The Unnamed Press
On Sale: May 13/22
9781736309322 • $83.95 • cl
Photography / Photoessays & Documentaries

Notes
Long Live King Kobe offers a privileged journey into
the power of community for all who have felt outrage,
confusion, sadness, and deep despair at the epidemic
of violence in our country. It also provides reason to
hope. The Long Live King Kobe Foundation, started by
Sherma Chambers, will support nonviolence initiatives
to keep youth safe. Proceeds from this book will
benefit the foundation.

<p dir="ltr"> Long Live King Kobe began with a mistake. Photographer
Spencer Ostrander had arrived at the funeral for Tyler believing he was a
victim of gun violence, and hoping to include him in an ongoing project
Ostrander had created to document the lives of gun victims. Instead, he met
Sherma Chambers, and a week later a collaboration, which soon included
Paul Auster, had begun - one in which a pair of strangers would join a family in
their sorrow.
<p dir="ltr">Thanks to the generosity of the entire Nichols/Chambers family,
Long Live King Kobeinvites us to join them in their intimate grief in the weeks
that followed Tyler's death. The family's response to his murder, including their
creation of a foundation dedicated to counteracting street violence with love, is
one that presents their tragedy as a means for our society to grow.
<p dir="ltr"> Long Live King Kobe offers a privileged journey into the power of
community for all who have felt outrage, confusion, sadness, and deep
despair at the epidemic of violence in our country. It also provides reason to
hope. The Long Live King Kobe Foundation, started by Sherma Chambers,
will support nonviolence initiatives to keep youth safe. Proceeds from this
book will benefit the foundation

Author Bio
Paul Auster is the author of Burning Boy, 4 3 2 1, Sunset Park, The Book of
Illusions, Moon Palace, Winter Journal, The invention of Solitude and the New
York Trilogy among many other works. In 2006 he was awarded the Prince of
Asturias Prize for Liturature. Among his other honors are the Prix Medicis
Etranger for Leviathan, the Independent Spirit Award for the screenplay of
Smoke, and The Premio Napoli for Sunset Park. He has also been a finalist
for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award ( The Book of Illusions ), the
Pen/Faulkner Award ( The Music of Chance ), and the Man Booker Prize ( 4 3
2 1 ). He is a member of the The American Academy of Arts and Letters and a
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Commandeur de L'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. His work has been
translated into more than 40 languages. He lives in Brooklyn, New York.
Spencer Ostrander is a photographer based in Brooklyn. He was born in
Seattle, Washington in 1984. The year he turned 21 several people close to
him died, one after the other, and he realized he had no tangible images of
them to fix in his memory. He began to think about the meaning of
photographs.
While studying psychology in San Francisco, Ostrander received a Nikkormat
35mm as a gift from a family friend and his interest in the art became an
active obsession.
He transferred to Parsons School of Design in New York City, from which he
graduated in 2010. He went on to assist freelance for a variety of portrait and
documentary photographers.
Although he abandoned the formal study of psychology, Ostrander's work is
deeply informed by a desire to observe closely, to forge human connections,
and to intimately understand the world around him. He has recently completed
two other books, Time Square in the Rain and Bloodbath Nation (in
collaboration with Paul Auster).
Sherma Chambers was born on the Island of St, Vincent. She immigrated to
the United States at the age of 15 and has lived in Brooklyn ever since.
Sherma is the mother of three sons, Shomari, 29, Shayne, 24, and Tyler, who
was murdered at age 21 on December 23, 2020. Following Tyler's death, she
became the founder and director of Long Live King Kobe, a New York State
nonprofit organization. The goals of LLKK are to support the families and
friends of victims of violence and to fund outreach programs for troubled
youth.
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Japanthem: Counter-Cultural Experiences, CrossCultural Remixes
by Jillian Marshall
Both personally revealing and informed by years of immersive research,
JAPANTHEM: Countercultural Experiences, Cross-Cultural Remixes is
filled with honest vignettes that delve beyond the aspects of Japanese
culture that have captivated the western world to portray a society's
deep relationship with music, and what it means to listen and
understand as a cultural outsider.

Three Rooms Press
On Sale: Apr 22/22
8.25 x 5.5 • 230 pages
Photos from the author's personal archive
9781953103154 • $21.95 • pb
Music / Ethnomusicology • Ages 18-99 years

Informed by a decade of back-and-forth across the Pacific and years of
immersive research for a doctoral thesis in ethnomusicology, Jillian Marshall
explores the music of contemporary Japan through a prism of serendipity,
romance, learning life lessons the hard way, and an insatiable curiosity for the
human spirit. The book's twenty vignettes-including what it's like to be subtly
bullied by your Buddhist dance teacher, go to a secret rave in woods near Mt.
Fuji, meet a pop star at a basement club, and experience a nuclear disaster
unfold by the minute-are based on first-hand experiences, and illustrate
music's fascinating relationship to Japanese society with honesty, intelligence,
and humor. JAPANTHEM offers a uniquely nuanced portrayal of life in the
Land of the Rising Sun-while encouraging us to listen more deeply in (and to)
Japan in the process.

Notes
JAPANTHEM offers an outsider's inside perspective
on contemporary Japanese culture, focusing on
underground music, day-to-day city life, and cultural
activities
Author Jillian Marshall spent more than a decade in
Japan, traveling extensively while conducting field
research for her doctoral theses. She obtained a PhD
in Musicology from Cornell in 2018
Markets for the book include musicians, especially
those interested in electronic music, Japanophiles,
academics or people interested in pursuing academia,
and those interested in international/inter-cultural
relations
Jillian Marshall's research into Japanese music scenes
was supported by grants from The Fulbriht Foundation,
the US Department of State, and MTV (sections of the
book were previously published on MTVu)
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Yippie Girl
Exploits in Protest and Defeating the FBI
by Judy Gumbo
Lifelong activist Judy Gumbo, an original member of the Yippies (Youth
International Party), a 1960s counter culture and satirical anti-war group,
offers an insider feminist memoir of her involvment with the Yippies,
Black Panthers, Chicago 7 Conspiracy Trial defendants, and her fight
against secret FBI surveillance of her day-to-day activities.
Lifelong activist Judy Gumbo, an original member of the Yippies (Youth
International Party), a 1960s counter culture and satirical anti-war group,
offers an insider feminist memoir of her involvment with the Yippies,
Black Panthers, Chicago Eight Conspiracy Trial defendants, and her
fight against secret FBI surveillance of her day-to-day activities.

Three Rooms Press
On Sale: May 13/22
5.5 x 8.25 • 360 pages
Images from the author's personal archive
9781953103185 • $24.50 • pb
Biography & Autobiography / Social Activists • Ages 18
-99 years

In this positive story of a young woman's self-actualization and constructive
radicalism mixed with humor, author Judy Gumbo offers the first insider's
feminist perspective of life as a member of the Yippies. In 1967, Gumbo
arrived in Berkeley and immediately became involved with the activist
community. In the Spring of 1968, she joined the Yippies as one of its few
female members, and-at the raucous Chicago Democratic National
Convention-helped with their efforts to run a pig named Pigasus for President.
She continued her activism, helping stage Berkeley's People's Park protests,
advocating for women's rights through W.I.T.C.H. (Women's International
Terrorist Conspiracy from Hell), a Yippie guerilla theater feminist group, and
becoming involved with the Black Panthers. Gumbo's activism was so
extensive, that by 1972, the FBI described her as "the most vicious, the most
anti-American, the most anti-establishment, and the most dangerous to the
internal security of the United States." In 1975, she discovered that the FBI
had placed a tracking device on her car. Her home was broken into and a
listening device was installed. As a result, she was part of a lawsuit that
successfully challenged warrantless wiretapping.

Yet through it all, Gumbo maintains her commitment to radicalism mixed with
humor. She details her life as a protester to show that, while circumstances
always change, protesters can stay loyal to the causes they believe in and
remain true to themselves. At the same time, she reveals how dogmatism,
authoritarianism, and interpersonal conflict can damage those same just
causes. Ultimately, Yippie Girl serves as a strategic guide for activists on
having fun with politics while experiencing the joy of protesting against
injustice in all its forms.

Author Bio
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Judy Gumbo is one of the few female members of the original Yippies, a
satirical protest group who levitated the Pentagon to stop the Vietnam War,
brought the New York Stock Exchange to a halt to ridicule greed and ran a pig
named Pigasus for President at the 1968 Democratic Convention. Judy
received her nickname "Gumbo" from Black Panther Party leader Elridge
Cleaver. Judy went on to write for the Berkeley Barb and the Berkeley Tribe,
helped start a women's group, visited the former North Vietnam in 1970 then
travelled the globe agitating against the war and for the liberation of women.
Judy has a Ph.D. in Sociology and spent the majority of her professional
career as an award-winning fundraiser for Planned Parenthood. In 2013, Judy
returned to Vietnam to help celebrate the 40th Anniversary of the Paris Peace
Accords. She returned to Vietnam again in 2019 where she was awarded a
medal from the Vietnamese government for her contributions to peace and
reconciliation. Judy is the widow of Yippie founder Stew Albert and of David
Dobkin, a founder of Berkeley Cohousing. She is married to distinguished
historian Arthur Eckstein. She currently lives in Berkeley, California.
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Maintenant 16
A Journal of Contemporary Dada Writing and Art
edited by Peter Carlaftes and Kat Georges

Three Rooms Press
On Sale: Jul 29/22
6.75 x 9.62 • 266 pages
Full color
9781953103222 • $33.95 • pb
Art / Folk & Outsider Art • Ages 18 years and up

"A compilation of leading Dada-influenced artists from around the
world." &#8213;TRIBE LA Magazine The 2022 edition of the world's
premiere journal of contemporary dada writing and art continues a
revolutionary approach to creation, inspired by the Dada movement. For
the first time since debuting in 2008, MAINTENANT 16 includes work from all
seven continents on the planet, with more than 250 creators from 35
countries. The MAINTENANT series gathers the work of internationallyrenowned contemporary Dada artists and writers. MAINTENANT 16 offers
compelling proof that concepts of Dada continue to serve as a catalyst to
creators more than a century later. The annual MAINTENANT series,
established in 2008, gathers work of contemporary Dada artists and writers
from around the world. Past issues include work by artists Mark Kostabi,
Raymond Pettibon, Joel Hubaut, Giovanni Fontana, Nicole Eisenmann, JeanJacques Lebel, and Kazunori Murakami; writers include Gerard Malanga,
Charles Plymell, Andrei Codrescu, and more, with a strong contingent of
artist-writers from the world of punk rock, including Thurston Moore, Mike
Watt, Alice Bag and more

Author Bio
PETER CARLAFTES is a New York City-based author, editor, publisher, and
performer. He has written and staged twelve plays, and is the author of five
books: A Year on Facebook (humor); Drunkyard Dog and I Fold With the Hand
I Was Dealt (poetry); and Triumph for Rent (3 plays) and Teatrophy (3 More
Plays). He is co-founder and acquisitions editor of Three Rooms Press (New
York), for whom he has edited multiple anthologies including the Have a NYC:
New York Short Stories series, the annual Maintenant Dada Art and Writing
Journal and Mike Watt: On and Off Bass, a collection of photos and distilled
tour diaries from the great punk rock bass player. He lives in Manhattan.
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Alone on the Moon
A Soviet Lunar Odyssey
by Gerald Brennan
May, 1970. A two-person Soviet crew approaches the moon, ready to
accomplish the greatest feat in human history-provided they can
overcome their own petty jealousies, and the unforgiving harshness of
space.

Tortoise Books
On Sale: Jun 10/22
264 pages
9781948954655 • $25.50 • pb
Fiction / Science Fiction / Space Exploration
Series: Altered Space

Alone on the Moon chronicles a Soviet moon mission through the eyes of
Boris Volynov, a backup who's been pressed into service helping Alexei
Leonov (a man he despises) attempt humanity's first lunar landing.
Thoroughly researched, it's a detailed and plausible rendition of two largerthan-life personalities facing incredible challenges. It's also a meditation on
luck, trust, the nature of observation, and the burden of being chosen-plus the
way our personal narratives can shape (or poison) our perceptions of the
present. Do the stories we tell ourselves shape our fate, or can we write a new
chapter? The answer awaits.

The titles in the Altered Space series are wholly separate narratives, but all
deal with the mysteries of space and time, progress and circularity. Each one
is an enso of words in which orbits of spacecraft, moons, planets, and people
allow us fresh perspectives on the cycles of our own lives.
Gerald Brennan is the poet laureate of the desolation of space, a master of
capturing it not as the operatic backdrop of movie science fiction, but as the
darkly oppressive deadly void between worlds Alone on the Moon is Brennan
in peak form&#8213;it's Apollo 13 minus Hollywood, a very human exploration
of an alternate history moon mission... right up to its nail-biting conclusion."

&#8213; David Hitt, author, Homesteading Space: The Skylab Story
A terrific story that so nearly might have been. Gerald Brennan's tale of a
Soviet mission to the moon has it all&#8213;knockout characters, a pacey
plot, and enough dramatic twists and turns to keep you on the edge of your
seat. A truly great read."
&#8213; Stephen Walker, author, Beyond : The Astonishing Story of the
First Human to Leave Our Planet and Journey into Space

"With unnerving clarity, Brennan takes us into the fictional heart of a Soviet
moon landing attempt. The creative elements are breathtaking. For me, what
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is even more terrifyingly impressive is what is not fiction. Brennan's thorough
research delves into uncomfortable truths buried in famous people and
achievements. This is the story of two actual people, placed in circumstances
that so easily could have taken place in reality."

&#8213; Francis French, spaceflight historian

" Alone on the Moon not only looks back at an entirely plausible `what if,' but
also pays long overdue tribute to truly unsung heroes of early Soviet
spaceflight. This book, like Brennan's other work, had me on the edge of my
seat throughout... I couldn't put it down!"

&#8213; Emily Carney, blogger and space historian, AmericaSpace

Author Bio
Gerald Brennan earned a B.S. in European History from West Point and an M.
S. in Journalism from Columbia University. He's the author of Resistance,
which Kirkus called 'an extremely impressive debut,' and four space books
including Island of Clouds . (Speculative sci-fi at its finest." - Neal Thompson,
author of Light This Candle .) His writing has appeared in the Chicago Tribune
and Newcity and was on the latter's 2019 Lit 50 list of notable literary
Chicagoans; he's also the founder of Tortoise Books, a Chicago-based
independent press that WGN Radio's Rick Kogan recently called '... one of the
best, most provocative, and rewarding publishing houses in the entire country.
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Vivian Hoxbro's Knitting Handbook
8 Schools of Modular Knitting
by Vivian Hoxbro
Eight techniques, sixteen patterns-infinite combinations, and endless
inspiration!Vivian Hoxbro, the knitting expert behind Traditional Danish
Sweaters, is back with a brand-new collection of basic pattern figures-but
don't let their simplicity fool you! Stripes, squares, triangles, angles, stairs,
chevrons, circles, and shells are some of Hoxbro's favorite foundational
design elements, undeniably classic and endlessly flexible; these elementary
shapes, reimagined and dynamically combined, form sixteen delightful
projects, for knitting that's fun, playful, and undeniably clever.

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Apr 29/22
9 x 11 • 194 pages
147 color photos & 34 charts
9781646011353 • $41.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting

Notes
If you have been gripped by domino knitting, then this
book is for you.
Simple shapes like triangles, squares, and steps
repeated and knitted together in new combinations
make knitting entertaining and motivating.
It contains 8 different techniques, presented as
schools with step-by-step photos and guidance.
Also contains patterns for projects where the
techniques are used, be it in shawls, pillows, vests,
blouses, or jackets.

- Patterns for blouses, vests, shawls, scarves, pillow covers, and more
- Step-by-step instructions for each fundamental shape, with accompanying
full-color photographs
- An inspirational toolset you can use to create new design combinations of
your own
Eight techniques, sixteen patterns-infinite combinations, and endless
inspiration!
Vivian Hoxbro, the knitting expert behind Traditional Danish Sweaters, is back
with a brand-new collection of basic pattern figures-but don't let their simplicity
fool you! Stripes, squares, triangles, angles, stairs, chevrons, circles, and
shells are some of Hoxbro's favorite foundational design elements, undeniably
classic and endlessly flexible; these elementary shapes, reimagined and
dynamically combined, form sixteen delightful projects, for knitting that's fun,
playful, and undeniably clever.

- Patterns for sweaters, blouses, vests, shawls, scarves, pillow covers, and
more
- Step-by-step instructions for each fundamental shape, with accompanying
full-color photographs
- An inspirational toolset you can use to create new design combinations of
your own

Author Bio
Vivian Hoxbro has worked as a knitwear designer for over 35 years, both
self-employed and for yarn companies. She has written 12 knitting books,
some of which have been published in Norway, Japan, and the USA-including
Traditional Danish Sweaters, published in 2019 by Trafalgar Square Books.
Since then, she has taught and given lectures in Scandinavia, as well as in
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the USA and Japan, and is working to make Denmark's first knitting museum
in Stubbekobing a reality. Vivian currently resides in Stubbekobing, Sweden.
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The Working Equitation Training Manual
101 Exercises for Schooling and Competing
by Ali Kermeen
The only book available devoted to learning and perfecting working
equitation obstacles.

Working
equitation is a competitive equestrian sport that originated in Europe, with
the first European Championship held in 1996. It quickly gained a fanbase for
its beauty and its focus on classical horsemanship ideals and developing
handiness under saddle. In 2004 the World Association for Working Equitation

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Apr 29/22
7 x 10 • 160 pages
50 color photos
9781646011216 • $43.50 • pb
Pets / Horses / General

Notes
The first handbook to the popular new equestrian
sport Working Equitation
The author is a committee member for the sport’s USA
governing association

(WAWE) was established, and today, many countries have their own national
organizations for governing working equitation competitions, including the
United States-the USAWE was formed in 2020. Heralding the advent of a
brand-new
way to pursue and demonstrate horse-and-rider connection, working
equitation
competitor and trainer Ali Kermeen has written a much-needed reference for
preparing both horse and rider to participate.
The Working Equitation Training Manual provides a one-of-a-kind
progressive training system to those new to the sport. Lessons focus on
developing confidence with the obstacle phases of working equitation while
incorporating dressage principles. The elements of each obstacle are broken
down and then brought back together in step-by-step exercises that:
APrepare horse and rider to perform an obstacle properly.
AIntroduce horses and riders to competition obstacles.
A- Help
improve and polish an obstacle's execution.
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With clear
diagrams and color photographs, a helpful glossary of terms to help those
unfamiliar with working equitation terminology, and variations and benefits for
every exercise, readers are provided an appealing introduction to an exciting
option for adding diversity to daily training, as well as showing and competing
in other sports. 'I started teaching these skills to all my students,
regardless of their riding discipline,' says Ali. 'These working equitation
exercises help my riders excel at dressage, endurance, trail riding, pony
clubbing,
eventing, jumping, gaited horses, groundwork, Cowboy Dressage, and breed
shows.' The
Working Equitation Training Manual promises to do the same for
you.

Author Bio
Ali Kermeen grew up riding at a top eventing barn in the East Bay of San
Francisco, California. As a junior rider she developed a love for enjoying
horses in all disciplines, including dressage, eventing, hunter/jumper,
gymkhana, western, and trail riding. She has carried this love of different
disciplines into her professional life, with the basis of all her training being
dressage principles integrated with Tom Dorrance-style horsemanship. Ali is a
Certified Horsemen's Association (CHA) Master Instructor in both English and
Western, a United States Eventing Association (USEA) Certified Level 1
Instructor, a Cowboy Dressage Level 2 Recommended Clinician, a United
States Dressage Federation (USDF) L" judge program graduate with
distinction, a USDF Silver and Bronze Medalist, and has been coach of Santa
Clara University's dressage team since its inception in 2013. When Ali saw a
video on the internet of a rider competing in a working equitation speed round,
she noted characteristics of the sport that mirrored those in all the various
disciplines she pursued. It was if she had been training for it her whole life
without even knowing it. Since then, Ali has become a hub of working
equitation activity in her area, offering lessons and clinics, and competing
successfully at Intermediate B (level 5) in USAWE (United States of America
Working Equitation) rated competitions. She also is a USAWE committee
volunteer.
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Ultimate Exercise Routines for Riders
Fitness That Fits a Horse-Crazy Lifestyle
by Laura Crump Anderson
Seven equestrian-specific workouts to suit any rider's
body, age, ability, and schedule.

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Jun 3/22
7.5 x 8.5 • 192 pages
Color photos
9781646010769 • $39.50 • cl
Pets / Horses / General

Notes
Specifically targets the ever-present dilemma of how
to fit fitness into a horse-crazy lifestyle
Provides important rules and guidelines for stretching,
weight training, and cardio to keep you safe
Seven original fitness routines, each dedicated to a
specific area like the lower body or the core, or
designated as a full-body program
No special equipment necessary; only basic items you
are likely to find around the stable

It is no secret that riders often neglect their own needs in order to ensure their
horses' are met. Countless dollars go toward massages, chiropractic work,
and various other therapies that keep our equines comfortable and performing
their best. We carefully schedule their training programs to achieve peak
fitness at just the right time, and we juggle our personal lives-careers, family,
you name it-around it all. But horse sports are a partnership, and if we want
our horses to be at their best, then we have to be at ours, and that means
paying careful attention to our own athletic bodies. Most riders argue they
simply don't have the time to work out and still give their horses the time they
need, so certified personal trainer Laura Crump Anderson has written a book
that specifically targets the ever-present dilemma of how to fit fitness into a
horse-crazy lifestyle.

Beginning with explanations of why strength, flexibility, and balance is
important to achieve out of the tack, Anderson provides important rules and
guidelines for stretching, weight training, and cardio to keep you safe. A
lifelong equestrian herself, she then approaches the scheduling issue headon, helping readers determine where best to fit in the minutes they need in the
places they need to be anyway-the tack room, the arena, the barn aisle. Using
only basic items you are likely to findaround the stable, she keeps equipment
needs straightforward, recognizing that the less likely it is you forget
something, the more likely it is you'll get that workout in.

Readers are then treated to seven original fitness routines, each dedicated to
a specific area like the lower body or the core, or designated as a full-body
program. Full color photos of top riders, including Jan Byyny, Sloane Coles,
and Sharon White, demonstrate how to perform exercises effectively, and
step-by-step instructions ensure you get it right. With its clear and to-the-point
delivery and attention to the realities of the modern riding life, this book is the
perfect way to ensure more active, effective, pain-free years in the saddle.

Author Bio
Laura Crump Anderson is a lifelong equestrian who realized from an early
age the importance of recognizing and caring for riders' bodies as athletes, as
we do for our horses. Anderson found herself with a chronic overtraining injury
to her spine without ever having set foot in a gym. Through physical therapy,
she was able to continue riding and caring for her horses. This inspired her to
get her degree in Kinesiology with a concentration in Exercise Science.
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Anderson is an American College of Sports Medicine Certified Personal
Trainer and has completed a 200-Hour Yoga Teacher Training with Yoga
Alliance. She founded Hidden Heights Fitness in Lovettsville, Virginia, and has
worked with equestrian athletes of all ages and levels-from weekend warriors
to former Olympians in the disciplines of dressage, eventing, and show
jumping. Her favorite thing to do is help riders discover the strength to
communicate better than they ever thought possible, or-if starting again or
starting over-get back to where theyonce were.
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Plain Weave
60 Patterns for Mastering the Basic Technique
by Tina Ignell
The latest from Tina Ignell: a comprehensive study of 2-shaft stripes,
plaids, color effects, and so much more.Renowned weaving expert Tina
Ignell ( Favorite Scandinavian Projects to Weave, Favorite Rag Rugs, Simple
Weaves ) turns her attention to the deceptively simple and endlessly
adaptable category of plain weaves, in this exhaustive overview of techniques,
sample projects, and inspirational possibilities. Combine a wide variety of
materials, setts, beats, and other effects with just two shafts-though
sometimes four is preferred for the sake of space-and you'll be astounded by
the technical complexity, visual and textural effects, and stunning pattern
styles you can achieve.

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Jun 3/22
8.5 x 8.5 • 196 pages
273 color photos, 220 charts & 8 illustrations
9781646011360 • $48.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Weaving

Notes
Tina brings us an exhaustive and beautiful study of
plain weave in seemingly endless variations requiring
just 2 shafts (often threaded on 4 to give the threads
more room), using a wide variety of materials and
techniques.
Each fabric is photographed as close as possible to
life-size, so when you flip through the book it feels like
you are leafing through actual woven swatches.
Starting out with unique balanced plain weave
examples in stripes and plaids, the book continues
with sparse and dense setts and beats.
Color effects in warp and weft are well represented, as
well as inspirational new twists on rep weave,
including open rep showing bits of weft.
Other techniques include using a specialty fan reed,
weaving in pleats and other textures, ikat variations
and other patterned dyeing techniques, and also wild
creativity such as making knots in a paper yarn weft
for a textured effect.
The book contains over 60 descriptions as well as
technical tips on dyeing, creasing, finishing, and much
more.

- Project photographs as close to actual size" as possible, to allow a true-tolife look at pattern structure and threading
- Descriptions, instructions, and tips for dyeing, finishing, specialty
techniques-everything necessary to master plain weave from start to finish
- Variations including open rep with weft showing, using a fan reed, weaving
in pleats and other textures, ikat and other patterned dyeing techniques,
knotted paper yarn, and more
The latest from Tina Ignell: a comprehensive study of 2-shaft stripes,
plaids, color effects, and so much more.Renowned weaving expert Tina
Ignell ( Favorite Scandinavian Projects to Weave, Favorite Rag Rugs, Simple
Weaves ) turns her attention to the deceptively simple and endlessly
adaptable category of plain weaves, in this exhaustive overview of techniques,
sample projects, and inspirational possibilities. Combine a wide variety of
materials, setts, beats, and other effects with just two shafts-though
sometimes four is preferred for the sake of space-and you'll be astounded by
the technical complexity, visual and textural effects, and stunning pattern
styles you can achieve.

- Project photographs as close to "actual size" as possible, to allow a true-tolife look at pattern structure and threading
- Descriptions, instructions, and tips for dyeing, finishing, specialty
techniques-everything necessary to master plain weave from start to finish
- Variations including open rep with weft showing, using a fan reed, weaving
in pleats and other textures, ikat and other patterned dyeing techniques,
knotted paper yarn, and more

Author Bio
Tina Ignell is the head editor of Vavmagasinet, a Scandinavian weaving
magazine. She is the author of Simple Weaves, Favorite Rag Rugs, and
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Favorite Scandinavian Projects to Weave, published by Trafalgar Square
Books. Tina currently resides in Linkopin, Sweden.
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Never Trust a Sneaky Pony
And Other Things They Didn't Teach Me in Vet School
by Madison Seaman
James Herriot meets Jeff Foxworthy in the real-life adventures of a
traveling horse doctor.
Veterinarian, lecturer, radio personality, and Idahoan-by-way-of-Texas (and
other places) Dr. Madison Seamans shares a wonderful collection of stories
from over 30 years in an equine veterinary practice and a lifetime of working
with horses and their ever-surprising barnmates. Through ready humor and
with a keen eye for calling out the particular peculiarities of horse people and
horses alike, Dr. Seamans aims to teach readers how to be with and care for
horses, promoting the health and happiness of all with lessons laced in
laughter. Entertaining and educational by turns, this unique memoir is for
anyone who loves animals (and some who just don't know it yet).

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Jun 17/22
6.5 x 9.5 • 320 pages
b&w line drawings
9781646010417 • $34.95 • pb
Pets / Horses / General

Notes
James Herriot meets Jeff Foxworthy in the real-life
adventures of a traveling horse doctor.

Dr. Seamans' tales, both small and tall, are grouped in horse-centric
categories and well-stocked with essential information delivered in a creative
and highly enjoyable way. The reader climbs into the truck alongside the doc
and drives off to aid horses with wounds, stomach aches, allergies, and
bizarre behaviors, as well as those in severe physical distress. Quite by
accident, you'll find yourself familiar with and understanding common equine
medical problems and how they are diagnosed andtreated, all while marveling
at the remarkable situations a country veterinarian can find himself in. Playful
yet serious, honest yet tongue-in-cheek, this wonderfully written book is an
up-close look at a well-lived rural life that is about as authentic as America
gets. No one who cares a whit for the animal kingdom, and the humans who
dare enter it, will be disappointed.
You'd like this book even if you just had a pet butterfly."-Buck Brannaman

Author Bio
Dr.
Madison Seamans is an equine veterinarian in practice for 35 years in
Texas, Kentucky, California, Idaho, and New Mexico. He now lives in Capitan,
New Mexico, with his beautiful wife Annette, two really good horses, two Jack
Russell Terrorists (not misspelled!), and an undisclosed number of barn cats.
'They just keep showing up,' he says, 'and you can't just give `em a good meal
and send `em on their way.' Dr. Seamans rode bronc horses till his brains
came
in-when he decided collegewas easier than shoeing horses and cowboyin'.
This
turned out to be a misconception, as college was very difficult. But he
squeezed his four years into twelve, finally finishing his veterinary degree in
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1985 at Texas A&M University. He earned a master's degree at the University
of Florida where he studied the equine immune system. Later he did
postdoctoral
research and was a teaching resident at the University of California, Davis,
College of Veterinary Medicine. He is atalented speaker and humorist, a
regionally published author, a marginal artist, and a bad poet. Besides his
equine practice and a strong interest in podiatry and equine behavior, Dr.
Seamans'
spare time is spent riding his horses, as well as expressing gratitude that he
married a good trainer.
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Norwegian Sweaters and Jackets
37 Stunning Scandinavian Patterns
by Kari Hestnes
The best of Kari Hestnes's decades-long career in a single collection.
Kari Hestnes has been a knit designer for almost 40 years-and she's a
perennial fan favorite for her focus on gorgeous details and stunning
embellishment, her flattering garment shaping, and her playful, vivid use of
color. Now, she's revisited those four decades of challenging and endlessly
rewarding work in order to bring together the best of the best, in one
extraordinary collection: classic cabling, dynamic textures, and brilliant
multicolor patterns for sweaters, cardigans, and tops, allfeaturing Hestnes's
inimitable style and characteristic aesthetic flourishes.

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Jul 1/22
8.25 x 10.25 • 192 pages
130 color photos & 72 charts
9781646011421 • $41.95 • cl
Crafts & Hobbies / Needlework / Knitting

Notes
Kari Hestnes has worked as a knitting designer for
almost 40 years and still gets excited about new
colors, techniques, and beautiful yarn
In Norwegian Sweaters and Jackets, she has taken a
deep dive into her treasure chest and found 37 of her
very finest sweaters, jackets, and tops for both
everyday and nightwear
Everything from beautiful pattern knitwear to classic
cabled sweaters, feminine tops, and colorful
cardigans, her inspiration comes from nature
The garments vary in difficulty from beginner to more
experienced
The patterns are designed in five sizes and are easy to
understand
Her focus on gorgeous details, good fit, and playful
use of color results in stunning knits

- Patterns using a variety of techniques and design elements, with
instructions included for a minimum of five sizes
- Full-color photographs of each project-plus additional nature photos were
taken by Kari herself
- Decades of timeless design inspiration, now available in English for the first
time

The best of Kari Hestnes's decades-long career in a single collection.
Kari Hestnes has been a knit designer for almost 40 years-and she's a
perennial fan favorite for her focus on gorgeous details and stunning
embellishment, her flattering garment shaping, and her playful, vivid use of
color. Now, she's revisited those four decades of challenging and endlessly
rewarding work in order to bring together the best of the best, in one
extraordinary collection: classic cabling, dynamic textures, and brilliant
multicolor patterns for sweaters, cardigans, and tops, allfeaturing Hestnes's
inimitable style and characteristic aesthetic flourishes.

- Patterns using a variety of techniques and design elements, with
instructions included for a minimum of five sizes
- Full-color photographs of each project-plus additional nature photos were
taken by Kari herself
- Decades of timeless design inspiration, now available in English for the first
time

Author Bio
Kari Hestnes has worked as a knitting designer for almost 40 years and has
previously published 13 knitting books; she is one of the 6 designers featured
in Knit Like a Norwegian, published by Trafalgar Square Books in 2021. She
has been knitting and designing for as long as she can remember. One of her
most essential lifelong projects has been the Mirasol Project, an effort she and
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her husband Per undertook to enhance schooling opportunies for children
living in the Peruvian highlands, funded in part by proceeds from the sale of
hand-knitted items. Kari currently resides in Oppland, Norway.
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Essential Horse Speak
Continuing the Conversation
by Sharon Wilsie and Laura Wilsie
A comprehensive how-to manual and dictionary for applying Horse
Speak(TM) principles to common training goals. In 2016 Sharon Wilsie's
Horse Speak: The Equine-Human Translation Guide broke new ground for
anyone who works with horses, providing a practical system to 'listening' and
'talking' to horses in their language instead of expecting them to understand
ours. Now Wilsie has provided a comprehensive how-to manual for applying
Horse Speak(TM) principles to common training goals. Those familiar with
Wilsie's work will find novel ideas that have developed since the first book was
released, and those new to Horse Speak(TM) will be supported with
fundamental lessons that will allow them to start having authentic
'conversations' with their horses during their very next trip to the barn. With a
focus on how horse training methods in general can be improved with certain
small changes in movement and mindset, Wilsie has once again created a
resource of immense value across the equestrian spectrum. Readers learn:
Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Jul 15/22
8.25 x 10.25 • 292 pages
300 color photos
9781646011476 • $41.95 • pb
Pets / Horses / General

Notes
The new book from bestselling equestrian author
Sharon Wilsie
Wilsie's landmark book Horse Speak: The EquineHuman Translation Guide has sold over 20,000 copies
A training method that applies to horses of all ages,
breeds, and sports
The recipe for improved behavior, enhanced
performance, and a happier, healthier equine partner.

- How to use intensity levels appropriate to a particular lesson.
- Why to include enrichment in a training plan.
- When to pause, when to allow, and how to adjust expectations.
- How to move and breathe like a horse.
- The best way to develop a healthy hierarchy with a horse.
- How to apply the 15 Buttons of Horse Speak(TM) to help any training
situation.
- Spiraling in and the optimal ways to move into and out of a horse's space.
- Signs of when a horse is saying, 'No,' and when he is saying, 'Yes.'
- How to change patterns of equine behavior in common trouble spots.
With illuminating sections on basic handling, groundwork, and ridden work,
Wilsie gives readers everything they need to improve the training techniques
they already use by enhancing both horse and human understanding of the
process and the goals. The result is improved behavior, enhanced
performance, and a happier, healthier equine partner in whatever you choose
to pursue together.

Author Bio
Sharon Wilsie has enjoyed a professional career as a horse
trainer/rehabilitation specialist, intercollegiate coach, and riding instructor. She
has also been a Reiki Master/Teacher since 1992. Wilsie has developed and
implemented a number of programs over the last decade, including volunteer
training groups for horse rescues and therapeutic riding centers, Equine
Assisted Learning courses, and hundreds of workshops and seminars relating
to Equine Facilitated Therapies, alternative training methodologies,and
rehabilitation methods for difficult horses and horses with PTSD. Wilsie has
worked with students from all ages, including at-risk youth programs. Her
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passion for helping both people and horses understand themselves and each
other better led her to develop the system called Horse Speak(Reg TM)" and
the book of the same name, which has become an international bestseller
translated into six languages, including German, Dutch, Japanese, French,
Italian, and Polish. She is also the author of Horses in Translation and the
DVD and streaming program Horse Speak: First Conversations (sharonwilsie.
com)
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Riders of a Certain Age
Your Go-To Guide for Loving Horses Mid-Life and Beyond
by Fran Severn
A delightfully honest look at the realities of starting out with horses...
when you're getting older.
Surveys show that riders over the age of 40 are the fastest-growing segment
of the horse world, with those age 65 and above seeing the biggest jump. Yes,
when we conjure up images of horse girls" the picture is generally comprised
of happily grubby youngsters or teenagers with roomfuls of ribbons, but there
is healthy segment of the equestrian population that first finds-or first finds
time for-horses in midlife or beyond. And this is the only handbook available
for these riders, trainers, rescuers, and volunteers.

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Jul 29/22
7 x 8.5 • 240 pages
9781646010493 • $31.95 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Equestrian

Notes
Perfect handbook for mid-life to senior horseback
riders
There’s a growing demographic discovering horses
later in life
Covers everything from learning to ride to estate
planning for horse owners

With carefully curated guidance collected over years of horsing around, rider
and writer Fran Severn knows of which she speaks and wants readers to feel
emboldened and empowered by the tips, lessons, and advice shared in these
pages. You'll find:

- Options for riding... and not riding (but still having horses in your life).
- Finding an instructor and being a good student.
- What can your body still do? Fitness, weight, and fear.
- Effects of menopause, arthritis, and changing vision, hearing, and breathing.
- Rules for buying, leasing, and boarding horses.
- Dealing with family and horse-related finances.
- And much more.
Riders of a Certain Age is poised to provide an important reference to any
individual who craves the companionship of a horse and the sisterhood that
can go along with it. If you have ever wondered what it might be like to "be an
equestrian" but aren't sure which steps to take first, Severn provides all you
need to get started safely, comfortably, and with confidence-and with the
knowledge that you are far from being alone.

Author Bio
Fran Severn is a freelance writer and broadcaster who grew up in the city but
was determined to get horses in her life. After earning her degree in Mass
Communications, she worked in broadcast news in Louisville, Kentucky,
where she covered the Kentucky Derby, events at the Kentucky Horse Park,
produced equine-focused features, and finally bought her first horse. Moving
to England with her Air Force husband, she discovered dressage and
continued her training when she returned to the states. Her work has
appeared in USDF Connection, Newsday, The Trail Rider, Western
Horseman, Dog Fancy, and Games . She's written about the exclusive
tailgate" party at the Royal Enclosure at the Ascot races, shipping horses to
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the Olympics, riding on Civil War battlefields, and the chuckwagon races at
the Calgary Stampede. A past president of the Eastern Shore Writers
Association and former PR Director for the Maryland Office of Tourism
Development, she lives on Maryland's Eastern Shore, where she enjoys riding
on the beaches and trails and promoting local equine activities and
businesses and travelto the region.
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Scandinavian-Style Christmas Knits
27 Ornaments and Decorations for a Nordic Holiday
by Thea Rytter
Gorgeous, charming accessories and decorations for the tree, the
windowsill, wreaths, holiday place settings, and more.Bring warmth,
coziness, and handmade care to your home for the holiday season, with
designs inspired by Scandinavian tradition and the natural world, worked in
beautifully coordinated colors intended to suit any decor. From
straightforward, classic stars and hearts for the beginner to more complex
projects for the veteran-including a wintertime forest floor studded with
mushrooms and acorns-every knitter's needles will be bursting with festive
spirit! Inside, you'll find:

Trafalgar Square Books
On Sale: Aug 5/22
9 x 9 • 100 pages
35 color photos
9781646011438 • $27.95 • pb
Crafts & Hobbies / Seasonal

Notes
In this book, you will find pretty things for your
Christmas tree, windows, and little hooks
The patterns and colors are inspired by Nordic nature
and by the hygge tradition, in beautifully toned-down
colors that suit Scandinavian homes
Projects for both the beginner and the more
experienced knitter
Special techniques and patterns are clearly explained
Add an extra twinkle with fine embroidery and beads

- Instructions for all special techniques and stitches
- Options for embellishing with embroidery and beads to make every pattern
your own
- Full-color photographs illustrating every project, plus ideas for decorative
holiday looks and arrangements
Gorgeous, charming accessories and decorations for the tree, the
windowsill, wreaths, holiday place settings, and more.Bring warmth,
coziness, and handmade care to your home for the holiday season, with
designs inspired by Scandinavian tradition and the natural world, worked in
beautifully coordinated colors intended to suit any decor. From
straightforward, classic stars and hearts for the beginner to more complex
projects for the veteran-including a wintertime forest floor studded with
mushrooms and acorns-every knitter's needles will be bursting with festive
spirit! Inside, you'll find:

- Instructions for all special techniques and stitches
- Options for embellishing with embroidery and beads to make every pattern
your own
- Full-color photographs illustrating every project, plus ideas for decorative
holiday looks and arrangements

Author Bio
Thea Rytter is behind VaskavullaKnit, where she designs knitting patterns
that everyone can use. She conveys creative joy through Instagram and her
innovative workshops, and works as an editor at the magazine Marie's Ideas
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A Hard Place to Leave
Stories from a Restless Life
by Marcia DeSanctis
Restless to leave, eager to return: this memoir in essays captures the
unrelenting pull between the past and the present, between traveling the
world and staying home.

Travelers Tales
On Sale: May 13/22
5.25 x 8 • 288 pages
9781609522063 • $26.95 • pb
Biography / Women • Ages 16 years and up

Starting in a dreary Moscow hotel room in 1983, weaving back and forth to
rural New England,and
ending on a West Texas trail in 2020, Marcia DeSanctis tells stories
that span the globe and half a lifetime. With intimacy and depth, over
quicksand in France, insomnia in Cambodia, up a volcano in Rwanda,
spinning through the eye of a snowstorm in Bismarck, and atop a dumpster
in her own backyard, this<span class=Apple-converted-space"> New York
Times bestselling author, award-winning essayist and journalist for Vogue and
Travel + Leisure immerses
us in places waiting to be discovered and some that may be more than
we're up for. She encounters spies, angels, leopards, shoes, the odd
rattlesnake, a random head of state, and many times over, the ghosts of
her past. Each subsequent voyage leads to revelations about her search
for solitude, a capacity for adventure, and always, a longing for home.
Praise for A Hard Place to Leave

Notes
Travel Tales
Marcia’s prior book, 100 PLACES IN FRANCE
EVERYWOMAN SHOULD GO, debuted as a New
York Times Travel Bestseller.

Marcia DeSanctis's A Hard Place to Leave is perfumed with lush, luminous
language as she sweeps us all across the globe. From Moscow to Cape
Town, quiet New England to Sweden, these tender portraits grow on us like a
spring garden."
-Aimee Nezhukumatathil, author of World of Wonders: In Praise of Fireflies,
Whale Sharks, and Other Astonishments

Praise for Marcia DeSanctis's previous book, 100 Places in France Every
Woman Should Go

'In this elegant book, Marcia DeSanctis becomes your smartest, most
glamorous, generous and insightful friend-your sage, and your guide. 100
Places in France is a treasure for any woman who wishes to know the country
intimately, from its most delectable and stylish surfaces ( lingerie! parfum! ) to
its nuanced and profound depths. Whether traveling by jet, or simply by
imagination, you will savor this ride, perhaps along with a glass of fine
champagne or the perfect demitasse. I loved it.' -Dani Shapiro, author of
Devotion and Still Writing
'I'm not sure which I would rather do: pack this book and visit all the sublime
places Marcia DeSanctis portrays, or curl up in my living room and devour the
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shimmering language in her 100 beautiful stories. Either way, 100 Places in
France is travel writing at its finest: informative, deep and transporting.' -Ann
Leary, author of The Good House
'A 100-chapter love letter about France and a manual on how other women
can best find that love... excellent inspiration for a future trip.' -Spud Hilton,
San Francisco Chronicle
'Even if you don't have plans to go to France, Marcia DeSanctis will take you
there with her whimsical, encyclopedic guide to Gallic life... a necessary
indulgence for even the most jaded Francophile.' -Kate Betts, author of My
Paris Dream: An Education in Style, Slang and Seduction in the Great City on
the Seine
'Transcends the genre.' - France Magazine
'Blows up the typical stodgy guidebook format... this nifty book will cause an
outbreak of Franco-lust.' - MORE Magazine
'Some day when I do drink absinthe in a basement bar in Antibes or hike
along the beaches of E&#769;tretat, my experience will be all the richer for
having DeSanctis as a guide.' -Globe-trotting, Boston Globe
'A splendid new book on France has hit the shelves. DeSanctis has curated
100 distinct experiences that you'll want to revisit again and again. For those
smitten with travel to France, this volume is a real gift.' - France Today

Author Bio
Marcia DeSanctis is a journalist, essayist, and author of 100 Places in
France Every Woman Should Go, a New York Times travel bestseller. She
has won five Lowell Thomas Awards from the Society of American Travel
Writers and is the recipient of two Grand Prize Solas Awards including the
2021 Gold Award for Travel Story of the Year. Before becoming a writer, she
was a television news producer for ABC, NBC and CBS News. She lives in
Connecticut.
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West Side Rising
How San Antonio's 1921 Flood Devastated a City and Sparked
a Latino Environmental Justice Movement
by Char Miller, foreword by Julian Castro
On September 9, 1921, a tropical depression stalled just north of San Antonio
and within hours overwhelmed its winding network of creeks and rivers.
Floodwaters ripped through the city's Latino West Side neighborhoods, killing
more than eighty people. Meanwhile a wall of water crashed into the central
business district on the city's North Side, wreaking considerable damage.
The city's response to this disaster shaped its environmental policies for the
next fifty years, carving new channels of power. Decisions about which
communities would be rehabilitated and how thoroughly were made in the
political arena, where the Anglo elite largely ignored the interlocking problems
on the impoverished West Side that flowed from poor drainage, bad housing,
and inadequate sanitation.
Trinity University Press
On Sale: May 20/22
256 pages
9781595349736 • $27.50 • pb
History / US / State & Local / Southwest

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781595349385

Instead the elite pushed for the $1.6 million construction of the Olmos Dam,
whose creation depended on a skewed distribution of public benefits in one of
America's poorest big cities. The discriminatory consequences, channeled
along ethnic and class lines, continually resurfaced until the mid-1970s, when
Communities Organized for Public Services, a West Side grassroots
organization, launched a successful protest that brought much-needed flood
control to often inundated neighborhoods. This upheaval, along with COPS's
emergence as a power broker, disrupted Anglo domination of the political
landscape to more accurately reflect the city's diverse population.
West Side Rising is the first book focused squarely on San Antonio's
enduring relationship to floods, which have had severe consequences for its
communities of color in particular. Examining environmental, social, and
political histories, Char Miller demonstrates that disasters can expose systems
of racism, injustice, and erasure and, over time, can impel activists to
dismantle these inequities. He draws clear lines between the environmental
injustices embedded in San Antonio's long history and the emergence of
grassroots organizations that combated the devastating impact floods could
have on the West Side.
Not simply a story of raging floodwaters, West Side Rising tangles with
environmental racism and makes time to fix names to the often marginalized
and nameless victims of these overflows... a powerful story, a meaningful
story." -Kenna Archer, author of Unruly Waters: A Social and Environmental
History of the Brazos River
"A good read is ahead, one that will make all manner of otherwise deadly
material not just palatable but both enlightening and entertaining."Lewis
Fisher, author of Maverick and Greetings From San Antonio
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"Extreme weather, much of it exacerbated or even brought on by climate
change, is the catalyst for many of the crucial issues Texas faces right now:
hurricanes in Houston, drought in El Paso, the vanishing Edwards Aquifer,
invasive species mucking up our waterways, and the current ERCOT
advisories regarding energy curtailment. Many Texans look at these
challenges and throw up their hands in despair. But Miller's book offers an
inspiring account of what can be achieved, at the local level at least, by
motivated people with right on their side. - Texas Monthly
"Char Miller knows San Antonio - its people, its politics, its long and colorful
history. In West Side Rising, he trains his deep knowledge on a devastating
downpour whose scouring floodwaters revealed - for those willing to look decades of racism, environmental injustice, and policy-driven poverty.
Thoroughly researched and gracefully written, West Side Rising is a close and
intimate look at the Alamo City, to be sure, but it's also an American story. It's
a cautionary tale, as climate crisis looms over us all." - Joe Holley, author of
Hurricane Season: The Unforgettable Story of the 2017 Houston Astros and
the Resilience of a City

Author Bio
Char Miller, formerly a professor of history at Trinity University, is the W. M.
Keck Professor of Environmental Analysis at Pomona College. He is the
author of the award-winning Gifford Pinchot and the Making of Modern
Environmentalism, Deep in the Heart of San Antonio: Land and Life in South
Texas, and Public Lands/Public Debates: A Century of Controversy, as well as
the editor of On the Border: An Environmental History of San Antonio and
Fifty Years of the Texas Observer . His most recent books for Trinity University
Press are Not So Golden State: Sustainability vs. the California Dream and
On the Edge: Water, Immigration, and Politics in the Southwest . Miller is a
frequent contributor to print, electronic, and social media. Julian Castro, a
lawyer and politician from San Antonio, Texas, launched his public service
career in 2001, becoming the youngest councilman in the city's history. He
served as mayor from 2009 to 2014, and as US secretary of housing and
urban development from 2014 to 2017. He is the author of An Unlikely
Journey: Waking Up from My American Dream.
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Putting on the Dog
The Animal Origins of What We Wear
by Melissa Kwasny
In Putting on the Dog, Melissa Kwasny explores the age-old relationship
between humans and the animals that have provided us with our clothing:
leather, wool, silk, feathers, pearls, and fur. From silkworms grown on
plantations in Japan and mink farms off Denmark's western coast to pearl
beds in the Sea of Cortes, Kwasny offers firsthand accounts of traditions and
manufacturing methods - aboriginal to modern - and descriptions of the
marvel and miracle of the clothing itself. What emerges is a fresh look at the
cultural history of fashion.

Trinity University Press
On Sale: Mar 25/22
5.75 x 8.75 • 352 pages
9781595349705 • $27.50 • pb
Nature / Animal Rights

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781595348647

Kwasny travels the globe to visit both large-scale industrial manufacturers and
community-based, often subsistence production by people who have spent
their lives working with animals - farmers, ranchers, tanners, weavers,
shepherds, and artisans. She examines historical rates of consumption and
efforts to move toward sustainability, all while considering animal welfare,
worker safety, environmental health, product accountability, and respect for
indigenous knowledge and practice.
At its heart, Putting on the Dog demonstrates how what we choose to wear
represents one of our most profound engagements with the natural world.
What's most interesting about Kwasny's all-around illuminating book is that it
offers no easy answers and shows just how widely views range on the ideal
relationship that humans ought to have with animals." - Quartzy
"Open-minded, complex, lyrical and unpretentious. Anyone interested in the
production side of fashion - or any curious owner of a wool sweater or silk
scarf - will find their interest rewarded." - Publishers Weekly
"A first-rate, engaging exploration of the natural and environmental origins of
clothing, interwoven with delightful narratives of Kwasny's investigative
travels." - Dale Peterson, author of Jane Goodall: The Woman Who
Redefined Man
"This masterfully written book asks us to trace our clothing back to its source,
beyond the store, beyond the factory, and look the originating animal in the
eye. It is full of musk ox, mink, quetzal, oysters, and questions with no easy
answers. Kwasny has given us the Omnivore's Dilemma of fashion." - Kim
Todd author of Chrysalis, Maria Sibylla Merian and the Secrets of
Metamorphosis

Author Bio
Melissa Kwasny is the author of six collections of poems, including
Pictograph, Reading Novalis in Montana, and The Nine Senses, which
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contains a series of poems that won the Poetry Society of America's 2008
Cecil Hemly Award. A portion ofPictograph received the Alice Fay Di
Castagnola Award, judged by Ed Roberson. Kwasny is also the author of
Earth Recitals: Essays on Image and Vision and has edited multiple
anthologies, including Toward the Open Field: Poets on the Art of Poetry,
1800-1950 and, with M. L. Smoker, I Go to the Ruined Place: Contemporary
Poems in Defense of Global Human Rights . Kwasny's work has appeared in
Ploughshares, the Boston Review, and The Arcadia Project: North American
Postmodern Pastoral . She lives in the Elkhorn Mountains outside of Jefferson
City, Montana.
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The Shaping of Us
How Everyday Spaces Structure Our Lives, Behavior, and WellBeing
by Lily Bernheimer
The spaces we inhabit- from homes and workspaces to city streets-mediate
community, creativity, and our very identity. Using insights from environmental
psychology, design, and architecture, The Shaping of Us shows how the built
and natural worlds subtly influence our behavior, health, and personality.
Exploring ideas such as â€œruin pornâ€ and â€œninja-proof seating,â€
mysteries of how we interact with the physical spaces around us are revealed.
From caves and cathedrals to our current housing crisis and the dreaded
open-plan office, Lily Bernheimer demonstrates that, for our well-being, we
must reconnect with the power to shape our spaces.

Trinity University Press
On Sale: Mar 25/22
5.75 x 8.75 • 336 pages
9781595349712 • $27.95 • pb
Social Science / Sociology / Urban

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781595348722

Have you ever wondered why we adorn our doorframes with moldings? What
does Wikipedia's open-source technology have to teach us about the history
and future of urban housing? What does your desk say about your
personality?
From savannahs and skyscrapers to co-working spaces, The Shaping of Us
shows that the built environment supports our well-being best when it echoes
our natural habitats in some way. In attempting to restore this natural quality to
human environments, we often look to other species for inspiration. The real
secret to building for well-being, Bernheimer argues, is to reconnect humans
with the power to shape our surroundings. When people are involved in
forming and nurturing their environments, they feel a greater sense of agency,
community, and pride, or â€œcollective efficacy.â€ And when communities
have high rates of collective efficacy, they tend to have less litter, vandalism,
and violent crime.
Playful and accessible, The Shaping of Us is a delightful read for designers,
professionals, and anyone wanting to understand how spaces make us tick
and how to fix the broken bits of our world.
Environmental psychologist Bernheimer provides a fascinating introduction to
her field in this far-reaching look at how the spaces in which humans live,
work, and play affect their behavior... Readers will finish this feeling better
educated about the role of design and more alert to its impact on everyone's
lives."- Publishers Weekly
"Just a great book. Few things matter more than the spaces we inhabit, and
Bernheimer convincingly states the case for design that accepts humanity as
we actually are. You will never look at your neighbor, home or office quite the
same way ever again." -Tim Wu, author of The Attention Merchants and The
Curse of Bigness .
â€œHow do our environments-built, natural, and biological-fit or fail to fit our
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needs as human beings? Lily Bernheimer takes us on a tour, a tour de force,
of illuminating cases, with sage advice for those who design spaces for
human beings to live humane lives.â€-George Lakoff, author of Where
Mathematics Comes From: How the Embodied Mind Brings Mathematics into
Being
â€œWe have built an urban environment for ourselves, and it shapes us in
return. In order to become happier and more effective humans, Bernheimer
shows us how we must modify our cities, workplaces, and homes. Her book is
an ideal introduction to this essential task.â€
-Max Jacobson, co-author of A Pattern Language: Towns, Buildings,
Construction
â€œIn this exceptionally readable book, Bernheimer has translated research
findings and design practice into a highly engaging account of how we interact
with and mold the spaces around us. She shows us that with more thought
and imagination, our buildings and cities could provide us with more
stimulating, rewarding, and livable environments.â€ - David Uzzell, professor
of environmental psychology, University of Surrey
â€œYou are going to be transported by what Bernheimer has to say. You'll
make different decisions and figure out how your brain is working and what
should be prioritized in your life.â€ - Jo Good, BBC London
â€œAt a time when so much of life is lived online, Bernheimer's fascinating
book offers an accessible, deeply researched, and worldly exploration of the
way concrete environments shape how we feel about our lives and the world
around us.â€- J. K. Dineen, author of Here Tomorrow: Preserving
Architecture, Culture, and California's Golden Dream
â€œAn analysis of how we could design the whole of our environment to be
better... She sets out to entertainingly chart the 20th-century history of
research into how where we are shapes who we are. It's a timely volume
given the current level of interest in the relationship between buildings and
health.â€- Kevin McCloud, Grand Designs Magazine

Author Bio
Lily Bernheimer is a researcher, writer, and consultant in environmental
psychology. She is founding director of Space Works Consulting, with offices
in the United States and the United Kingdom, which aims to make everyday
spaces work for the people and purposes they serve. She lives in the San
Francisco Bay Area.
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Laika's Window
The Legacy of a Soviet Space Dog
by Kurt Caswell
Laika began her life as a stray dog on the streets of Moscow and died in 1957
aboard the Soviet satellite Sputnik II. Initially the USSR reported that Laika,
the first animal to orbit the earth, had survived in space for seven days,
providing valuable data that would make future manned space flight possible.
People believed that Laika died a painless death as her oxygen ran out. Only
in recent decades has the real story become public: Laika died after only a
few hours in orbit when hercapsule overheated. Laika's Window positions
Laika as a long overdue hero for leading the way to human space exploration.

Trinity University Press
On Sale: Mar 25/22
5.25 x 8.25 • 256 pages
9781595349729 • $26.95 • pb
Science / History

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781595348623

Kurt Caswell examines Laika's life and death and the speculation surrounding
both. Profiling the scientists behind Sputnik II, he studies the political climate
driven by the Cold War and the Space Race that expedited the satellite's
development. Through this intimate portrait of Laika, we begin to understand
what the dog experienced in the days and hours before the launch, what she
likely experienced during her last moments, and what her flight means to
history and to humanity. While a few of the other space dog flights rival Laika's
in endurance and technological advancements, Caswell argues that Laika's
flight serves as a tipping point in space exploration beyond which the dream of
exploring nearby and distant planets opened into a kind of fever from which
humanity has never recovered."
Examining the depth of human empathy - what we are willing to risk and
sacrifice in the name of scientific achievement and our exploration of the
cosmos, and how politics and marketing can influence it - Laika's Window is
also about our search to overcome loneliness and the role animals play in our
drive to look far beyond the earth for answers."
Caswell celebrates (...)

Author Bio
Kurt Caswell is a writer and professor of creative writing and literature in the
Honors College at Texas Tech University, where he teaches intensive field
courses on writing and leadership. He is also on the faculty at the Vermont
College of Fine Arts. His books include Getting to Grey Owl: Journeys on
Four Continents, In the Sun's House: My Year Teaching on the Navajo
Reservation, An Inside Passage, which won the 2008 River Teeth Literary
Nonfiction Book Prize, and an anthology of nature writing, To Everything on
Earth: New Writing on Fate, Community, and Nature, which he coedited with
Susan Leigh Tomlinson and Diane Heuter Warner. His essays have appeared
in ISLE, Isotope, Matter, Ninth Letter, Orion, River Teeth, and the American
Literary Review . He lives in Lubbock, Texas.
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Land of Women
by Maria Sanchez, translated by Curtis Bauer
Maria Sanchez is obsessed with what she cannot see. As a field veterinarian
following in the footsteps of generations before her, she travels the
countryside of Spain bearing witness to a life eroding before her eyes-words,
practices, and people slipping away because of depopulation, exploitation of
natural resources, inadequate environmental policies, and development
encroaching on farmland and villages. Sanchez, the first woman in her family
to dedicate herself to what has traditionally been a male-dominated
profession, rebuffs the bucolic narrative of rural life often written by-and for
consumption by-people in cities, describing the multilayered social complexity
of people who are proud, resilient, and often misunderstood.

Trinity University Press
On Sale: May 20/22
5 x 7 • 192 pages
9781595349637 • $25.50 • pb
Social Science / Sociology / Rural

Sanchez interweaves family stories of three generations with reflections on
science and literature. She focuses especially on the often dismissed and
undervalued generations of women who have forgone education and
independence to work the land and tend to family. In doing so, she asks
difficult questions about gender equity and labor. Part memoir and part rural
feminist manifesto, Land of Women acknowledges the sacrifices of Sanchez's
female ancestors who enabled her to become the woman sheis.
A bestseller in Spain, Land of Women promises to ignite conversations about
the treatment and perception of rural communities everywhere.
<p dir="ltr">Praise for Land of Women Spanish edition
<p dir="ltr">'Writer and veterinarian Maria Sanchez celebrates the women of
her world, quiet workers of an ultrapatriarchal campaign. As indispensable as
they are invisible. As omnipresent as they are silent. In this feminist and poetic
manifesto, Sanchez draws on her own history to measure how much the earth
is also a woman's affair.' - Le Monde
<p dir="ltr">

<p dir="ltr">'This book does not talk about the women who will fill the city
streets. It speaks of a (...)

Author Bio
Maria Sanchez is a Spanish writer and field veterinarian and the author of
Cuaderno de campo (Field Notebook), Almaciga: Un vivero de palabras de
nuestro medio rural (Seedbed), and Tierra de mujeres: Una mirada intima y
familiar al mundo rural (Land of Women), a bestseller in Spain, with
translations into French and German. Her poetry and prose have been
translated into French, Portuguese, English, and German, and she is a regular
contributor to publications on literature, feminism, and rural culture. She lives
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in Cordoba, Spain. Curtis Bauer is the author of three poetry collections,
most recently American Selfie . He has translated poetry and prose from
Spanish for Luis Munoz and other authors. His translation of Jeannette
Clariond's Image of Absence won the International Latino Book Award for Best
Nonfiction Book Translated from Spanish to English. He is the director of
Texas Tech University's creative writing program and lives in Lubbock.
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Witness to War
Mexico in the Photographs of Walter Elias Hadsell
by Susan Toomey Frost, photographs by Walter Elias Hadsell,
translated by Claudia Canales
Witness to War presents a compelling visual record of a young American
man's venture in Mexico as the country veered into revolution in the early
1900s. Walter Elias Hadsell, a skilled photographer who had recently
graduated as a mining engineer, documented a critical period of foreign
investment in Mexico's mining industry and, in the process, captured scenes
of Mexican life in other cities.Susan Toomey Frost draws from an extensive
collection of Hadsell's original photographic prints to narrate his ten years in
Mexico. The images in Witness to War follow him from his time as a mining
engineer in Honduras to his 1917 return to mining in Arizona, his home state.

Trinity University Press
On Sale: May 20/22
8 x 10
Illustrations, black and white
9781595349682 • $47.50 • cl
History / Latin America / Mexico

Planning for a future career in photography, Hadsell soon acquired the Kodak
franchise for Veracruz, Mexico's most important port since colonial times. He
documented the damage done in Mexico City during a ten-day uprising in
1913 that led to the assassination of Mexican president Francisco Madero.
Veracruz became a vortex for U.S. interference in the Mexican Revolution
when President Woodrow Wilson invaded the country in 1914 in an attempt to
thwart Mexico's successor president and to favor opposing forces. Hadsell, as
a resident American citizen, had immediate access to the military operation as
it unfolded. His images are essential historical records of Wilson's intervention
in Mexican affairs.
Hadsell's camera recorded images of a defenseless city disrupted by the
landing of thousands of American troops. With no exit plan, U.S. forces
remained for seven months before abruptly departing. Hadsell's personal life
took a tragic turn with the death of his wife, who left him with three young
children, all born in Mexico. He endured another tragedy with the loss of his
Veracruz studio during a period of anti-Americanism, though he ultimately left
a rich legacy documenting U.S.-Mexico relations at a critical time

Author Bio
<p dir=ltr">Susan Toomey Frost is a major collector and authority on
Mexican and Mexican American photography and decorative art. She has
taught English and linguistics at universities in Mexico and Texas. She is the
author of C olors on Clay: The San Jose Tile Workshops of San Antonio,
Timeless Mexico: The Photographs of Hugh Brehme, and Roberto de la
Selva: Modern Mexican Masterpieces in Wood. She lives in San Antonio.
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<p dir="ltr">Walter Elias Hadsell (1880-1967) graduated from the University
of Arizona Mining School at age twenty-five and took mining jobs in Arizona
and Mexico. Relying on photography experience he gained in college at the
Buehman Studio, he honed his skills while living in Mexico. He owned a
Kodak franchise in Veracruz, Mexico, and became widely known as a
photographer
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Cronies, A Burlesque: Adventures with Ken Kesey,
Neal Cassady, the Merry Pranksters and the Grateful
Dead
by Ken Babbs
A bullet train of a book, fast-paced, hilarious, rich with action. A
harbinger of good things to come in mysterious ways.
It all began at a cocktail party at Wallace Stegner's for the Stanford writing
class of 1958. Ken Kesey and Ken Babbs became cronies, embarking on a
frolicking, rambunctious adventure that lasted over 40 years. Babbs calls the
70 stories of this book burlesques" because, after 85 years of living, much of it
in the wide friendly center of an evolving, at times psychedelic culture,
memory no longer can, or even should include an exact retelling, but only a
tasty sprinkling of the truth, mixed with an endless enigma, all topped with the
best of humor and heart.

On Sale: Jan 21/22
6 x 9 • 518 pages
9780989446297 • $40.95 • cl
Biography / Composers & Musicians

The troupe of characters include the Kens Kesey and Babbs, Neal Cassady,
Allen Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, Gregory Corso, Timothy Leary, Jerry Garcia,
Pigpen, Bob Weir, Phil Lesh, Mountain Girl, Sonny Barger, Larry McMurtry,
Wavy Gravy, Hunter S. Thompson, Kirk Douglas, Paul Newman, Jan Kerouac,
Bill Walton, Wendell Berry, a pick-up bed-sized sturgeon, and always the
many free-spirited, creative, friendly men and women who made up the Merry
Band of Pranksters.
Come along for the ride on the famous bus trip to Manhattan. Join the Hells
Angels at their partying best. Drop in for the early Acid Tests. Experience the
Berkeley Vietnam anti-war rally. Relish the stories of Kesey's pot busts and
"suicide." Climb aboard - "Board!" - for six months on the lam in Mexico. Take
the Further tours with the Grateful Dead. Make the ultimate move to Oregon,
where Babbs and Kesey grew a magical friendship and collaboration until
Kesey passed in 2001.
Irreverent, unencumbered by social norms, literary and poetic, Cronies is a
poignant view of the Sixties and beyond from someone who was there, and
remembers it well. Kind of.

Author Bio
Ken Babbs, Ohio-bred and Ohio-born, is a graduate of Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio, and a member of two NCAA tournament basketball teams. He
was turned on to writing at Miami by Walter Havighurst, a fine scholar and
scribe.

He attended graduate school at Stanford University, where he met Ken Kesey,
Wendell Berry and other luminaries in Wallace Stegner's writing class. Five
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years in the Marine Corps followed, serving as a helicopter pilot, with his final
tour of duty in Vietnam. He got off the chopper and onto the bus, Further, for
the famous trip to Madhattan in 1964, chronicled in print by Tom Wolfe and
filmed and taped by the Merry Pranksters.

He shared forty-three years of collaboration and shenanigans with Keseydoing shows, speaking engagements and musical catastrophes-plus writing
books, magazine articles, and co-editing six issues of Spit in the Ocean .
Babbs co-wrote Last Go Round with Kesey, and went on to publish a novel
based on his experiences in Vietnam, Who Shot the Water Buffalo?

Married to a retired high school English teacher, he lives on a six-acre farm in
the foothills of the Cascade Mountains in Oregon.
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My Volcano
by John Elizabeth Stintzi

Two Dollar Radio
On Sale: Mar 22/22
330 pages
9781953387165 • $24.50 • pb
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TP Stewart

She Is Haunted
by Paige Clark
With remarkable grace and an assured style, She Is Haunted masterfully
grapples with charged mother-daughter dynamics, grief, exes, and the
complexities of friendship in a debut collection of stories that range from
competitive call centers to Chinatown restaurants.
A ballerina nurses an injured leg and struggles to learn Cantonese while her
husband dances on an international tour of Don Quixote with a new female
lead; a mother cuts her daughter's hair because her own hair begins falling
out; a woman undergoes brain surgery in order to live more comfortably in
higher temperatures; a woman attempts to physically transform into her
husband so that she does not have to grieve.

TP Stewart
On Sale: May 27/22
5.5 x 7.5 • 242 pages
9781953387202 • $24.50 • pb
Fiction / Asian American

Praised as the 'strongest fiction debut' of the year in the Sydney Morning
Herald and shortlisted for the Readings Prize for New Australian Fiction, the
stories collected in She Is Haunted deal with transnational Asian identity and
intergenerational trauma with an unforgettable voice and exuberant wit that
mark Paige Clark as an entrancing new literary talent.
* Readings Prize for New Australian Fiction, Shortlist
A wondrous spirit animates She Is Haunted . In sentences of bracing
snap and clarity, Clark's stories delight and amuse, even as they expose
tender truths and secrets. An astonishing debut."
-Wells Tower, author of Everything Ravaged, Everything Burned
She Is Haunted is the strongest fiction debut I have read all year." Declan Fry, Sydney Morning Herald

Author Bio
Paige Clark is a Chinese/American/Australian fiction writer, researcher and
teacher from Los Angeles. Her fiction has appeared in Meanjin, Meniscus and
New World Writing . In 2019, she was runner-up for the Peter Carey Short
Story Award and shortlisted for the David Harold Tribe Fiction Award. She has
a Bachelor of Science in Mass Communication Theory from Boston University
and a Master of Creative Writing, Editing and Publishing from the University of
Melbourne, where she is currently at work on her PhD. Her research
addresses the relationship between race, craft and the teaching of creative
writing. She lives in Melbourne with her partner, Alex, and their dog, Freddie.
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Two Dollar Radio Guide to Vegan Cooking: Volume 2,
the Saga Continues
by Speed Dog, Jean-Claude van Randy and Eric Obenauf
Two Dollar Radio Guide to Vegan Cooking: Volume 2, the Saga
Continues is two things at once: a practical guide to vegan cheffing, and
a playful epic of the stories behind the recipes.

Toy Story 2 proved to skeptics that sequels can best the original, and with this
second volume of their legendary cookbook saga, executive vegan chefs
Jean-Claude van Randy and Speed Dog out-chef their celebrated younger
selves (if that's even possible).

Two Dollar Radio
On Sale: Jul 22/22
5.5 x 5.5 • 140 pages
Illustrations, color
9781953387226 • $23.50 • pb
Cooking / Vegan

Contained in this Guide to Vegan Cooking are comfort food recipes with an
international flourish, such as Pastelón - Puerto Rican "lasagna" layered with
plantains; Bunny Chow - a curry bread bowl favored by South African surfers;
and Chilaquiles - a popular Mexican breakfast dish, finally something the
rockeros and the metaleros can agree on.

Rest assured, Randy's Sheboygan roots run deep, as there is a dedicated
section on vegan "cheezes," as well as debaucherous Midwestern staples like
pimento cheeze, French toast sandwiches, and pizza.

Vegan Hunger Demons do not sleep. Thankfully Randy and Speed Dog are
laced up and ready for battle
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This Is Us Losing Count
Eight Russian Poets
by Galina Rymbu and Alla Gorbunova, edited by Sarah
Coolidge
In distinct voices and styles, the poets in This Is Us Losing Count reckon with
the weight of the past, as memories in the form of household objects,
buildings, specters, and meals accumulate on the page. Ekaterina Simonova
details a grandmother's end-of-life visions; her final days are spent convening
with her dead loved ones, whispering and laughing, happy to be reunited. In
insatiable verse, Galina Rymbu assembles a feast of breads, dumplings,
sweets, and other snacks, declaring "I write because I can't eat enough." And
Alla Gorbunova surveys achanging city from her self-described "cloud tower,"
recalling where buildings used to stand, and through this double vision of past
and present she unspools the small but extraordinary details that might
otherwise be lost to time.

Two Lines Press
On Sale: Mar 18/22
192 pages
9781949641271 • $23.95 • pb
Poetry / Anthologies (Multiple Authors)
Series: Calico

With this fifth installment of Two Lines Press's Calico Series, it's clear that
Russian poetry is in the midst of a new golden era. In language that shimmers
with life, this new generation of poets demonstrates a refusal to accept the
structural or moralizing conventions of the past. Instead, they ask us to give
ourselves over to poetry as we would a memory, letting it wash over us.
Praise for the Calico Series
"This eclectic bilingual anthology from queer Brazilian writers, both living and
dead, is as expansive and full of life as the country itself€¦enticing and
poignant." - Publishers Weekly , on CuÃer
"A concise and enlightening overview of the last fifty years of LGBTQ literature
from South America's largest country. Spanning Brazil's regional boundaries
and including legends such as Ana Cristina Cesar, Caio Fernando Abreu, and
Wilson Bueno, as well as newer voices such as Marcio Junqueira, Cristina
Judar, and AngÃ©lica Freitas among many others, CuÃer is nothing less
than divine!" - John Keene<span class=s3">, author of
Counternarratives, on CuÃer
"A fantastic and deeply philosophical addition to Two Lines' Calico series of
collected works in translation." - Booklist , on Elemental
"[ Elemental's ] mission is to show, by removing these texts from their natural
habitats and plonking them on a stage devoid of context with no illumination
but the harsh gaze of the quizzical reader, just how good translations can be.
And I'm very pleased to report that the exercise is remarkably successful." Kit Maude, Akimbo Books, on Elemental
"Stone, earth, water, ice, wind, and burning heat. The stories here dig deep
and unexpectedly into life's fundamentals- the elements and the passions-
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bringing into English, many for the first time, writers of stature from across the
globe. A celebration of both storytelling and translation, Elemental is
essential, a gift that opens up the pleasures of new worlds." - Hugh Raffles,
author of The Book of Unconformities, on Elemental
"Marvelous€¦a credit to the art of both poets and translators." - Cynthia
Hogue, author of In June the Labyrinth and co-translator of Joan Darc,
by Nathalie Quintane, on Home
"Unbelievably exciting€¦These are poems to read and reread, repeating the
lines as though they were a secret between yourself and the page." - The
Paris Review, on Home
"The poems in this anthology abound with vivid imagery and moving
remembrances of the past. They're also a powerful demonstration of how,
using only a handful of words, a poet can create an entire world- as Mohamad
Nassereddine does in €˜The Mechanic's Heresy.' Observe: €˜When the
mechanic in blue / stares up at the sky, / for a minute, he thinks himself God.'
Haunting and resonant throughout." - Words Without Borders, on Home
"This remarkable anthology of Chinese speculative fiction offers seven tales of
societal responsibility and individual freedom. . . . By turns cryptic and
revealing, phantasmagorical and straightforward, these tales balance reality
and fantasy on the edge of a knife."- Publishers Weekly, starred review of
That We May Live
"With enthralling and precise language, this first book in Two Lines Press'
Calico series of collected translated literature impresses€¦This collection of
speculative Chinese fiction is compelling and provocative, exploring the thin
line between reality and absurdity. " - Booklist, starred review of That We
May Live
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Linea Nigra
An Essay on Pregnancy and Earthquakes
by Jazmina Barrera, translated by Christina MacSweeney
This book is such a wonder and joy. I only wish it were a few thousand
pages longer, so I could have the company of its intelligence and poetry
for all the phases of my life." - Rivka Galchen, author of Everyone
Knows Your Mother Is a Witch

Simultaneously a work of collaboration between mother and child and a diary
of worry and joy, Linea Nigra is an intimate exploration of childbearing from
the celebrated author of On Lighthouses. Drawing from a wide range of
inspirations and traditions, from Louise Bourgeois to Ursula K. Le Guin to the
influential indigenous Nahua model Luz Jimenez, Barrera's treatise is as
philosophical as it is candid. It is a book that clarifies motherhood, but also
celebrates the mysteries of the body - like the linea nigra, the black line, itself.
Two Lines Press
On Sale: May 13/22
5 x 8 • 184 pages
9781949641301 • $30.95 • cl
Biography / Women

Writing over the course of her first pregnancy, birthing, breastfeeding, and
young motherhood, Barrera embraces her subject fully. She intersperses
notes from her reading life, making lucid connections between maternity and
earthquakes, lunar eclipses, plants, and animals. She sends out an
impassioned call for a great proliferation of pregnancy books: for more writing
by the expectant; for a canon and a counter-canon of motherhood prose each of them a shrine and generous guide to all of these radical acts.
This book is such a wonder and joy. I only wish it were a few thousand pages
longer, so I could have the company of its intelligence and poetry for all the
phases of my life." - Rivka Galchen, author of Everyone Knows Your
Mother Is a Witch
"There is a moment in Linea Nigra where Jazmina Barrera looks at the
reflection of a solar eclipse in a puddle. Barrera has a gift of obliquely looking
at obvious things (in this case, pregnancy, and previously, lighthouses in On
Lighthouses ). Her perspective delivers deep clarity and is a joy to read. In
nuanced observation, and with enormous humor, she shares how things and
people can be known and understood, while allowing, as in life and death - for
what can never be known, or understood." - Leanne Shapton, author of
Guestbook
"An amazing book that takes the topic of motherhood and, before the
incredulous eyes of the reader, impregnates it with many other things: the
body, the concept of individuality, illness, and emotional attachments." Emiliano Monge, author of Among the Lost
Praise for On Lighthouses "Precise and erudite, Barrera's writing is as alluring
and arresting as the landscapes and stories it conveys." - Los Angeles
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Review of Books
"Barrera's obsession is contagious. Her graceful sentences ensnare tidbits of
history and tantalizing glimpses of her own life, accompanied by delicate
sketches of lighthouses she's visited, making this book a refuge from
everyday life, a place of enchantment and safety." - Shelf Awareness
(starred review)

Author Bio
Jazmina Barrera was born in Mexico City in 1988. She was a fellow at the
Foundation for Mexican Letters. Her book of essays Cuerpo extrano ( Foreign
Body ) was awarded the Latin American Voices prize from Literal Publishing in
2013. In 2020, Two Lines Press published her On Lighthouses in a translation
from Christina MacSweeney. She has also published work in various print and
digital media, such as Nexos, Este Pais, Dossier, Vice, El Malpensante,
Letras Libres and Tierra Adentro . She has a Master's Degree in Creative
Writing in Spanish from New York University, which she completed with the
support of a Fulbright grant. She was a grantee of the Young Creators
program at FONCA. She is editor and co-founder of Ediciones Antilope. She
lives in Mexico City. Christina MacSweeney received the 2016 Valle Inclan
prize for her translation of Valeria Luiselli's The Story of My Teeth, and Among
Strange Victims by Daniel Saldana Paris was a finalist in the 2017 Best
Translated Book Award. Among the other authors she has translated are:
Elvira Navarro ( A Working Woman, Rabbit Island ), Veronica Gerber Bicecci
( Empty Set, Palabras migrantes/Migrant Words ), and Julian Herbert ( Tomb
Song, The House of the Pain of Others
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On Lighthouses
by Jazmina Barrera, translated by Christina MacSweeney
This book is a light at the end of the tunnel."-The Paris Review
Far from home, in the confines of a dim New York apartment where the
oppressive skyscrapers further isolate her, Jazmina Barrera offers a tour of
her lighthouses-those structures whose message is"first and foremost, that
human beings are here."
Starting with Robert Louis Stevenson's grandfather, an engineer charged with
illuminating the Scottish coastline, On Lighthouses artfully examines
lighthouses from the Spanish to the Oregon coasts and those in the works of
Virginia Woolf, Edgar Allan Poe, Ingmar Bergman, and many others.

Two Lines Press
On Sale: May 13/22
4.5 x 7 • 174 pages
9781949641349 • $17.95 • pb
Literary Collections / Essays • Ages 16 years and up

Notes
Hardcover Edition: 9781949641011

In trying to"collect"lighthouses by obsessively describing them, Barrera begins
to question the nature of writing, collecting, and how, by staring so intently at
one thing we are only trying to avoid others. Equal parts personal memoir and
literary history, On Lighthouses takes the reader on a desperate flight from
raging sea to cold stone-from a hopeless isolation to a meaningful oneconcluding at last in a place of peace: the home of a selfless, guiding light.
"Lighthouses, the 'frontier between civilization and nature,' are places of
solitude. But they are also signals of shore and home. This book is a light at
the end of the tunnel, showing us places we'll see and things we'll do when we
can go out again."-The Paris Review
"Precise and erudite, Barrera's writing is as alluring and arresting as the
landscapes and stories it conveys. Each piece is crafted with care, imbued
with Barrera's poignant critical sense and her perspicacious ability to unravel
the different levels of affect, historicity, and magnificence that constitute the
everyday life of each lighthouse."- Los Angeles Review of Books
"[ On Lighthouses ] appears on the surface to be six poignant personal essays
littered with intriguing references (...)

Author Bio
Jazmina Barrera was born in Mexico City in 1988. She was a fellow at the
Foundation for Mexican Letters. Her book of essays Cuerpo extraño ( Foreign
Body ) was awarded the Latin American Voices prize from Literal Publishing in
2013. She has published her work in various print and digital media, such as
Nexos, Este País, Dossier, Vice, and more. She is editor and co-founder of
Ediciones Antílope. She lives in Mexico City.
Christina MacSweeney received the 2016 Valle Inclan prize for her
translation of Valeria Luiselli's The Story of My Teeth, and Among Strange
Victims (Daniel Saldaña París) was a finalist in the 2017 Best Translated Book
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Award. Among the other authors she has translated are: Elvira Navarro ( A
Working Woman ), Verónica Gerber Bicecci ( >Empty Set ; Palabras
migrantes/Migrant Words ), and Julián Herbert ( Tomb Song; The House of
the Pain of Others ). She is currently working on a second novel by Daniel
Saldaña París and her translations of short story collection by Elvira Navarro
and Julián Herbert will be published in 2020.
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The Unofficial Guide to the Disney Cruise Line 2022
by Erin Foster, Len Testa and Ritchey Halphen
The Unofficial Guide to the Disney Cruise Line is a no-nonsense,
consumer-oriented guide that describes the best of Disney's ships and
itineraries

Unofficial Guides
On Sale: Mar 25/22
5.13 x 8 • 456 pages
Two-color art throughout; B&W illustrations, maps, and
tables
9781628091373 • $29.95 • pb
Travel / Cruises
Series: Unofficial Guides

Notes
Previous Edition: 9781628091083
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The Book of Unconformities
Speculations on Lost Time
by Hugh Raffles
From the author of lnsectopedia, a powerful exploration of loss, grief,
endurance, and the absences that permeate the present.
When Hugh Raffles's two sisters died suddenly within a few weeks of each
other, he reached for rocks, stones, and other reassuringly solid objects as
anchors in a world unmoored, as ways to make sense of these events through
narratives much larger than his own. The Book of Unconformities is a
profound and moving meditation grounded in stories of stones: Neolithic stone
circles; the marble prized by Manhattan's Lenape people; Icelandic lava;
petrified whale blubber on Svalbard; mica from a Nazi concentration camp; a
huge meteorite Robert Peary brought back from Greenland, along with six
Inuit adventurers, to 1890s New York.

Verse Chorus Press
On Sale: Apr 28/22
6 x 9 • 384 pages
9781891241734 • $27.95 • pb
Social Science / Anthropology / Cultural • Ages 14
years and up

As Raffles follows these fundamental objects, unearthing the events they've
engendered, they begin to lose their solidity and become as capricious,
indifferent, and wilful as time itself.
Among the most mysterious books I've ever read-a dense, dark star . . . What
intuition the book requires-and what magic tricks it performs. Stones speak,
lost time leaves a literal record and, strangest of all, the consolation the writer
seeks in the permanence of rocks, in their vast history, he finds instead in their
vulnerability, caprice and still-unfolding story.'( New York Times Critics'
Pick)'In a high-voltage jolt of insight, Mr. Raffles converts what might seem a
dry scientific concept into a potent literary metaphor to help anyone whose
sense of time has been fractured by loss . . . [ The Book of Unconformities ] is
so rich in erudition and prose-poetry that I read it like a glutton, tearing off big
bites of lost time until I was sated . . . A poignant and healing descent into
deep time and its relevance to the human experience.''A spellbinding time
travelogue . . . Raffles's dense, associative, essayistic style mirrors geological
transformation, compressing and folding chronologies like strata in
metamorphic rock . . . Mesmerizing.''A work of poetic science, a smashing
together of the human and the natural world, of cultures separated by time.
Just as a geologic unconformity, this is erudite and artistic.''Poetic . . .Each
section is packed with vivid entertaining tales . . . The text shimmers with
rangy curiosity, precise pictorial descriptions, well-narrated history, a
sympathetic eye for the natural world, and a deft, light scholarly touch."As
strange as it is beautiful, The Book of Unconformities is a work of great
originality and imaginative force." Anthropology, Arctic, Megalithic monuments
Stones, Rocks, Lost Time B102

Author Bio
Hugh Raffles is the author of Insectopedia, which was a New York Times
Notable Book and received the Orion Book Award and the Ludwik Fleck Prize
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of the Society for Social Studies of Science, and of In Amazonia: A Natural
History which received the Victor Turner Prize in Ethnographic Writing. His
essays have appeared in Best American Essays, Granta, Orion, and The New
York Times, and he is the recipient of the Whiting Award for nonfiction. He
lives in New York City and is professor of anthropology at The New School.
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Natural Health
Your Complete Guide to Natural Remedies and Mindful WellBeing
by Marie D. Jones

Visible Ink Press
On Sale: May 13/22
9.25 x 7.12 • 448 pages
Bibliography
9781578595556 • $30.95 • pb
Health & Fitness / Naturopathy

Embrace the natural power to feel great and live a healthier, happier life!
Learn about hundreds of ways to enrich your life with this
comprehensive guide to nature-based health and well-being. From herbs,
oils and vitamins to yoga, healing remedies and belly laughs, the Natural
Health: Your Complete Guide to Natural Remedies and Mindful WellBeing explores hundreds of ancient remedies, natural therapies and nature's
medicine cabinet. It includes the most current knowledge, information, and
science behind natural diets and lifestyle to build your health and wellness.
Featuring an extensive overview of natural health therapies, treatments,
medicinals and nature's gifts, this engaging and useful book includes ... - More
than 100 herbal, all-natural, and do-it-yourself recipes and home remedies to
heal everything from acne to zapped energy - Tips for making toxic-free home
products - Herbal and natural remedies that fight diabetes, cancer,
depression, anxiety, heart disease, digestive disorders, immune disorders,
and more - Immune boosting herbs, diet, and remedies to improve overall
health - A detox section to improve your gut health and immune system and
rid the body of toxic metals and chemicals - Recipes for herbal teas,
concoctions, decoctions, tinctures, baths, balms, treats for kids, and more Tools and methods for increasing brain power, memory, cognition, focus, and
clarity - An examination of meditation, movement and breath work - An
extensive A to Z herb list and the medicinal properties of each herb Guidance and tips to falling asleep faster and improving the quality of sleep Exercises for lowering stress and achieving greater positivity, well-being, and
resilience - And much more on natural health and well-being of the body,
mind, and spirit! You want to a live longer, healthier life free of medical
complications? Of course you do! You need not be beholden to products that
are premade, prefabricated, processed, put together, produced, and promoted
to you. Get back to basics with what the planet has to offer instead. Whether
you want to stay fit, treat health issues or reduce stress, Natural Health:
Your Complete Guide to Natural Remedies and Mindful Well-Being will
help you find your natural balance to a holistic health of the body, mind, and
spirit! With many photos, illustrations, and other graphics, this tome is richly
illustrated, and its helpful bibliography and extensive index add to its
usefulness.

Author Bio
Marie D. Jones is the author of over twenty nonfiction books, including Visible
Ink Press' Earth Magic: Your Complete Guide to Natural Spells, Potions,
Plants, Herbs, Witchcraft, and More, The New Witch: Your Guide to Modern
Witchcraft, Wicca, Spells, Potions, Magic, and More,, Disinformation and You:
Identify Propaganda and Manipulation, and The Disaster Survival Guide: How
to Prepare For and Survive Floods, Fires, Earthquakes and More . A former
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radio show host herself, she has been interviewed on more than two thousand
radio programs worldwide, including Coast-to-Coast AM, The Shirley
MacLaine Show, and Midnight in the Desert . She has also been interviewed
for and contributed to dozens of print and online publications. She makes her
home in San Marcos, California, and is the mom to one very brilliant son, Max.
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The Constitution Explained
A Guide for Every American
by David L. Hudson, Jr
The United States Constitution is a short document, and it is written in
general language, which leaves much of the meaning unwritten and
open to interpretation. Dig into this important document and watershed
in the history of governments!

Visible Ink Press
On Sale: Jun 24/22
7.12 x 9.25 • 400 pages
Bibliography
9781578597505 • $33.95 • pb
Political Science / Constitutions

Explore the history, the various clauses, amendments, and interpretations.
Understand your rights (and responsibilities)!From the Constitutional
Convention to the creation of the Constitution and its eventual ratification, and
to the Bill of Rights and the thorny constitutional issues of today, The
Constitution Explained: A Guide for Every American covers the history, our
founding fathers' goals, and the varied interpretations of the Constitution that
have informed the politics and functioning of the U.S. government. You'll
discover ...

- How the Constitution makes the United States of America different from
many countries around the world because it gives us a peaceful mechanism
to resolve governmental issues
- The rights and responsibilities of U.S. citizens
- An in-depth look at the freedoms enshrined in the Bill of Rights
- 'The Miracle at Philadelphia' and 'the Great Compromise'
- The many different methods used to interpret the Constitution
- Controversial U.S. Supreme Court picks throughout history and how the
size and tenure of the Supreme Court justices has long been a contentious
issue
- The remarkable evolution of death penalty jurisprudence
- The 'Bill' Process, Pardon Power, Power of Judicial Review, and other
stated and implied powers found in Articles I (Congress), II (Presidency) and
III (Judicial)
- And much, much more!Aguide to the citizenship and the American
government, The Constitution Explained sheds a light on the differing and
changing interpretations of the many broadly worded key phrases in the
Constitution. You'll learn how the Constitution has been adopted to different
times and various situations. You'll learn what it does- and does not -promise
U.S. citizens. Richly illustrated, it also has a helpful bibliography, glossary, and
extensive index. This invaluable resource is designed to help you understand
the power and strength of the U.S. Constitution!

Author Bio
David L. Hudson, Jr., JD is a First Amendment expert and law professor who
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serves as a Fellow for the First Amendment of the Freedom Forum, and he is
an Assistant Professor of Law, teaching Legal Information and Communication
at Belmont University's College of Law. For 17 years, he was an attorney and
scholar at the First Amendment Center in Nashville, Tennessee. Hudson has
taught classes at Vanderbilt Law School and the Nashville School of Law, and
he served as a senior law clerk for the Tennessee Supreme Court.. In June
2018, the Nashville School of Law awarded him its Distinguished Faculty
Award. He earned his undergraduate degree from Duke University and his law
degree from Vanderbilt Law School. He is an author, co-author, or co-editor of
more than 40 books, including Visible Ink Press's The Handy Law Answer
Book, The Handy Supreme Court Answer Book, and The Handy American
History Answer Book, as well as Let The Students Speak: A History of the
Fight for Free Expression in American Schools and The Encyclopedia of the
First Amendment . He writes regularly for the ABA Journal and the American
Bar Association's Preview of United States Supreme Court Cases
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Artificial Intelligence, Robots, and the Future of
Humanity
History, Myths, Movies & More
by Nick Redfern

Visible Ink Press
On Sale: Jun 17/22
6 x 9 • 300 pages
Bibliography
9781578597420 • $29.95 • pb
Series: Treachery & Intrigue

Will computers come to dominate man? Have films, books, and
television foreshadowed the future of artificial intelligence? Will robots
enhance or destroy our future? Will AI forever change us? You'll learn
about the history and the pop-culture view of technology - as well as
possible futures - in this one-of-a-kind book! Is technology running amok
or is it serving as a helping hand? Artificial Intelligence, Robots, and the
Future of Humanity puts a pop-culture and historic spin on some serious
questions about mankind's future. An exhilarating and troubling read, it looks
at whether robots are a menace or a boon to humanity. Its investigations
include ... - The history of robots constructed hundreds of years ago - How
movies informed the classic image of the robot - and what they got right and
wrong - Clones, modified humans, cyborgs, designer babies, and half-human
robots - The sentient internet - The advancements in robotics starting in the
1960s - Science fiction and science fact - and how science fiction
foreshadowed the future - Robots replacing people in the workplace - The
prospect of uploading our minds into computers to ensure immortality Robots becoming indistinguishable from humans - Whether robots will rise up
and cause humans to become extinct - And much, much more. Exciting and
worrisome, Artificial Intelligence, Robots, and the Future of Humanity
looks at what the past tells us about the future. With more than 120 photos
and graphics, this tome is nicely illustrated. It also includes a helpful
bibliography and an extensive index, adding to its usefulness. Ponder the
possibilities with this examination of robots of the past, present, and future!

Author Bio
Nick Redfern works full time as an author, lecturer, and journalist. He writes
about a wide range of unsolved mysteries, including UFOs, alien encounters,
government conspiracies, Bigfoot, and the Loch Ness Monster. His many
books include Visible Ink Press' Time Travel: The Science and Science
Fiction ; Area 51: The Revealing Truth of UFOs, Secret Aircraft, Cover-Ups &
Conspiracies ; The Bigfoot Book: The Encyclopedia of Sasquatch, Yeti, and
Cryptid Primates ; The Alien Book: A Guide to Extraterrestrial Beings on
Earth ; Secret History: Conspiracies from Ancient Aliens to the New World
Order ; Cover-Ups & Secrets: The Complete Guide to Government
Conspiracies, Manipulations & Deceptions ; Control: MKUltra, Chemtrails and
the Conspiracy to Suppress the Masses ; Secret Societies: The Complete
Guide to Histories, Rites, and Rituals ; The Monster Book: Creatures, Beasts,
and Fiends of Nature ; and Monsters of the Deep . He has appeared on
numerous television shows, including History Channel's Monster Quest and
UFO Hunters ; VH1's Legend Hunters ; National Geographic Channel's The
Truth about UFOs and Paranatural ; BBC's Out of this World ; MSNBC's
Countdown ; and SyFy Channel's Proof Positive . Nick lives just a few miles
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from Dallas, Texas' infamous Grassy Knoll.
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Rail-Trails Mid-Atlantic
The Definitive Guide to Multiuse Trails in Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia, Washington, D.C., and West Virginia
by Rails-to-Trails Conservancy

Wilderness Press
On Sale: Jul 22/22
5.5 x 8.5 • 240 pages
Color maps and photos throughout
9781643590851 • $27.95 • pb
Travel / US / South / South Atlantic
Series: Rail-Trails

Explore 57 of the best rail-trails and other multiuse pathways in
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Washington, D.C., and West Virginia.All
across the country, unused railroad corridors have been converted into public
multiuse trails. Level and accessible, these paths are ideal for a brisk fitness
walk, bike ride, or stroll with the family. In Rail-Trails Mid-Atlantic, the experts
from Rails-to-Trails Conservancy present the best of these routes, as well as
other multiuse pathways, in Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Washington, D.C.,
and West Virginia. Many rail-trails are paved and run through the most scenic
parts of town. Others, such as the 34-mile Virginia Creeper National
Recreation Trail, traverse dense forests, open fields, and lush waterways.
Some explore the area's history, like Maryland's 13-mile Baltimore and
Annapolis Trail.Tour the nation's capital, visit the site of a historic Civil War
battle, and enjoy the serenity of the rural countryside along the Mid-Atlantic's
many great pathways. Whether you're on feet, wheels, or skates, you'll love
the variety in this collection of multiuse trails!Inside you'll find:
- Informative descriptions written by rail-trail experts
- Detailed maps for every featured trail
- Driving directions to trailheads
- Icons indicating the activities that each trail can accommodate
- Information you can rely on from the official guide to rail-trails
You can now throw away all your self-help books on fighting depression,
losing weight, toning muscles, finding something to do with your kids, and
learning American history. Just use this guide, find a great trail - and enjoy!"
- Peter Harnik, Director, Center for City Park Excellence, Trust for Public
Land"

Author Bio
Rails-to-Trails Conservancy is a nationwide nonprofit dedicated to
converting former railroad corridors to public, multiuse recreational trails that
offer easy access to runners, hikers, bicyclists, skaters, wheelchair users, and
equestrians. It serves as the national voice for more than 160,000 members
and supporters, more than 23,000 miles of open rail-trails across the country,
and more than 8,000 miles of potential trails waiting to be built - with a goal of
ensuring a better future for America made possible by trails and the
connections they inspire.
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The Fiscal Feminist
A Financial Wake-up Call for Women
by Kimberlee Davis
Wealth manager and host of The Fiscal Feminist podcast Kimberlee
Davis taps her 25 years' experience to teach women how to take charge
of their money and control their financial destiny.

Wonderwell
On Sale: Jun 10/22
6 x 9 • 232 pages
9781637560006 • $22.50 • pb
Bus & Econ / Personal Finance / Money Mgmt

Notes
Voice of authority. As a long-time wealth manager and
founder of the Fiscal Feminist—a podcast, website,
and popular Instagram account—the author brings
both authority and credibility to this book.
A rallying call for our times. Women’s financial literacy
is more important than ever. Not only are women
denied equal pay, but research shows women are
disproportionately impacted financially by the fallout of
COVID-19 and wish they were more confident in their
financial decision-making overall.
Tells the truth about technology. Davis explains how
the prevalence of technology has changed the
personal finance landscape, from overspending online
to confusion about investing and cyber security
threats.
Meets women where they are. The Fiscal Feminist
addresses the financial aspects of each significant life
stage, including marriage/partnership, children,
divorce, career development and second chapters,
retirement, and more.

Women are more educated and successful than ever, but they still tend to
stand on the sidelines when it comes to their money, according to financial
experts. At the same time, women live longer, earn less, and often have to
work harder than men to offset years spent out of the workforce raising
children. Adding to this perfect storm, women have suffered disproportionately
in the post-pandemic downturn.
The Fiscal Feminist
is a call to action for women to reverse these trends by increasing their
financial literacy and-ultimately-controlling their destiny. Author Kimberlee
Davis, a wealth manager and host of The Fiscal Feminist podcast, taps her 25
years' experience to educate women of all ages and economic strata about
how to independently achieve-and maintain-financial health on their own
terms.
Wealth manager and host of The Fiscal Feminist podcast Kimberlee
Davis taps her 25 years' experience to teach women how to take charge
of their money and control their financial destiny.

Women are more educated and successful than ever, but they still tend to
stand on the sidelines when it comes to their money, according to financial
experts. At the same time, women live longer, earn less, and often have to
work harder than men to offset years spent out of the workforce raising
children. Adding to this perfect storm, women have suffered disproportionately
in the post-pandemic downturn. The Fiscal Feminist is a call to action for
women to reverse these trends by increasing their financial literacy andultimately-controlling their destiny. Author Kimberlee Davis, a wealth manager
and host of The Fiscal Feminist podcast, taps her 25 years' experience to
educate women of all ages and economic strata about how to independently
achieve-and maintain-financial health on their own terms.

Author Bio
Kimberlee Davis is the host of The Fiscal Feminist, a podcast and platform
about women and their relationship with money and finance. Her mission is to
help all women of all ages and wealth levels embrace their responsibility to
themselves to achieve solid financial footing in both calm and turbulent times.
Kimberlee has more than 25 years of finance, legal, and corporate experience
and is a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst. Currently she is Managing
Director and Partner at The Bahnsen Group, a private wealth management
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firm. She is the proud mother of her three daughters, Allison, Claire and
Merrill. She lives in San Juan Capistrano, California.
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Hunting Discomfort
How to Get Breakthrough Results in Life and Business No
Matter What
by Sterling Hawkins
Entrepreneur, motivational leader, and internationally recognized public
speaker Sterling Hawkins shows readers how to get comfortable with
discomfort to create breakthrough results in life and business using his
#NoMatterWhat system for transformative change.

Wonderwell
On Sale: Jul 1/22
6 x 9 • 200 pages
9781637560143 • $36.50 • cl
Self-Help / Motivational & Inspirational

Notes
Help for desperate times: As we emerge from the
unprecedented challenges of a global pandemic, many
professionals and entrepreneurs are looking to
reinvent their businesses—and their lives—either by
choice or necessity. Hunting Discomfort provides the
tools for transformation in these difficult times.
Dares to go there: While most male-oriented books
about transformation emphasize stoicism and strength,
Hunting Discomfort goes where other titles don’t—
directly to readers’ vulnerability and fears—and shows
them how to turn these challenges into assets. With
sections on self-doubt, fear of exposure, and
uncertainty, Hunting Discomfort faces these very
human traits head-on, while showing readers how to
work with discomfort rather than push it away.
Credibility: Sterling has achieved considerable
success as a tech entrepreneur, venture capitalist,
motivational leader, and internationally recognized
public speaker, all of which earns him a high level of
credibility among readers.
Relatability: A relatable figure who openly shares his
missteps and vulnerabilities, Sterling has overcome his
own failures, from bad breakups to hitting rock bottom

Entrepreneur Sterling Hawkins has spent his life coming back from the brink
to sell companies, finish ultramarathons, and achieve results no matter what it
took. After years of teaching innovation techniques to Fortune 500 companies,
his seven-figure business collapsed with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
in March of 2020. He then began a journey to research, study, and test ideas
to find the answer to this question: How do some people create transformative
results in even the harshest circumstances? Hunting Discomfort challenges
the status quo and unpacks an uncomfortable human truth that's so obvious
it's consistently overlooked and ignored: It's exactly because of difficult
circumstances that breakthrough results are possible. Using his proven
#NoMatterWhat system along with moving personal stories, case studies of
high achievers, and hands-on exercises, the author teaches readers how to
accomplish breakthrough results regardless of obstacles standing in their way.

Entrepreneur, motivational leader, and internationally recognized public
speaker Sterling Hawkins shows readers how to get comfortable with
discomfort to create breakthrough results in life and business using his
#NoMatterWhat system for transformative change.

Entrepreneur Sterling Hawkins has spent his life coming back from the brink
to sell companies, finish ultramarathons, and achieve results no matter what it
took. After years of teaching innovation techniques to Fortune 500 companies,
his seven-figure business collapsed with the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic
in March of 2020. He then began a journey to research, study, and test ideas
to find the answer to this question: How do some people create transformative
results in even the harshest circumstances? Hunting Discomfort challenges
the status quo and unpacks an uncomfortable human truth that's so obvious
it's consistently overlooked and ignored: It's exactly because of difficult
circumstances that breakthrough results are possible. Using his proven
#NoMatterWhat system along with moving personal stories, case studies of
high achievers, and hands-on exercises, the author teaches readers how to
accomplish breakthrough results regardless of obstacles standing in their way.

Author Bio
Sterling Hawkins is an internationally recognized entrepreneur, motivational
leader, and public speaker. His 2019 TED Talk, Discomfort is Necessary for
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in business. Readers will be able to see themselves in
the author’s own experiences.
Inspirational and aspirational: Sterling is a high-energy,
high-achieving adventurer who runs ultra-marathons
and literally swims with the sharks. He has worked
with top-gun pilots, famous artists, and many highprofile entrepreneurs all over the world. His
accomplishments—and winning good looks—will
inspire many readers.

Innovation," has been viewed more than 65,000 times. In 2004, Sterling cofounded, launched, and sold his first technology company, Convena, where he
developed innovative approaches to beat competition, handle high-growth,
and achieve performance no matter the obstacles. He went on to be involved
with the launch, growth, and/or investment in over 50 companies, and cofounded CART, a platform to drive adoption of emerging technologies at
Fortune 500 companies. Sterling speaks and runs workshops on his
#NoMatterWhat system to drive growth, innovation, and results-regardless of
what's happening in the world-for clients such as Samsung, Criteo, Synchrony
Financial, and the United Nations. A certified yoga teacher and adventure
seeker who regularly pushes his own boundaries by skydiving, century bike
riding, shark diving, and even trekking in theSahara, Sterling has been
featured in Inc ., Fast Company, The New York Times, and Forbes . He lives
in Denver, Colorado.
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YMAA Publication Center

The Triangle Hold Encyclopedia
Comprehensive Applications for Triangle Submission
Techniques for All Grappling Styles
by Steve Scott
The legs are powerful tools that a grappler in any combat sport can and
should use to their advantage.
The purpose of The Triangle Hold Encyclopedia is to explore and analyze
what makes a successful leg-based triangle hold, along with the numerous
applications and variations that make triangle holds the most effective
submission techniques in any fighting sport.
The Triangle Hold Encyclopedia presents a comprehensive analysis of
triangle submission holds and the numerous applications, variations, set ups,
and positions from which they are applied. Included throughout are technical
tips, and discussions of how to systematically teach and study triangle holds
so they become an effective part of your fighting and grappling arsenal.
YMAA Publication Center
On Sale: May 11/22
8.5 x 11 • 282 pages
9781594396496 • $48.95 • pb
Sports & Recreation / Wrestling

Notes
Steve Scott has trained numerous Olympic, USA, and
International world judo and grappling champions
The genius of this book, is that it is designed for
grapplers of all styles, be it judo, sambo, jujitsu or
submission wresting.
During a match, whatever position a grappler finds
themselves in, there is a move that can set up a
winning Triangle Hold. This book details how to make
that move work for you.

Contents include

- Triangle holds starting from the bottom guard position
- Triangle holds starting from in front of an opponent
- Triangle holds starting from a top or back ride position
- Triangle holds starting from a holding or pinning position
- Prevention, defense, and escapes for triangle holds
A central characteristic of this book is that the skills presented can be used in
a variety of fighting and grappling sports.
As important as the power of the legs may be, knowing how to use that
power is even more important - and that's what this book is about.

Author Bio
Steve Scott is a professional judo, sambo and jujitsu coach residing in Kansas
City, MO. He holds 8th dan rank in judo and 7th dan rank in shingitai jujitsu.
Starting his judo career in 1965 and his sambo career in 1976, He has been
active at all levels of competition, coaching and administration in different
grappling sports. He has coached four World Sambo Champions, a member
of an Olympic Judo Team, and hundreds of medal winners in national and
international competitions in judo, sambo, sport jujitsu and submission
grappling. He founded the Welcome Mat Judo Club in 1969 where thousands
of people have trained in a variety of martial arts.
Steve is the innovator of the Freestyle Judo contest rules used by AAU Judo
as well as the innovator in women's sambo in the U.S., having hosted the first
women's U.S. National Sambo Championships in 1980. He was responsible
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for the AAU granting recognition to the sport of judo in 1994 after a hiatus of
many years.
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YMAA Publication Center

The Art and Science of Self Defense
A Comprehensive Instructional Guide
by Joe Varady, foreword by Gary Dean Quesenberry
The Art and Science of Self Defense Training provides you with a
condensed system of distilled self-defense skills and techniques, each
carefully selected for its reliability in a high stress environment.
Topics include situational awareness, avoidance, and how to take action
should you need to physically defend yourself.

Martial arts, combat sports, and self-defense are different realms; although
interconnected they are not entirely the same. - This book can help bridge that
gap.

YMAA Publication Center
On Sale: Jun 11/22
7.25 x 9.38 • 272 pages
B/W photos and drawings
9781594398728 • $31.95 • pb
Health & Fitness / Safety
Series: Martial Science

Notes
The Art and Science of Self Defense provides you
with a condensed system of distilled skills and
techniques, each carefully selected for its reliability in
a high stress environment.

This curriculum is streamlined and divided into nine logical stages of training
that allows both martial artists and those with no formal fighting experience to
quickly and methodically learn and develop reliable skills for self-defense.

While training in the martial arts or competitive combat sports can aid you in
a self-defense situation, it does not prepare you for those aspects that are
unique to actual self-defense.

The book begins with the basics, upon which everything else relies awareness, avoidance, and anticipation skills - before moving on to building a
reliable arsenal of self-defense techniques. You will progress through a series
of carefully selected actions for high stress situations.

Martial arts, combat sports, and self-defense are
different realms, and while interconnected, they are not
the same. This book helps bridge the gap.

The aim of this curriculum is to improve confidence and skills in a structured
and logical way.

While training in the martial arts or competitive combat
sports can aid you in a self-defense situation, it does
not prepare you for critical aspects that are unique to
self-defense.

Topics include

Topics include situational awareness, avoidance, and
how to take action should you need to physically
defend yourself.

- Awareness skills including situational, spatial, and environmental
- Avoidance skills to deal with fear, escape, and de-escalation
- Anticipation skills for being approached, posturing, and reading body
language
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- Action arsenal including targeting, striking, yelling, evading, and countering
- Advanced arsenals for dealing with ground fighting, weapons, and multiple
attackers

Whether you are just starting out, or have been practicing martial arts for
years, there are important self-defense skills for everyone in this book

Author Bio
Joe Varady is an award-winning author of The Art and Science of Staff
Fighting, and The Art and Science of Stick Fighting . He is a sixth-degree
black belt with over thirty years of experience in martial arts. Joe has trained
in numerous Eastern and Western disciplines, including karate, judo, eskrima,
boxing, fencing, and long sword. He has won numerous awards competing in
full-contact weapons tournaments around the world. Joe holds a master's
degree in elementary education. He is the head instructor at Satori Dojo and
Modern Gladiatorial Arts. Joe Varady resides in Phoenixville, Pennsylvania.
Gary Quesenberry is a US Army veteran and a career Federal Air Marshal.
As a defensive tactics trainer for Federal and civilian services, he has devoted
his life to studying the areas of violence and predatory behavior. Gary serves
as the CEO of Quesenberry Personal Defense Training and has developed
numerous basic and advanced level training courses focused on mental
toughness, marksmanship, and defensive tactics. As a competitive pistol
shooter, Gary has been featured on the History Channel's hit television series
Top Shot - Season 3 and Top Shot All-Stars. He has an extensive
background in domestic and foreign counter-terror training and has worked in
both the private and corporate sectors to help educate others on the
importance of situational awareness, and personal safety. Gary resides in
Hillsville, Virginia.
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satisFRY
Simply Delicious, Satisfying, and Fast Air Fryer Recipes
by Mona Dolgov
Unlock the secrets to healthy recipes that taste unbelievably decadent
with air frying expert Mona Dolgov's new satis-FRY, the complete guide
to air frying perfection.

On Sale: May 27/22
8 x 8 • 184 pages
Original photography for all recipes
9781736675618 • $27.95 • pb
Cooking / Health & Healing / General • Ages 17-85
years

Notes
Air fryers continue to be a hot countertop appliance,
boosted bypandemic sales that pushed revenues up
by 10%; current forecast is $1.2billion in sales by
2026.
Author is a culinary expert and nutritionist has worked
directlywith some of the most popular manufacturers—
including Ninja, Crock-Pot, andPhillips—to develop
recipe content that builds increased sales revenue.
Book will include 100+ recipes with full color
photographs ofeach recipe.
Chapters include: Anytime Breakfast, Snackertaining,
CompleteMeals, Proteins (animal and plant-based),
Veggies and Sides, and Desserts.
Recipes are plant forward,nutrient dense, and not
processed, with a focus on ease and simplicity
thatempower the home chef to prepare quality meals.
In addition to recipes, will include tips and techniques
for optimalcooking in different air fryer types, including
cooking times, optimaltemperatures, and cooking
adjustments.
With low-calorie, gluten-free recipes, this cookbook
appeals toweight loss/management, gluten-free, and

Do you still have your air fryer in your closet, afraid to unpack the box? Does
you new oven have an air fryer setting and you don't know where to start?
satis-FRY gives you the cooking confidence and the WOW to make amazing
meals, snacks, sides, and even air-baked desserts healthy-delicious. The air
fryer is an amazing appliance and tool for a healthier lifestyle and now comes
in a variety of shapes and sizes. No fuss, less mess, and faster cooking than
the traditional oven and grill. Easy recipes will get you eating more veggies,
using less oil for all of your meals and snacks, and perfectly portioned
desserts.

But to get the most from your air fryer, you need to learn the kitchen hacks
and techniques that take this countertop appliance from good to great.
Nutritionist and air frying expert Mona Dolgov is here to help. She's developed
thousands of recipes for some of the top appliance manufacturers in the
world-including Philips, CrockPot, Ninja, and more-and has the experience
and technical knowledge to get the most out of every air fryer on the market
and ensure healthy, gluten-free, better-for-you meals that taste amazing.

Get Your Veggie On! The perfect appliance for a more plant-forward lifestyleperfectly roasted vegetables and healthier fries!
Get Your Crunch On! The best way to prepare crunchy and healthy
snacks-'snackertaining' on a new level!
Get Your Easy Express Meals Here! Effortless complete meals prepared in
less time! Use frozen and fresh ingredients to create crunchy and perfectly
textured meals.
Get Your New Morning Routine! Quick (...)

Author Bio
A graduate of Cornell University in Nutritional Sciences and an MBA-recipient
from New York University,Mona Dolgov has authored more than 30
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heart-conscious and diabetic bookbuyers.

cookbooks in a decades-long career as a culinary marketing and innovation
expert in the food, appliance, and health & wellness space. She has
developed recipes and created cooking content for some of the top appliance
brands in the world-including Philips, CrockPot, Ninja, and more. She is a
speaker and wellness expert for national wellness events and local civic
organizations; frequent guest on podcasts for corporate partners; and her
recipes have been featured in national and regional print media. Mona lives
inBoston, Massachusetts.
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A Year of Sewing with Nani Iro
18 Patterns to Make & Wear Throughout the Seasons
by Naomi Ito
"
Learn to sew garments that you'll love and want to wear all throughout
the year!

Craft a timeless and versatile wardrobe for everyday with Nani Iro, the
Japanese fabric brand by artist and textile designer Naomi Ito. In this followup to The Nani Iro Sewing Studio, Naomi and her talented atelier present a
collection of 18 artful garments that can be enjoyed all year round-simply
change the fabric selection or design elements like sleeve length to customize
pieces for specific seasons. These garments are intended to be layered,
mixed, and matched to push the boundaries of your wardrobe and experiment
with print and color.
Zakka Workshop
On Sale: Jun 24/22
8.25 x 10.25 • 136 pages
Full-size sewing pattern sheet inserts
9781940552699 • $34.95 • pb
Crafts & Hobbies / Sewing • Ages 16 years and up
Series: Japanese Dressmakers

Notes
Follow-up to the author’s 1st book from 2019: The
Nani Iro Sewing Studio (9781940552392)
First book sold 12,000 units in the trade with low
returns (less than a 7% return rate for independent
bookstores on average)
Opportunity to sell-in the new title as well as upsell and
restock the first book
Nani Iro fabric (featured in the book) is sold around the
world in over 30 countries including USA, Canada,
Australia, NZ, Europe and Asia. The author releases a
new collection annually.

From simple, beginner-friendly tunics that can be made in one day to more
challenging dresses with special details, such as pleats and gathers, you'll find
stunning garments inspired by and designed for showcasing beautiful textiles.

Full-size pattern sheets are included to help you draft your beautiful designs.
Sizes range from S-XL, though the relaxed style of many of the garments will
fit a more inclusive size range. Finished measurements are provided for each
pattern to help you select the projects that will work best for you.
Embark on a year-long sewing journey with Nani Iro and create a wardrobe
full of styles that can be made and worn beyond a single seas

Author Bio
Naomi Ito is the artist and designer behind
popular fabric brand Nani Iro. Inspired by elements in nature, she creates
breathtaking watercolor paintings that incorporate brilliant colors, shades of
light and water, and poetic movement. Naomi's innovative painterly approach
to
textile design has been praised as 'art on fabric.' Naomi has exhibited her
work in Tokyo, Osaka, and Paris and her work has been featured in books,
advertising campaigns, interior design products, and fashion accessories. She
hosts workshops on watercolor painting and is the author of The Nani Iro
Sewing
Studio. She lives in Iga City, Japan.
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